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Summary
One of the most anticipated developments in the communication technology is the converganee
of Internetand mobile networks. This is leading to the new 3G Network basedon a new service
architecture, that is going to be access and terminal independent. This will enable that the same
services are available to the users wherever one is in, independent of the network, terminal type
or current location. Within 3GPP, the body responsibis for UMTS standards, this concept is called
the Virtual Home Environment. One of the VHE enablers is the Open Service Architecture that
provides for the applications in the Service Network an open and standardized interface to the
Gore Network resources. OSA is based on the Parlay APis that have been adopted by the
telecommunication community in the context of 3GPP. APis are oftered by the so-called Service
Gapability Server that provides the access to the network in a controlled and safe manner. In the
Gore Network, as specified from UMTS Release 5 and onwards, the Session lnitiation Protocol
has been chosen as the signaling protocol.
There are still a lot of questions to be answered regarding Service Network, Service Enabler and
Gore Network architectures. As some of the starting points for OSA and SIP are different the
main goal of this Master Thesis, done within Ericssons's lP Multimedia Task Force was to
investigate the relation between the OSA and all lP Network with SIP in its core.
First of all it was needed to evaluate SIP as the signaling protocol with respect to the features that
it should support for establishing of the multimedia end-to-end connections. SIP can be compared
to ISUP from ISDN protocol and is totally different from today's session control protoeals used for
telecom services. The first chapter contains the Master Thesis project definition and a list of
research tasks. The second and third chapters have an informative character and introduce to the
research topics. They can be used for raferenee while reading the rest of this document.
After investigation of SIP the research has been focused on the service creation methods in the
SIP environment. The main task was to discover how different SIP-based service creation
methods compete with each other. The comparison table presents different aspects of the
programming methods arranged into the essential stages of the service lifecycle. The resulting
conclusion was that SIP Serviets API are the most competitive along SIP programming methods
and can be used for providing a variety of services. The key advantages include multithreaded
run-time environment, extensibility, standardized framework for adding new servlets, capability to
run in a distributed network environment end an easy inlegration with the Internet technology via
existing Java serviets APis. As this method primary targets the trusted service providers, GPL
has been identified as a perfect solution for the end-user service creation. GPL provides excellent
portability since the user can store the scripts on the terminal and upload to the server in any
network and place on Earth. The SIP REGISTER method can be used for this purpose. lf the
user may wish to use another terminal it may be required to use the Internet Directory services to
store the scripts on the Internet for easy access. Gomparison of Parlay and SIP service creation
environments showed that both methods are well suited to be used in the 3G service creation
concepts. The main advantages of Parlay I OSA in the context of service creation are maturity,
support for 3rd parties and usability for not only 3G networks which in fact are not implemenled
yet but also for 2G network.
As the SGS plays a key role in the providing of IP-based Multimedia Services the next task was to
validate whether SGS can offer appropriate mapping of Parlay I OSA interface onto SIP. This
addressed issues about mapping of the Parlay methods onto SIP requests methods and
responses. Greation and analyze of the sequence diagrams for service execution call flows
brought up important conclusions about the leak of support for some functionality as compared to
SIP.
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There are some valuable features in the SIP protocol that seem not to be accessible for the
Parlay application. An example is the media negotiation capability, which is not being supported
by the Parlay APis. The salution to this problem would betodefine a new interface or modify the
existing one to better expose some protocol specific functions. The validation of the
interoperability of SIP with Parlay in the service execution gave an answer to the question how
the SIP network architecture should be mapped onto lP Multimedia architecture. lt clarified that
the SCS and S-CSCF network entities should play different roles during the service execution
and they can transitionally workin different modes from UA Client through SIP Proxy and B2BUA
to 3ro Party Controller mode.
The last task was to suggest the improvements of the Parlay interfaces in relation to the
discovered unsupported features. From the list of issues four most important problems have been
chosen for investigation. lt was important to find conceptual solutions without drawing into details
but in some cases complete solutions have been sketched. The focus was on the application
control over the call leg in the network, the ability to specity the media and routing related
parameters and on the negotiation capability of the Parlay interface. The first problem originates
in the SIP forking capabilities. The second and third deal with the different media types,
compression and encryption methods and other essential aspects of the signaling in the network.
To solve those problems saveral solutions have been proposed including new Parlay methods
and new data types. The last issue was to add the SIP address type to the set of Parlay address
related data types.
Summarizing, the statement can be made that despite of some mismatch in the architecture,
interoperability of OSA and SIP is possible. Slightly modified OSA I Parlay APis can easily
provide the access to specific SIP capabilities and thus keep on playing a key role in the service
provisioning in an all IP-based Care Network.
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Methodology
To achieve good integration of entire project and successfully complete this Master Thesis within
well-defined period of time it is helptul tothink out some strategy that could ensure the realization
of this task. For this reason this graduation project has been divided into several phases that are
discussed below.
SIP is a new application layer signaling protocol for establishing multimedia connections brought
up to the standards in the early 1999. Because of the significant role it will play in the new
telecom world it is necessary to investigate the relation of SIP to Parlay I OSA architecture
especially emphasizing the service creation and execution platforms. The first task will be to
describe the protocol and identify its capabilities. This will help to take decision related to the
network architecture and service provisioning in the 3G network. The main objective should be to
discover the advantages and drawbacks of SIP as a signaling protocol. The second important
issue is the service creation environment. This requires a solid investigation in the area of SIP
and Parlay I OSA programming methods. The SIP programming methods recommended by the
IETF include Common Gateway Interface for SIP, Call Processing Language and Sip Serviets
API. Those service creation tools will be evaluated and compared to the Parlay I OSA service
development environment. The key issue is to position all existing programming tools and identify
the best opportunities for multimedia service creation for the 3G Network. This will be realized by
presenting the properties of all service creation methods in the form of the table arranged
according totheservice lifecycle.
The next step should be validation of the interoperability of SIP-based core network with OSA I
Parlay interface. The best salution would be selecting a few basic services, which are already
supported by Parlay on the interface to the CS Network and analyze the interworking scenarios
with the PS SIP Network. Assuming existence of the suitable Parlay to SIP mapping provided by
SCS the functional compatibility of SIP and Parlay will be tested. The main goal of this task will be
to better understand the service execution signaling issues and related problems. Can existing
methods of Parlay APis provide desired level of control over the service execution in the SIP
Core Network and what are the limitations around this issue.
Then the mapping from Parlay to SIP needs to be addressed. This will be accomplished by
working out some problems identified in the previous step. This will require detailed
understanding of Parlay methods and interfaces and also the signaling schemes and behavior of
SIP network elements should be examined. This should bring up some suggestions and
implementation proposals for extension and enhancement of the Parlay interfaces.
After all the Master Thesis research will be enclosed with providing conclusions and suggestions
related to this work that could be useful for continuation of the 3G Network standardization
process.
This document targets the following readers:
Service Developers
Service Providers
3G Network Architecture Designers
People involved in the standardization of 3G Networks
All other people interestad in the concept of OSA I Parlay Service Architecture on a
SIP Network
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This document covers the following issues:
SIP protocol, SIP network architecture and SIP capabilities
SIP Service Creation Environment
Comparison of SIP and Parlay I API service programmingplatforms
Validatien of the SIP and OSA I Parlay interoperability
ldentification of SIP features that are not supported in Parlay
Salution proposals
These issues havenotbeen addressed here in details:
Session Description Protocol
Handling of Data Streams
Mapping of Parlay on SIP in SCS
Service Management
Business Strategies
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DCOM
DNS
DTD
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GGN
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HTTP
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ID
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IIOP
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IS UP
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Third Generation Network
Third Generation Partnership Project
Autthentication, Authorization and Accounting
SIP Acknowledgement Message
Application Level Gateway
Application Programming Interface
Application Server
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
Back T o Back User Agent
Border Gateway Protocol
Customized Application of Mobile Enhance Logic
CAMEL Application Part
Common Gateway Interface
Gore Network
Common Object Request Broker Architecture
Call Processing Language
Circuit Switched
Call State Control Function
Call Sequence Number
Distributed Common Object Model
Domain Name System
Document Type Definition
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Generic Call Control
GPRS Gateway Node
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Mobile Application Part
Media Gateway Control Protocol
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Multiparty Multimedia Session Control WG
Multiparty Call Control
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Open Service Architecture
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User Agent
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1.

Master Thesis project definition

At this moment telecommunication networks like GSM are based on circuit switched technology.
However, within 3GPP it is specified that core networkof UMTS will evolve to an all lP (packet
switched) network and the Sassion lnitialization Protocol (SIP) has been chosen as the protocol
for setting up end-to-end multimedia sessions. Regarding the all lP network architecture and SIP
there is a number of items to be investigated related to the Open Service Architecture.
This graduation project must camprise the following problems:
1.

How does SIP relate to the Open Service Architecture and OSA I Parlay APis in the
3G Service Creation Environment ?
•
•
•

2.

Which capabilities, does SIP and OSA I Parlay APis offer totheservice creation
tools?
What are drawbacks and limitations in using SIP protocol and OSA I Parlay
interface in the application development environment?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of SIP in relation to OSA I Parlay and
what are the possibilities for service network developers to use SIP along with
OSA I Parlay API's to deploy new value added services in the 3d generation
networks.

Relations of SIP to OSA in standardization of UMTS networks.
•

•
•

How does SIP Application Servers and OSA Application Servers fit tagether in
the 3d generation networks with respect to the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) specifications ?
How can SIP be mapped onto the OSA/Parlay APis and vice versa in relation to
the Ericsson products for the circuit switches core network ?
What would be the best architecture for deployment of the SIP and OSA/Parlay
based value added services as seen from the technica! point of view?
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2.

Open Service Architecture

2.1

Summary

This chapter provides an overview of the concept of Open System Architecture. Introduetion
presents the latest trends in the telecommunication world and provides a brief description of
logical structure of OSA. lt presents the history of specificatien and adoption of Parlay APis and
describes the concept of 3GPP. lt introduces also the Service Capability Server that allows
applications to access the network capabilities via those standardized APis. Then the Parlay I
OSA service architecture is described foliowed by a presentation of Framewerk and Service APis.
This is proceeded by detailed description of SCS an its deployment scenarios. Next to this the
current OSA I Parlay standardization is described and the architectural proposals for the network
architecture is presented. This chapter has an informative character and can be used latter for
reference.

2.2

Introduetion

The past years, communication industry is going through a period of explosive changes, which
are both enabling and driving the converganee of network functionality for application
development. In today's network, applications and services are a part of the network oparator's
domain and are built using Intelligent Network technology, along with a considerable time to
market However, with emerge of mobility and lP, easy and fast creation and deployment of
innovative applications, bacomes a challenge. An increasing demand for bandwidth, connectivity
features and economy that can not be supplied by the CS mobile networks in the present form, is
leading the mobile telecommunication world to start considering lP as the major 3'd generation
Core Network technology. The ease of developing new applications together with lP's ability to
communicate between different networks has led to lP being seen as a converganee layer that
promises to evolve from a mere data platform to a provider of a much larger variety of services.
The lP protocol has opened up a whole range of communication applications, which may allow
operators to develop totally new value added services as well as to enhance their existing
solutions. Because of real-life limitations on how quickly changes occurs in network, both
traditional mobile circuit switched services and lP multimedia services need be supported
simultaneously.
For this raasons within UMTS standardisation, new service architecture called Open Service
Architecture (OSA) has been defined. The Open Service Architecture is based on horizontal
layering principles, where applications are logically found in the upper layer, called Application
Layer or Service Network. lt provides a distributed service solution where applications are able to
access the core network functionality by means of open standardized API's, regardless of
different core network access technologies. API's are a set of programming interfaces, defined
within the Parlay Group and later standardised in 3GPP, the body responsibis for UMTS
standardisation. They make up the application-network interface and allow the Application
Servers within the Service Network, to access the Core Network capabilities, via the so-called
Service Capability Servers (SCS's). In the architectural view SCS's are located in the Service
Enabler Layer, and can be positioned on the border between the Service Layer and Network
Layer.
The open architecture and platforms supported by the lP protocols and oparating systems may
lead to applications and new opportunities that are more difficult to replicate using a standard
switched centralized solution.
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But OSA provides an extendible and scalabie architecture that allows attaching of new Service
Capability Features (SCF) and Service Capability Servers in the future releases of UMTS, with a
minimum impact on the applications.

2.2

Network Architecture

OSA raises the abstraction level, which means that it hides network specific protocols and thus
simplifies application development. API's enable a new generation of network applications to be
developed by Application Service Providers (ASP's) totally independent of the underlying
voice/multimedia network. The key benefits of the Parlay/OSA API's are taster development
process and reduced expenses.
As indicated, Service Capability Servers (SCS's) are logica! antities that implament the API's
(SCF's) and potentially interact with the core network. They are found in the OSA layer, referred
to as the Service Enabler layer.
Application
server
discovery

''

Open
Service
Architecture

'

0

0

0

Application
OSA interface

[:J~~g

Interface
cl ass

framewerk

LOC• lnformatlon

Ca/I control
Setvice capability server( a)

Jambala Platform

HLR

CSE

MExE
server

~~·~~

. ~r

E.g. Location server

Figure 1. Open Service Architecture overview

The Parlay APis consists of two categories of interfaces:
•
•

Service Interfaces (Service Capability Server Interfaces). Offer applications the access to a
range of network capabilities and network status information.
Framework Interfaces. These provide the infrastructure capabilities like authentication, SCF's
discovery and registration, fault management, and so forth.

~---------------~ Sennee f
SCF
Figure 2. Parlay/OSA Interface Architecture
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2.3

Framewerk Interface

The set of SCFs defined within the ParlayiOSA Framewerk include:
•
•
•
•

Trust and Security Management.
Service Discovery.
Service Registration.
Service Factory.

The applications access the functionality of the Care Network, interacting with the ParlayiOSA
Framewerk Interface first. lt provides controlled access to the SCS and makes it possible tor
applications to discover (Service Discovery) and even register (Service Registration) new
services in the secure and convenianee way (Trust and Security Management). After
authorization, the ParlayiOSA Service Interface will create an instanee of Service Capability
Feature (Service Factory). The raferenee to this SCF instanee is returned to the framewerk and
the framewerk forwards the raferenee to the application. From this moment on, the application is
able to use the SCF and get access to the required Gore Network functionality. Decision whether
the application is allowed to use the SCF and under which conditions is defined by so-called
Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the Network Operator and Service Provider.

2.4 Service Interfaces
The ParlayiOSA Service Interface include the following API's:
• Call Control
• User Interaction
• Messaging
• User location I User status
• Connectivity management
• Terminal capabilities
• Data session control (OSA only)
The tigure below depiets the various Parlay APis (squares) and internal interfaces (ellipses).

Interfaces

Figure 3. Parlay I OSA Interfaces
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Further, the Call Control API, on which this project will focus on, is made up trom:
•
•
•
•

2.5

Generic Call Control Service
MultiParty Call Control Service
MultiMedia Call Control Service
Conference Call Control Service

Service Capability Server

A Service Capability Server can be deployed on a core network node (tor example directly on the
HLR), or it could be deployed as stand-alone, separate node that uses a suitable network
protocol to communicate with the HLR. As the last approach provides more benefits than the first
one, 3GPP has chosen it, when mapping the SCF to the Gore Network protocols. The
disadvantage of implamenting the SCS on the core network node is that when end-user triggers
are managed dynamically, based on user location, an application would have to establish
conneetion to all possible network nodes, in order to find the one where triggers are stored, in
case when trigger occurs. Besides the SCS is limited to only those API's provided by the core
network node. For stand-alone case there are two possible solutions:
•
•

Physical OSA Gateway (All API implementations within one physical node)
Logical OSA Gateway (lncludes Framewerk and a tew SCS components)

The last one, also known as a "distributed approach" offers easy update and introduetion of new
API's when standardized protoeals are used to communicate with the Gore Network node. The
only advantage of the physical (collocated) OSA gateway is that only one gateway node needs to
implament the Framewerk interface. The Framewerk Interface due to its critica! functionality
should be deployed on a network node with a 99,99% of availability. The most common salution
will probably include one Parlay I OSA Framewerk gateway with the ability to register new SCF's
and with basic SCS's. Other SCS's will be then implemented on the other network nodes.
For security and performance reasons, it is not meant to enable direct communication between
the Application servers and the SCS's. An SSL-based Firewall will be used to allow secure
communication over the network. Also the access to the network resources and informatien's
should be managed in a secure manner. Every SCS can be marked with a set of Service
Properties, which should be used by the Framewerk to validate an application. For this
authentication procedure application identifies itself withits own set of allowable services that are
captured by the Service Level Agreements created instantly when a new application is introduced
to the Framework. This application related data should be stared on the SCS in order to be able
to validate the application regarding SLA at any latter time.
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2.6

Current status of the standardization process

In 1998 the Parlay group started developing APis to allow enterprises to access core network
capabilities. The first Parlay release (Parlay 1.2) contained APis tor a framework that provided
infrastructure functionality like authentication and service selection, basic call control and user
interaction, and access to mailboxes. In the next phase (Parlay 2) the framework was enhanced
with e.g. capabilities to register new services, discovery of services and load management.
Additionally call control was extended with more flavors (multi-party, multi-media, conferencing)
and new APis were added tor user location I user status and provisioned QoS (also called
connectivity management). Around the same time as the work on Parlay 2 started 3GPP and
ETSI started working together on APis to be used tor service development tor 3-;d generation
networks. Unless some ditterences between 3GPP and Parlay, it was realized that the Parlay
APis can be used in the 3GPP I ETSI context as well. Therefore the relevant Parlay APis were
brought to 3GPP and ETSI tor standardization and were referred to as OSA (Open Service
Architecture). In addition to the relevant Parlay APis new ones were defined tor terminal
capabilities and data session control (GPRS) in order to support multimedia. Furthermore,
mappings trom the API to network protocols have been produced. During this time a lot of aftort
was spant on aligning the APis of Parlay and 3GPP I ETSI.
Although the API details were aligned still two different namespaces were used, which led to
technically different APis and thus different davaloper communities. To achieve one davaloper
community Parlay, 3GPP and ETSI got together and nowadays work on the APis that is common
to Parlay, 3GPP and ETSI is done jointly. In the past, tor raasons of ensuring interoperability,
telecommunications standards bodies have normally focused on protocols ratherthen APis. Now,
because of main aim of the Parlay Group to encourage application development, the focus is
placed on an attractive API's. In the near future the solution market will ultimately choose which
underlying protocol-stack standards should be deployed to support the APis and its future
extensions. At this moment 3GPP has produced Rel.4. The OSA Rel.4 work has been finalized in
June 2001 together with Parlay 3.0 and ETSI OSA version 1. Currently the focus of the joint
group is on the multi-media aspects and user profile.
Parlay1.2
COII:III4wizn:::ld

of

lû PP *'4 !T:S 13 PAN

~.,....,..,,.

Figure 4. History of the standardization
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2.7

Architectural proposals

lt has already been mentioned, that the core networkof UMTS will evolve to an all lP (packet
switched) network and the SIP (Session lnitialization Protocol) has been chosen as the protocol
tor setting up end-to-end multi-media sessions. Regarding the all lP architecture and SIP there
are a number of items to be investigated related to the OSA architecture. Both 3GPP and ETSI
telecommunications community that has adopted PARLAY, have recently also adopted SIP. SIP
comes with its own service architecture. The architecture is promising, but is still in its infancy,
and does have a tew shortcomings. There are also a number of SIP capabilities that would
certainly enhance some services, but unfortunately can not be accessed via the ParlayiOSA
interface. PARLAY could be used in complement to the service creation tools currently being
specified by the IETF tor SIP. Furthermore it can play a key role, as common tooi, tor service
creation in hybrid circuit switched I SIP environments.
Now considering the standardization process, there are two main concepts tor deployment of
ParlayiOSA services. The first scenario relies on the core SIP specification while the second one
makes use of thesetof SIP- extensions proposed by IETF. Bothare presentedon the diagrams
below.

Architecture Scenario 1

Figure 5. Services Architecture: scenario 1

In the tigure above the SIP protocol is used along the interface between the SIP Client
represented by UE and the serving multimedia server (S-CSCF). The CSCF is a SIP server. lt
implements also Proxy and Redirect Server and includes User Agent behaviors. lt can be used to
provide multimedia session initialization to all kinds of SIP-enabled terminals in the lP network
and can support establishment of GPRS-based data transport connections. The Call State
Control Function communicates with Service Capability Server (SCS) via the Sc raferenee point
using a set of APis. The appropriate SIP to Par1ay mapping should be made before accessing the
services provided by SCS.
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SIP will be probably also used to communicate with Multimedia Resource Function (MAF), which
is responsible tor bearer control and service validatien tor multiparty I multimedia sessions. The
HSS functionality is to register and at any latter time to provide the CSCF with user location
intermation tor mobility management reasans and it stores and maintains the user profile with all
registered services and user preferences. Further, standard OSA interface is used to
communicate with the OSA Application Servers in the Service Netwerk. In this scenario, a
number of specific issuescan be identified, where support tor SIP could be improved in Parlay.
None of these changes should be major, and should not affect the usage of Parlay with ether
singling protocols. The enhancement of Parlay APis is addressed in the last chapter number 8.
The secend approach, shown in the following figure, assumes enhancement and standardization
of existing SIP protocol to provide service control support.

Architecture Scenario 2
I~

Figure 7. Services Architecture: scenario 2
This concept significantly simplifies previous architecture and excludes the mapping of Parlay I
OSA interface onto SIP. In this approach only one standardized protocol: the SIP is used tor
service control purposes.
The decision of the 3GPP to use SIP as the singling protocol tor third generation networks means
that SIP will become highly significant tor next generation networks. Although Parlay has been
designed as a netwerk-independent call control layer, it would be of limited value if it could only
support the common minimum features of the different netwerk signaling protocols. lndeed,
Parlay al ready contains soma optional parameters, like the address type tor example, which allow
tullar support of specific netwerk protocols. But now it is very likely that Parlay specifications will
require some changes in order to take advantage of the capabilities oftered by SIP which are
currently not accessible via the Parlay interface.
3GPP has adopted both solutions. The finai3G Core Network architecture is presented in
chapter 7 on Figure 29.
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3

SIP Netwerk

3.1

Summary

This chapter is intended to give a general description of the SIP protocol. After short historica!
overview of SIP development within IETF the capabilities of the protocol will be presented along
with brief presentation of its messages set. Then, the network architecture will be discussed to
enlighten different types of network nodes that can be put in the core of on the edge of the SIP
network, depending on its functionality. Latter the focus will be on SIP addressing scheme and
QoS issues. Then finally follows an attempt to list some advantages and drawbacks of SIP as
signaling protocol.

3.2

SIP protocol

Over recent months there has been growing interest in the use of SIP as a protocol for
multimedia session controL Furthermore, the decision of the 3GPP to use SIP as the signaling
protocol for supporting multimedia sessions in IMS subsystem in the future network means that it
is now likely that SIP will become highly significant for next generation networks.
TheSession lnitiation Protocol {SIP) is a text-based protocol, similar to HTTP and SMTP used to
setup, modify and terminate Internet media communications. SIP was developed as an open
standard by the MMUSIC working group of the IETF and was released as RFC 2543 in March
1999. From the end of September 1999 SIP has been transferred into a group of its own for
future development {SIP working group of IETF).
Whilst SIP saw relatively slowly progress throughout 1996-1997, it has gain it acceptance in the
first year of interest for Internet Telephony in 1998 resulting by the end of this year in completion
of its specifications. From there, industry acceptance of SIP grew exponentially. Vendors and
service providers have finally discovered its scalability, extensibility and flexibility what
accelerated its adoption in the application and service environment. lt was the matter of time for
SIP to attract the standards bodies like ITU, ETSI, IMTC and JAIN and tostart deployment of real
SIP networks.
SIP, fundamentally, is a control channel for establishing other sessions, which could for example
be a media session. lt doesn't provide the media transport itself even does not handle the
negotiation of the session parameters. lt relies on SDP to exchange the terminal capabilities and
uses RTP protocol to handle the audio or video data. Because SDP is the most widely used
session description protocol tagether with SIP it wil I be assumed from now on that SIP inherits the
capabilities of SDP. Hence SIP as transport protocol for SDP can easily support the media type
and other session parameters negotiation.
SIP was designed within certain assumptions in mind: scalability and component reuse. Since
users can reside anywhere on the Internet, the protocol needs to work with a variety of protoeals
and should be applicable withall future extensions on lP network within next years. Users could
be invited to lots of sessions, so the protocol should be scaleable in both directions. lt has been
also taken into consideration to develop a new protocol with the minimum of effort and to make it
as easy as possible. So rather than inventing a new one the already existing tools, developed
within the IETF were used. That includes things like MIME, HTTP, URL and SDP. This resulted
in a protocol that was well integrated with lP applications such as web and e-mail.
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3.3

SIP capabilities

SIP can simply handle initiation, modification and terminatien of session but doesn't explicitly
define what kind of session it is. lt can be used tor transport of SOP packets instead, which can
describe the nature of session being established and session parameter negotiation.
The network service support and functionality provided by SIP can bedescribed in the following
way:
•
lnvitation and determination of user location.
Every user might have a tew SIP addresses at home and at work associated with a
number of PC's or mobile phones. Since the session initialization is one of the most
ditticuit aspects, it is due to SIP to determine the address where the user being
connected actually resides at a particular moment.
• Dalivering the description of the session.
Since the called party has already been contacted it's needed to inform the end-point
terminal which kind of session is being set up. SIP involves Multipurpose Internet
Mail Extensions (MIME) to specity the protocol to be used (SOP, HTTP, Audio, Voice,
and so forth) and the content. The SOP protocol has been chosen as most suitable
tor session description.
• Determination of user capabilities and session parameter negotiation.
After both end-points has agreed on protocol to be used tor further communication,
SOP encapsulated in SIP messages carries over the capabilities of terminals and a
set of acceptable parameters can be negotiated.
• Determination of the user availability and dalivering of the response.
lf user has been located, session description delivered and call accepted, SIP is used
to convey the response to the originator and can be used at any letter time to modify
the agreed set of parameters. Everything should be done is just simply reinitiate the
session by sending the same INVITE message as before but with a new session
description contents. So adding or removing audio and video stream, switching
between different codecs or hold and mute can be as easy as SOP supports those.
• Network Resource Reservation.
After signaling has completed, SOP can be used tor establishing of virtual pipe along
the network to provide the minimum latency in dalivering of packets during the
session. lf it fails to agree on some QoS parameters, the session establishment will
still proceed but relying only on the well-known best effort delivery mechanism along
the network.
• Terminatien of the session.
When session already in progress, SIP can be used anytime to terminate the
conneetion and tree up the network resources.
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3.4

SIP messages

SIP is basedon the request-response communication modeland consistsof two types of
massages: requests and responses. All messages to establish, modify and terminate the session
use the same CaiiiD, but different CSeq numbers.
The request messages are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

INVITE
ACK
REGISTER
CANCEL
BYE
OPTIONS

The responses describe the status of the requests an are three digits codes.
Here follows two examples of SIP messages for REGISTER messagewithno SOP contentand
for INVITE message including negotiation parameters:
REGISTER sip:ericsson.se:5060 SIP/2.0
CSeq: 1 REGISTER
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 150.236.30.107:5095
Contact: sip:voice@ericsson.se;q=0.5
Contact: sip:uffe@erm.ericsson.se;q=0.1 ;expires=3600
To: sip:ulf@ericsson.se
From:sip:ulf @ericsson.se
Content-length: 0
Call-id: 4@ericsson.se
Expires: 7200

INVITE sip:ulf@sun31.su.erm.ericsson.se SIP/2.0 (1)
via: SIP/2.0/UDP 150.236.30.108:5062
from: sip:thomas@su-pc43
to: sip:ulf@sun31.su.erm.ericsson.se
call-id: 9451973531 00@ 150.236.30.108
cseq: 22853 INVITE
user-agent: Ellemtei-PICo/R2H
contact: sip:thomas@ 150.236.30. 108:5060
content-type: application/sdp
content-length: 252

V=0
o=ermthho 945197353100 945197353100 IN IP4 150.236.30.108
s=Basic Session
c=IN IP4 150.236.30.108
t=9451973531 00 0
m=audio 2328 RTP/AVP 8 0 96 98 99
a=rtpmap:96 SC6/6000
a=rtpmap:98 SC3/3000
a=rtpmap:99 RT24/2400
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3.5

SIP network architecture

Example services that can be supported by SIP:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Voice
Video
Video-mail
E-mail
Buddy Lists
Instant Messaging
Online Games
Virtual Reality Rooms
Emergency calls
Image, JavaScript, Java Applet, MP3 Transport.

Here follows a list of SIP network nodes that make up a SIP network.
•
•
•
•

•

User Agent (UA). Receives and sends SIP massages. lt can play the role of the elient
and the server as well
User Agent Cl ient (UAC). Sends SIP requests
User Agent Server (UAS). Accepts calls and sends SIP responses.
Location Server. This network element can be collocated with Registrar or Redirect
Server and is used to request information about all possible current locations of the party
being called. Some non-SIP protocol that is suitable for reai-time storing and retrieving of
user related information could be used for this purpose.
Registrar Server. This element, usually collocated with Proxy or Redirect Server, may
be adapted to provide the location-based services. This server is capable of receiving a
REGISTER massage, access and check user profile and can retrieve and store user
location. One user can be registered at saveral different addresses, and then an attempt
to contact him will make a Proxy Server to issue an INVITE messages to all possible
addresses. This so-called address binding must be updated periodically otherwise
Registrar Server will remove current user associations with those addresses.
1. Register
Client@usera.com

User Agent
ClientA

...

1-4··················· .................. ~.

2. 200 OK

Registrar
server

Key
_ ___...,
··························~

SIP request
SIP response

3. ACK

Client@ usera.com Client@ usera.com

Figure 7. Example of Registrar Server functionality
•

ProxyServer. Utilize UA functionality of SIP server and SIP elient with additional ability
to modify SIP messages and make the routing decisions. lt can interpret and rewrite the
SIP message but also can issue a CANCEL message to the originating party if the
conneetion times out, but generally does not control or maintain the state of the call
controL Every end-to-end communication must proceed via at least one Proxy Server
that will add its own identity in the message header to specity the return path for the
massage. lt can also fork the INVITATION message to multiple addresses where the
called party appears to be registered. This ability allows reaching multiple locations in the
hope to find the user at one of them.
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Figure 8. Example of ProxyServer and User Agent Client functional entity

The Proxy Server perfarms the following actions:
•
•
•
•

Proxying of Requests: Receiving a request, adding or modifying any of the headers,
deciding on a set of servers to forward the request to, and torwarding it to them.
Returning Responses: Receiving a response, adding or modifying any of the headers,
and passing the response towards the elient
Generating Requests: Creating a new request, originating at the server, placing headers
and a body into the message, and sendingit toa server.
Generation of Responses: Receiving a request, generating a response to it, and sending
it back to the elient

There are general three types of Proxy Server:
•
•

•

Cali-Statetul Proxy. These network elements are found on the edge of the network and
provide a rich set of services, based on call state.
Transaction-Stateful Proxy (Stateful Proxy) is used closer to the core of the network and
track only requests and responses without the knowledge of session or Call State. Ones
the end-to-end conneetion has been set up this Proxy Server breaks the association with
the session and handles all following messages totally independent trom the previously
established session.
Stateless Proxy. This server is located in the core of the network and keeps no tracks of
forwarded SIP requests and responses.
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•

Redirect Server. Unlike a Proxy Server it can not initiate a request, nor accept the calls
or to deal with the call controL This server will communicate with the Location Server to
obtain the current address of the called party. lt returns zero or more addresses in its
response by removing the original address and adding a list of addresses the party being
called is associated with. lt allows contacting next hope server directly.

Key
-----;.... SIP request
..... SIP response

Client@user:a.com

Dom:ain userb.com

1. INVlTE
Client@.usetb .rom

User Agent
Client A

Ä

fot~···· ........ ........ ........ .... ..
2. 302 Move
Conta::t
UserC.com

Redirect
server

3.ACK
Client@.usetb .rom

4.1NV1TE
Client@.userc. rom
....... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........

5. 200 OK

Dom:ain userc.com

.... Clie nt@u se re .
com

6. ACK
Client@.userc. rom

Figure 9. Example of Redirect Server functional entity

As already stated SIP is underlying protocol independent and can be transferred by TCP and
UDP as well. SIP uses SDP for session description, the RTP (Real-time Transfer Protocol) for
media transmission and the RTCP (Real-time Transport Control Protocol) as the control
mechanism for getting feedback intermation about the session. Normally the RTP uses an even
port number and the RTCP uses the next higher (odd) port number. The following two sections
will describe very briefly these two protocols. The following tigure clarifies the SIP protocol stack
architecture.
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lP v4, IP..e

Figure 10. SIP Protocol Stack

3.6

SIP routing and addressing schemes

SIP uses address format very similar to popular e-mail URL's and usually a simple addition of
"sip:" prefix before the mail URL will converts it to a valid SIP-address i.e. sip: user@host. The
"user" part can be a user name or a telephone number and the "host" part can reflect domain
name or a numeric network address. lf the host is an Internet Telephony gateway, the user field
may directly eneode the VoiP phone number, which allows the letters or numbers as well. The
standard fixed network or mobile phone numbers can also be used but this rises some problems
with address interpretation. Those E.164 phone numbers defined by ITU are limited to 15 digits
and are globally unique. The only underlying problem at the SIP server is distinguishing between
the "reai-ISDN-phone-numbers" and a "service-names-which-looks-like-a-ISDN-number". The
intention is to enter the telephone numbers that do have resources somewhere on the Internet
associated with it into the Internet DNS domain system. The DNS lookup mechanism can bethen
used by a SIP elient to discover the recourses globally associated with a given phone number or
user ID in combination with some predefined assumptions. The SIP ProxyServer will do first the
necessary number-to-domain translation and then search the DNS lookup table to identify the
URL that should be contacted and all this just after dialing the unique E.164 number. The only
requirement is the existence of the resources in the network associated with that number. For
other PSTN numbers, having no corresponding entry in the DNS, SIP server will forward the
session request to some default PSTN gateway. A special TRIP (Telephony Routing over lP}
Servers usually collocated with SIP Servers use BGP protocol to maintain and exchange the
informatien's on what gateways are available to establish calls to a ranges of PSTN phone
numbers. This allows for multiple service providers to efficiently route the signaling through each
other's gateways avoiding at the sametime unnecessary costs.
lt should be noted here that the owner of a network or a domain name is actually the only one
that decides how to route the signaling messages in the network.
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3.7

SIP advantages

SIP protocol has been designed by the Internet experts as an application-layer protocol for
creating and terminating calls. But it can be also used for implamenting much complex services
like:
Call redirection between different terminal types
Time-of-day routing
Stereo and Hi-fi sound over the network
Multiplayer mobile gaming with voice channel
Conference/chat with:
private rooms
whiteboarding.
application sharing
shared web browsing
Multimedia messaging
Emergency location with voice conversation, navigation and picture transfer
Image/video clips
User profile transfer
CPL or CGI script transfer
Contact buddy list
Announcements
Probably also Mobile a-commerce, Banking, lnsurance agents and many other services could be
implemented with SIP.
Here is the list of the SIP overall advantages.
Separation of the call setup signaling from the media channels. This allows for better
use of the network resources.
Advanced support for mobility by proxying and redirecting requests to the user
current location.
Can be used in combination with any existing datagram or stream conference control
protocollike ATM, UDP, TCP, RTP, and RTCP.
Contains small set of messages and is easy to understand and work with for
applications developers
Based on highly successful and efficient HTIP transport protocol and easy to
integrate with existing lP networks
Quick establishment of end-to-end conneetion with just one INVITE message
Support for SOP what gives the possibilities to negotiate end-user terminal
capabilities and server features
Negotiate capability for media types and audio codecs used for communication
lnterrogating for terminal capabilities
Quality of service support
Simple text based protocol
Easily extensible and scalabie
Supports for data encryption
Support for Unicast, Multicast (call forking) and full Mash communications over the
network.
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3.8

SIP drawbacks
•

NATs. One of the most important problems with SIP is when SIP messages have to pass
through the Network Address Translatars (NATs). lP V4 Network Address Translation
(NAT) has become an increasingly common tunetion in the Internet for a variety of
reasons. NATs are used to interconneet a private network consisting of unregistered lP
addresses with a global lP network using limited number of registered lP addresses.
NATs are also used to avoid address renurnbering in a private network when topology
outside the private network changes for variety of reasons. A large number of Internet
applications work transparently with NATs, but unfortunately it is not the case with SIP.
NAT has the potential to interrupt end-to-end nature of Internet applications, thereby
threatening end-to-end security and other end-to-end functions. In addition, NAT has
topology restrictions and other constraints on the protocols and applications that run
across NATs. NATs break many protocols that act as establishment for other protocols
such as SIP. They provide a boundary between the private lP addressing of a network
and the public Internet and are primarily used by an enterprise it's not able to access
some blocks of lP numbers from their ISP in a secure way. When using SIP, the signaling
have to pass through NATs causing a problem, because the lP addresses and port
numbers for the media session being established are encapsulated by SIP in the body
containing SDP packets that actually carry all those information. SIP is an application
layer protocol for initiation of multiparty calls and conference sessions so there can be
multiple sessions within a particular call. Since SDP carries lP addresses and not Host
Names, the external callar User Agent will send media to an lP address that is not
globally routabla but is only an valid within that private network. Custom-specific
Application Level Gateways (ALGs) are required to perform translations for those
appl ications.

•

Firewalls. The media content in communication between the users behind a firewall can
get lost and conneetion gets broken as well as with NATs. lt is due to that media is sent
on dynamic ports and to dynamic addresses. The possible solution to this problem is to
have rules dynamically installed through application aware devices such as proxies.

•

Ambiguity. SIP-syntax parsers can in some cases hardly distinguish between different
contexts of SIP messages containing the same message-parameter combination. As
result, a wrong interpretation of messages can lead to undesirable signaling massages.

•

Easy extensibility can lead to incompatibility between different SIP based application
service providers.

•

Can be difficult to synchronize with the network resource reservation mechanism and, if
used in the centralized network, to maintain the call control because of its own signaling
capability for session initiation.

•

SIP encapsulates the lP addresses and port numbers for the media session in its body
what can cause routing problems by the SIP Proxy Servers.
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3.9

SIP message flows

The following tigure illustrates the B2BUA Communication.

1.

INVITE

2.

2000K

3.

ACK

Figure 11. Back-ta-Back User Agents communication

The following tigure illustrates the redirection functionality of SIP Redirection Server.

1.

INVITE

4. 302 Moved [ Address ]

5. ACK

6. INVITE
7. 200 OK

2. GET

3. SEND

8.ACK

Address

Address

Location
Server
[LDAP]

Figure 12. Sassion Redirection
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4.

SIP Service Creation Environment

4.1

Summary

One of the most anticipated developments in technology is the converganee of Internet and
Mobile networks. The SIP protocol, model consistent with HTTP, has been selected by the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as the signaling protocol tor establishing end-to-end
connections in the 3G Networks. As davaloping services requires APis, saveral interfaces have
been designed toprogram theservices delivered by SIP.
The focus of this section will be on the SIP-based service creation and deployment. First we will
discus the general issues behind the SIP-based service execution by the SIP Server. Next we will
present currently available tools tor programming services tor SIP platform including Call
Processing Language (CPL), SIP Common Gateway Interface (CGI) and SIP Servlets. Finally all
presented service creation methods will be compared and evaluated in the context of the service
lifecycle.

4.2

Service Logic

There are a variety of signaling protocols used tor establishing end-to-end conneetion on the
Internet like H.323, Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) and SIP, to call a tew. SIP has
been chosen by 3GPP as the protocol tor establishing the data pad between the parties involved
in the multimedia session. SIP is a well-suited programming platform because of similarities with
HTTP protocol. One of the powertul advantages of SIP is the separation of signaling trom the
media channels and the ability to fork one SIP request to multiple addresses in order to locate the
user. SIP provides also the functionality to avoid the routing loops, exchange the terminal
capabilities and to maintain the state of transaction being established.
This part of Master Thesis is about how to implament SIP-based services in the 3GPP networks.
To clearly indicated with which stage of service development process we deal the Service Life
Cycle is presented below.

WITHDRAWAL

CoNSTRUCTION

[ service deactivation ]

[ requirements specification ]
[ service logic design ]
r service loaic testina 1

+

f

DEPLOYMENT

.

[ service planning ]
[ service installation ]
r service activation 1

"'

UTILIZATION
[ users subscription ]
[ service execution ]
[ service modification ]

Figure 13. Service Life Cycle
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SIP Server processas SIP messages according to the SIP specifications (RFC 2543) but the
range of services it can provide is limited to the basic protocol specific actions. For this reason an
enhancement on the message processing by the server is needed to meet the large variety of
different 3GPP services.
An example protocol stack implemented in the SIP Server and relation to the Service Logic
components is presented below. The server is suggested to be a Java Server but this is not a
requirement.
SIP USER AGENT

~ I JScrlpt

SIPPROXY

I .- 1-Ap-pl-et-,1

~

[§] I

Servtets

JAVA Serv•

Web Browser

Packet Swhched

Figure 14. Example of Java-based User Agent Client and SIP Server

The decisions on ...
which message should be sent
where the message should be send (destination or next hop address determination)
at which time should the server sent the message
whether message needs to be modified
how the packets should be formatted, etc .. .
... can be made basedon some service logic added to the SIP Server. The intermation how to
process the message can be obtained by the service logic trom the message itself (headers or
body content) or trom external sourees like local or remote databases and scripts. Service logic
can also make use of variety of services available on the Internet like:
Web pages
ONS services
Directory services
Internet mail services
QoS control services
Pol icy repositories
Instant messaging services
800 number services and other PSTN I ISDN services
Media servers, etc ...
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4.2.1 Service Logic Tasks
The service logic will communicate with the SIP Server instructing it how to process incoming SIP
messages or even make the server to issue a SIP requests totally independent of incoming
network events. The service control application can also generata the content to be sent entirely
on its own and forward it to the server. The decision whether or not the SIP Server should consult
the servicelogicon reception of a SIP message can be controlled by the administrator set local
policy or by the service logic itself.
The only thing needs to be done is to provide an interface between the SIP Server and the
service control logic. Depending on security requirements and the contidance level in respect to
the service creator the interface can be simple (text-based) or more complex (object-based). In
the last case the service control application will use a very tew control functions interfacing to SIP
Server in order to keep the interaction save and secure. This approach allows the services to be
easily created directly by the end-users and uploaded to the server tor execution. Because the
end-users or third party service providers are seen as untrusted the execution environment of the
service logic, available resources and the interface to the SIP Server will be limited and strongly
controlled by the network administrator. lf the network administrator provides the services, the
simple, text-based control interface can be used allowing extended functionality and better
flexibility.

4.2.2 Location of the Service Logic
The best solution would be to have a service control application running on a separate server.
Keeping the service logic separate trom the SIP Server insures persistenee of the service control
functions even if the server crashes and increases the overall communication security level. A
specific protocol or well known distributed technologies like Java Remote Method lnvocation
(RMI), CORBA or DCOM could be used as the interface between the application and the server.
This approach introduces considerations about losses and delays specific tor every network and
the need tor using encryption. In this case the service logic of a single SIP Server can be
distributed over the network and executed by multiple computers. In co-located approach the
interface is very simple and can be implemented with a single API. One possible solution with
service logic co-resident with the SIP Serverand API-based interface is presented below.

~~

Service Logic

SIP message

SIP message

Figure 15. Service Logic collocated with SIP Server
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4.2.3 SIP message processing
The basic model tor processing of incoming messages is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Server receives the message
Server determines whether or not the service logic should be invoked tor the
processing of the message
lf server decides to handle the message on its own soma default server action
according to protocol specification will be taken
lf interaction with service logic needed the server will identify the service that must be
called tor the specific user
Then server passes the entire massage, its partor just only the SIP method name up
to the service logic tor processing
The service logic process the message based on service contiguration and other
user related information available trom some local or remote database
The service logic returns thesetof instructions back totheserver
Server proceeds with the processing of the message and performs the actions
specified by service logic or combines that information with its own processing rules.

The SIP Server will always take some action independently trom the program cantrolling the
service like inserting the server identity in the Via or Record-Route message header and setting
Max-Forward header to limit the number of hops of the massage. Example services that could be
programmed with SIP include:
redirecting Calls to the voice I video mail boxes or to the web pages
replacing Call Waiting Notifications by Instant Messaging
use streaming media servers tor recording and playing the content
high quality sound over the Internet
sharing applications
virtual reality rooms

4.2.4 Architectural issues
Now the challenge is how to effectively control the execution of the services. This address the
following issues:
where the service code should be executed
when the service should be executed
how the service logic interfaces with the SIP Serverand the SIP protocol stack
which information about SIP message should be provided to the service logic
what is the level of control the service logic has over the SIP Server
what are the restrictions on the resources available to the service logic
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4.3

Common Gateway Interface for SIP

For many years the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) has served in the Wortd Wide Web as
popular means towards programming web services. Due to the similarities between the Sassion
lnitiation Protocol (SIP) and the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), CGI is a good candidate
tor service creation in a SIP environment. SIP inherits trom HTTP its elient-server interaction and
much of its syntax and semantics and programmars already familiar with CGI and web service
creation can use it as a starting point tor davaloping SIP based services.
SIP CGI script executes on the top of the SIP protocol stack implemented by the server.

SIPPROXY
SIP CGI
JAVA Server

Network 1/ F

Figure 16. SIP CGI Protocol Stack

Most significant characteristics of CGI-based service creation environment include:
Use of existing scripts trom HTTP and Internet Telephony
Only tor trusted service providers
Access to many network resources
Event driven server-script interaction
CGI maintains the state of the transaction only during transaction is activa. Aftar the
end-to-end conneetion has been established the server deletas the statas associated
with that transaction.
Script requires detailed information on the SIP message being processed by the
server and SIP protocol oparation
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4.3.1 Language characteristics
SIP CGI provides a powertul tooi tor davaloping Internet telephony services rapidly. lt is basedon
HTTP CGI and has a textual interface between the CGI script and the SIP Server. SIP CGI
targets trusted service providers like network or server administrators. CGI has a number of
advantageous properties that makes it attractive as a service creation tooi. Those are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language independence: CGI works with any language like Peri, C, VisuaiBasic, TLC and
many others that support access to environment variables.
Exposes all headers: CGI exposas the content of all headers in the HTTP request to the
CGI application through the environment variables.
Creation of responses: CGI is advantageous in that it can create all parts of a response,
including headers, status codes and reason phrases, in addition to message bodies.
Component reuse: There exists a wide range of CGI utilities in the Internet Telephony world
that arealso easy applicable to SIP CGI and can be used toprogram the services.
Familiar environment: Many web programmars are familiar with CGI.
Extensibility: Since CGI is an interface and not a language, it bacomes easy to extend and
reapply toother protocols, such as SIP.

4.3.2 Service Architecture
The SIP Server communicates with the CGI script process via its standard input (STDIN) and
standard output (STDOUT) interfaces. lt also uses a number of environment variables to pass the
data towards the script. When SIP message arrives the server will set environment variables
(also called metavariables) containing the following information:
Intermation about request headers (like To, From and Contact header).
Server contiguration intermation and version of CGI it supports
Intermation about the body of the message
User intermation

In the following tigure an external process that interfaces to the SIP ProxyServer executes the
CGI script. The script is invoked on reception of a SIP massage. The message is passed to the
script via STDIN interface and script returns the output instructing SIP Server toperfarm some
actions.

Figure 17. SIP Server- CGI Script Interaction
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These are example environment variables used by the server:
REGISTRATIONS
GATEWAY_INTERFACE
REQUEST METHOD
REQUEST_U RI
CONTENT_TYPE
CONTENT_LENGTH
RESPONSE_TOKEN
SCRIPT_COOKIE
After setting metavariables the content of the body will be forwarded to the script via STDIN
interface and the script will be executed.
In general when new SIP message arrives by the SIP server the interaction between the server
and the script would be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Determine whether interaction with the service logic is required
lf so, map SIP address to script
Set Environment Variables
Create new process
Send message body to the process via STDIN
Execute script
Script returns totheserver the SIP Action Lines via STDOUT
Script generatas Taken and instructs the server to set a Script Cookie as the current
state of new transaction (only by requests and proxied requests).
9. Script sets script triggers to indicates the server when and under which conditions the
script can be called again
10. Server terminatas the process
11. Server merges SIP message with script output and perfarms specified actions

The script output is returned to the SIP Server on STDOUT interface and includes Action Lines
like the one presented below which instructs the server to replace the contact header:
CGI-PROXY-REQUEST sip: john@example.com SIP I 2.0
Contact: sip: server@company.com
In this case the server will perfarm its standard actions then merge output of the script with SIP
message by replacing the Contact header with "sip: server@company.corri' and then proxy the
SIP request to: "sip: john@example.corri'.
The script can generata multiple Action Lines containing different CGI headers and instructing the
server to modify or delete headers in the SIP message, to set the caokies or request the cookie
value tor specific transaction. The Action Lines can instruct the server to perfarm the following
operations:
Forward request
Forward response
Generata request
Generata response
Default oparation
Set or remave the cookie tor a specific transaction
Return transaction cookie
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Some of CGI headers and corresponding parameters are:
•
•
•

•
•
•

CGI-PROXY-REQUEST (next hop address) SIP I 2.0
CGI-REMOVE (headers to remove) SIP I 2.0
CGI-FORWARD-RESPONSE (opaque token) SIP I 2.0 (The server stores each received
response until transaction is completed and assigns to it an unique identifier which script
can use at later time to indicate which response should be sent by the server)
CGI-AGAIN (Boo/ean) SIP I 2.0 (indicates whether it is allowed to call the script again
during specific transaction)
CGI-SET-COOKIE (Token) SIP I 2.0 (applies only to requests and proxied requests)
CGI-REOUEST-TOKEN (appended to CGI-PROXY-REQUEST requests the server to
apply the Token when receiving associated response and calling the script next time)

Summarizing, the message processing by the server depends on the output of the script. The
level of control CGI script has over the tormatting of the message can vary. The simple script can
let the server to handle all message headers processing. More complex script can command the
server to replace or remove some headers or the script can generata entire SIP message on its
own. Due to the concept of simple network architecture the complex script would execute on the
edge of the network and the simple one in the core of the network. lt is up to network
administrator to decide which level of control the CGI script will have over the server during
service execution.

4.3.3 SIP CGI evalustion
SIP CGI targets experienced and trusted developers. These developers are supposed to know
what they are doing, and there are very few restrictions on the resources available to the service
logic they design. This logic can use all information available on the messages received by the
server. Furthermore, this same logic can exert a great level of control over the behavior of the
server.
The processing of the responses to the messages a SIP CGI script has instructed a server to
send can lead the script to send a new set of instructions to the server for proxying or generating
another set of massages. A SIP CGI script therefore exerts a great level of control over which
messages are sent by a serverand when they are sent. A SIP CGI script also exerts a great level
of control over the content of the messages it instructs a SIP server to proxy or generate. By
default, the server will follow the rules in the SIP RFC [5]. However, the script can instruct the
server to add, delete, or replace specific headers in the massage. This applies even to messages
that are proxied.
SIP CGI drawbacks:
Because the CGI script terminatas immediately after generating an output
(Synchronous interaction with the server) it can not play an active part after
transaction is set up. This restriet using SIP CGI for implamenting PINT services
[Appendix 13], as it requires the CGI script to instruct the SIP Server to issue SIP
request independently of the network event.
Only one script is allowed to run during transaction
CGI script is resource consuming as each time when a message arrives a new
process needs to be created.
Must run on the same machine as the SIP Server because of use of environment
variables
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CGI scripts must be caretul not to interfere with authentication. In particular, adding
or removing header fields that are below the Authorization header will cause the
message to fail authentication at the user agent.
When a SIP request is encrypted, the headers, which are in the clear, are passed to
the server according to this specification. The encrypted portion of the request is
passed to the script as a body. Any SIP headers output by the script will be added to
the message. However, scripts should be aware that these might be discarded if they
also exist within the encrypted portion.
Some SIP header fields may carry sensitive information, which the server SHOULD
NOT pass on to the script unless explicitly contigured to do so. For example, if the
server protects the script using the Basic authentication scheme, then the elient will
send an Authorization header field containing a username and password. lf the
server, rather than the script, validates this information then the password SHOULD
NOT be passed on to the script via the HTTP _AUTHORIZATION metavariable.

Limited state and information sharing between different script invocation even for the
same transaction.

SIP CGI advantages:
CGI script is an executable file and can access many network and system resources
like email, web, database and file store. This can be accomplished by using already
existing APis for different languages.
CGI supports many different languages
Many Web services developers are familiar with CGI
To simplify the service creation the CGI libraries could be distributed and installed on
the servers
CGI application can be created and tested in a very convenient way by installing for
example Peri compiler and SIP Server supporting CGI on the home PC.
SIP CGI can be uploaded totheserver like CPL using SIP REGISTER message.
An open issue is support for universa! access. While users may still be able to access their
services when they move within the domain, they cannot access them when they move to a
foreign domain. There is also no general framework for interworking with other advanced services
architectures. An example could be how CPL script may be used by end users to tailor generic
services developed using SIP CGI. This will of course require interactions between SIP CGI
and CPL scripts but this topic has not yet been addressed.
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4.4

Call Processing Language

4.4.1 Abstract
CPL is XML-based scripting language targeted to end-user service creation. lt is protocol
independent and can be used with SIP but also with H.323 or MGCP protocols. XML give the
CPL an easy and flexible syntax to describe the services in context of different data types and
relationships between those data. Users can write scripts in this language or use soma graphical
tools generating CPL to define theirs own services. Then the script can be installed on the server
by simply uploading it trom the user's terminal like mobile phone or PC. Because of the tact that
untrusted party creates the script and the script runs on the service provider's platform the script
will be restricted trom containing elements that would harm or darnaga the service execution
environment. No external programs can be called trom within the CPL code and there is no
possibility to call a tunetion recursively. This will ensure the system administrator that the script
will execute in a safe manner without unauthorized modifying other usar's data or accessing
some files or resources on the server.
The protocol stack tor the CPL enabled SIP Server is presented below. Look at 4.4.3 on how to
create and upload a CPL script to the server.

SIP PROXY

CPL
JAVAs.....

'iili ,1111

I

SIP
- -

-

--

-- ------

UDP
-

lP

-

Network IIF

Figure 18. CPL Protocol Stack

4.4.2 Language characteristics
Generally CPL script consists of two types of information:
•

•

Ancillary lnformation. lt is a description on the script the server may use to process a
script correctly. Because it does not specity any operations or decisions itself, it is an
optional component and is actually not implemented yet.
Call Processing Actions. This intermation directly describes the behavier of the SIP
Server on the session set-up event.
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•

Top-level Actions (Triggered by the signaling events)
Outgoing Action (Script owner is the calling party)
Incaming Action (Script owner is party being called)
•

Subactions (Actions being called trom other actions with restrietion to be called
recursively)

The CPL script distinguishes between incoming and outgoing top-level messages that describe
the action to be taken depending on who, the destination or respectively session originating party
own the script.

Figure 19. CPL Language Construction

CPL script is assigned "application I xml " MIME media type.
Script example: call redirection to sip:smith@phone.example.com

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE epi PUBLIG "-1/IETF//DTD RFCxxxx CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<Cpl>
<incoming>
<location url="sip:smith@ phone.example.com">
<redirect I>
<llocation>
<lincoming>
<Iepi>

CPL language primitives (node types)

•
•

•

•

Switches. These are choices the script can make based on attributes of call request or if
current state matches soma CPL conditions.
Location modifiers. Used to add, remave or specity user locations to be contacted. The
location list, which can be specified directly or rafereneed indirectly, can be contained in
an external database. Every Location Node will perfarm actions on this database.
Signaling operations. These are proxy, redirect and reject actions. Proxy forwards the
request to all registered addresses associated with a specific user and specified in the
database. Redirect sends the message to the SIP User Agent containing current set of
usar's locations.
Non-signaling operations. These actions generata user notifications and handle event
logging. An alternative to logging incoming calls is to send an e-mail or instant message
to the users in case they are not able to accept the call.
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4.4.3 Service execution
CPL script can be executed by a CPL Server that resides on a separate network node then the
SIP Server. The SIP Server could simply forward the SIP message to the CPL Server that aftar
processing could return the control messages back to the SIP Server using for example SOAP
protocol. Another approach is to have CPL Server co-located with the SIP Server and to use an
internal API tor interaction. In stand-alone approach server can forward the message to the CPL
server to decide which script to be run or can make this decision itself sending the name of the
script towards the CPL Server.
The following tigure presents one of possible solutions tor stand-alone approach where SIP
Server forwards the SIP message directly to the CPL Server, which performs necessary
processing, and returns instructions back to the server using SOAP protocol. The CPL Server
retrieves the usar's CPL script trom the SIP Location Server then verifies it and executes it. This
results in a set of instructions sent back to the SIP ProxyServer.

Figure 20. Retrieval and execution of the CPL script

The processing of the script boils down to performing some well-defined oparation and taking
decisions according to the intermediate processing results as defined by the script itself that
represents and decision graph. This idea is depicted in the tigure below.

Figure 21. CPL decision graph
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Transition decisions are based on:
•
•
•
•

registration information (caller information and preferences)
request information (destination and caller addresses)
media description
external information

As shown in the previous tigure CPL script introduces (imposes) service creation through
describing them as decision graphs. Every node in the graph represents the action or decision to
be taken when specific conditions are matehad during interpreting CPL script. There can be
multiple outputs generated by the single node depending on the current state of script execution.
The lowest level nodes produce no output and the default action specific tor the current node or
the protocol specific action will be taken dependent on the processing state. Then the script
terminates. The graph is directed and acyclic what means there is only one path trom the root
node to every other node in the graph and no loops are possible. The check of the script during
submission would be accomplish by constructing a graph object model corresponding to the
script and searching tor cycles within it. The depth of the graph would give also good estimation
tor the maximum execution time of the script. The syntax and semantic of the script can be
verified by comparing it against an XML specification captured in the so-called Document Type
Definition (DTD). Additionally XML has built-in mechanism tor extending the set of supported XML
Tags and Attributes what makes it very attractive tor new services creation. New XML language
elements can be declared in the header of the document and XML parser can easily determine
whether it can support in the script requested features.
Every node represents a primitive of the language, action to be taken or decision to be made. The
CPL parser walks through the graph assembling and combining the actions to provide execution
of the service. As already stated all nodes except the lowest level generatas output represented
in the tigure below as transition between the nodes.

4.4.4 CPL Script Creation
The script can be created using the following methods:
•

•
•

End-user creation
Manually
Using a web application to generata the CPL script automatically
Third party script provider
Server administrator script

Then the script associated with a specific user (actually with his address) can be uploaded to the
server, verified and registered using saveral methods. lt can be done using HTTP upload or
directly in the SIP message by issuing a SIP REGISTER message with the CPL script contained
in the body of the massage. Because the script can contain sensitive information likeend-usar's
username, password or telephone number the encryption and authentication should be used to
transport the script securely to the server. The server administrator can also decide to allow a
compilation of the frequently executed script or its part in order to acealerata the service
execution. The CPL script can support only the basic operations and provide a basic set of
functionality. The script location on the network can vary dependent on the system administrator
policies. lt can be stored in the database directly on the SIP Proxy or Registrar Server or on the
SIP Location Server.
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[1 0] specifies that example database would contain an entry tor every user and include the list of
usar's currently registered locations, usar's scripts and intermation on subscribed services and
condition under which script can be called. The database can also specity other information like
user e-mail and lP address, he's preferences and terminal capabilities.

4.4.5 CPL Evaluation
CPL is based on XML markup language. XML provides easy compatibility and easy integration
with the well-known Internet technology. This is very practical, simple and extensible
programming language successfully used during the last years tor programming of the Internet
Telephony services. CPL can be also used tor implamenting H323 based services but is
supposed mainly to be used in the SIP environment.
CPL targets directly the end-user and seems to be very attractive tor the wide community of
simple users that can define theirs own services without any extensive knowledge. This is true
because the CPL scriptscan be generated automatically. CPL script provides the easiest way to
create and customize the services.
One other crucial advantage is its support tor mobility what plays very important role in the VHE.
The script that could be stared in the end-terminal and could be uploaded to the network server
anytime the user switches on the SI P-enabled device and independently of the location or
network type all around the word. The only condition is that the network supports running CPL
scripts. There is possible to combine Network Oparator's script with those provided trom end-user
so there are different levels of control possible during the execution of the script.
CPL follows the IN service model and is strictly formalized. lt uses decision graphs technique to
describe the execution of the service. This is a valuable feature. lt lets to analyze the worst case
scenarios and to estimate the service execution time by analyzing the script. This check should
also guarantee the terminatien of a CPL script.
CPL can bestared on the user's terminal and uploaded totheserver in the SIP network where
the user is currently located independent of the place on Earth.
On the other hand it is quite ditticuit to integrate CPL services with other software components, it
does not provide PSTN user interaction features (like play announcement, collect digits) and is
hardly extensible. The disadvantageous is also limitation of CPL to only simple service creation
and it seems that CPL may not be well scalabie in the network with thousands different scripts
belonging to all subscribers.
An open issue is how CPL script, transported in the body of the SIP massage, could be used to
influence the request handling dispositions on the SIP Servers in the network.
Summarizing it can be stated that CPL can be used tor service creation purposes but actually is
much better suited tor service customization. lt is still well defined how the interaction of the
scripts should be handled when the callar and callee scripts reside on the same server. Also the
interaction between the elient and server administrator script should be clarified.
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4.5 SIP Servlets API
4.5.1 Introduetion
The SIP Servlet API defines a mechanism, which enables the encapsulation of service logic in
so-called SIP Servlets on the top of the protocol stack of a SIP Server. The SIP Servlets are
generic Java server extensions in the form of Java classes that run inside the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) and are handled by separate threads within the server process. The following
tigure depiets again the SIP protocol stack and location of SIP Serviet.

SIPPROXY
SIP Servle1s
JAVA Server

Network 1/ F

Figure 22. SIP Servlets protocol stack

The SIP Servlet API is similar in nature to the HTTP Servlet API, but there are some important
differences. HTTP servlets run only on the origin servers where the HTML content must be
generated dynamically. In SIP network proxy servers play a significant role and must support
more complex service execution or SIP messages routing and have more complicated state
model. As such, SIP servlets must be able to run on all SIP UA, Proxy, Redirect or Registrar
Servers. Because SIP Servlets are written in Java they are portable across the oparating systems
and different types of application servers. They are structured into genericpart (javax.servlet) and
a SIP specific part (javax.servlet.sip). The generic part defines the general relationship between
the Servlet Engine (SIP Server) and servlets and SIP specific part that implements the relation
between the Servlet Engine and the SIP protocol stack. This structure is depicted in tigure below.
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javax.servtet. •

avaa .serviet. ~·P •

........

....

SipServlet

---~~---,

.......................1
Figure 23. SIP Servlets API package structure
Soma characteristics of the SIP Servlets API based architecture:
SIP Servlets API provides the access to allpartsof the SIP message
SIP Servletscan implament services shared by many users or just a single user
SIP Servlet can play an activa part beyond the session setup (to play announcement
tor example). Servletscan register themselves as listeners on a transaction via the
SipTransaction interface.
SIP Servlet stores Transaction State in a database or in a single servlet class
Single SIP Servlet can handle messages belonging to multiple transactions
Messages can share information by setting attributes on transaction object
SIP Servlets have an easy access toa wide variety of existing APis, e.g. directories,
databases, CORBA, the Java Media Framework, etc. and they can reuse the Java
security infrastructure, e.g. the sandbox model tor safely executing untrusted code.
Servlets can be given (controlled) access to the contact database maintained by a
proxy or registrar server (via ContactDatabase interface)

4.5.2

Design Goals

The SIP Servlet API version 1.0 specification must address the following requirements:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Allow network servers to raspond to SIP requests, proxy SIP requests, and initiate new
SIP requests the delivery of SIP related services.
Provide session management support, allowing users to deposit and retrieve data trom
objects, which potentially span multiple SIP requests, calls, and even multiple protocols.
Provide high level access to SIP objects, such as requests and responses, with the ability
to manipulate key headers and field values. Emphasis is on simplicity and minimality
rather than completeness.
Must hide the complexities of SIP wherever possible; davalopers should not need to be
SIP experts
Definition of rule based mappings trom SIP requests to servlets which will process them
Definition of a security model
Definition of an XML DTD tor SIP Servlet deployment descriptors
Definition of a jar based file format tor SIP Servlet applications (similar to the Web
Archive (war) format defined tor the HTTP Servlet API)
Access to location databases
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4.5.3 Overview
The SIP Servlet API sutficiently defines the programminginterface between the SIP Serverand a
single SIP Serviet. The API presents to the application writers an abstracted view of SIP protocol
stack by encapsulating SIP messages into objects and interfaces. In SIP Servlet execution
environment the service is defined as a collection of interacting SIP Servlets, filters or other
resources and associated with them contiguration data. Before going into details on service
execution a briefly glossary of SIP Servlets API is presented.
Servlet Engine I Servlet Container
A process within a SIP Server that interacts with the servletsvia SIP Servlet API.
SIP Servlet
Java code for encapsulation of service log ie. lt implements the SipServlet interface.
Primary Servlet I Root SIP Servlet
Shared object via which servlets communicate with each other. This servlet is called as first by
the Servlets Container on reception of a SIP massage.
Message Dispatcher
An interface that intercepts all servlet invocations implemented by the Primary Serviet. Allows the
Primary Servlet to regain the control over the message between the servlet invocations.
Servlets Descriptor
Describes, fora given serviet, the symbolic narnes of the servlets that can be specified by this
servlet as result of the message processing. lt specifies also the expected functionality and
desired lifetime policy of those servlets. In the deployment phase those symbolic narnes are
mappad onto the actual servlet classes. The XML-based descriptor format can be used.
Servlet Lifetime Policies
The SIP Servlet APIIeaves the decision when to destroy a servlet entirely totheServlet
Container (SIP Server). This standard policy eausas problems for servlets, which communicate
with the outside world withother means than the SIP Servlet API.
Service Dispatcher
Has the task to identify the right service for a given SIP Message and give it back to the Servlet
Container in the form of a symbolic name reprasenting the Primary Servlets of this service.
Service Descriptor
The contiguration data of a SIP Service. Again the XML-based descriptor format can be used.
Service Descriptor contains:

Descriptors of the servlets of the service
Descriptors of the custom filters of the service
Filters to be applied for every servlet
Mapping of the symbolic narnes onto servlets classes
Service Primary Servlet
lndication flag whether the service is distributable or not
Optional initialization parameters
Deelsration of a custom contact database implementation
Service
Collection of interacting SIP Servlets.
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Servlet Interaction
Processing of the incoming SIP message or response by multiple servlets.
Filters
Filters are objects that intercept invocations of a servlet and preprocess the SIP Message object
that shall be passed to the serviet. They can inspeet and modify the massage, or they can even
replace or wrap the message object with a custom implementation.
The SIP messages are forwarded to the servlet as objects in a vendor-specific way. The filters
allow to custom the interface between the server and the servlet and are applied befare the
servlet is being called. They are not applied to the transaction but to the single message that
arrives by the SIP Server. The single servlet can be contigured to be filtered by arbitrary number
of filters. Filters are implemented as objects and can be applied to the following cases:

Authentication and authorization
Calliegging
Firing certain event on a general events channel
To make it possible that every Servlet Container can use same filters, it is necessary to define the
org.ietf.sip.Filter interface package in the SIP Servlet API. The filter davaloper creates a filter by
implamenting this interface.
Filtering
The customization of the request and response objects defined by the API.
Servlet Mapping
The mapping of the symbolic name specified by a servlet onto servlet instance.
Contact Database
An Interface to access the SIP Server vendor's database. LDAP database
database can be tilled with registration informations ether than these contained
requests. The Contact Database defined by the API is implemented by the
vendor, prohibiting to plug-in custom implementations. Filters can be used
interface.

is an option. The
in SIP REGISTER
Servlet Container
to customize this

4.5.4 Service Deployment
The SIP Servlets API is going to be the standardized interface tor the SIP servers. The benefit of
standardizing the servlet API is, of course, that servlets can be packaged as small applications
and be deployed on any conformant SIP server or user agent.
SIP servlets will typically reside on netwerk servers where they will be responsibis tor making
routing decisions. SIP Services can be packaged as a single compressed file using Java
standard archive format (JAR) tagether with the Service Descriptor. Service Descriptor provides a
definition of the service and allows the SIP Server or its administrator to check the service
according to soma rules based on local administrator polices defined tor the server. Servlets
should be named using globally uniqua names. First the servlet code is loaded into the servlet
engine's Java Virtual Machine. The code may be loaded tromalocal file system, a remote Web
server or sarnething entirely different. Then the servlet is instantiated and initiated.
The Servlet Engine instantiates the servlet class using the default (empty) constructor, casts the
rasuiting object to a SipServlet and passes the servlet its configuration: public void
init(ServletConfig config). The ServietContig provides access to the servlets view of the servlet
engine, a ServletContext object. Different servlets may have different views of the servlet engine,
i.e. different ServletContexts.
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The servlet is then repeatedly invoked to handle SIP massages. The method invoked depends on
whether the message is a request or a response:
pub/ie boolean gotRequest(SipRequest req)
pub/ie boolean gotResponse(SipResponse res)

When a server decides to terminate a serviet, e.g. because the server is being shut down or a
new version of the servlet is being loaded, the servlets destroy method is invoked: public void
destroy () and the server destroys any raferenee it holds to it, thus making the servlet instanee to
get garbage collected. The servlet code would typically be loaded only once, although some
servlet enginas may support a class reloading mechanism tor ease of development.

4.5.5

Service execution

When a SIP message arrives the SIP server implamenting a SIP stack will process the message
and cast it to the Servlet Container which will check which service is required to run by invoking
the Primary Serviet. Every user can have a Primary Servlet installed on the server but the
incoming message could also be mapped on the specific users group. ldentifying the user or
users group could be based on the association of the message headers and available data
resources. A simple lookup tabla would provide information on to which user group corresponding
address belongs expressed by soma symbolic name of the Primary Servlet to be executed. Now
the filtering on the SIP message can be pertormed proceeded by the invocation of the Primary
Serviet. Primary Servlet returns the symbolic narnes of the servlets tor the given service and
interaction pattem between those servlets. The Servlets Container forwards the SIP Message to
those target servlets. The call of any servlet can be preceded by applying the filters. Any servlet
can return a sequence of the symbolic narnes to the Servlets Container. The servlet does not
know the next serviet. lt only generatas a symbolic name that is mappad onto the servlet
instance. Aftar invocation of every servlet the control goes back again to the Primary Servlet
which can apply soma postprocessing or directly forward the message to another serviet.

Figure 24. SIP Servlet API service architecture
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Here follows the service execution description in a sequentia! order.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

SIP Server implamenting a SIP stack receives the message and after processing it
gives it to the Servlet Container
Now it has to be checked, which service is required by calling
getServiceName(SipRequest request) of the Service Dispatcher
The Service Dispatcher checks the Require SIP message header whether the service
is there specified. lf not it will use the previously described rules
Service Dispatcher returns a symbolic name of the servlet name of the chosen
service, the Primary Servlet
Now doFilter(SipMessage message, FilterChain chain) can be called to apply filtering
on the message
Servlet Containers Wrap the message now to the Primary Servlet for processing by
calling gotRequest(SipRequest requ) or gatResponse (SipResponse resp) via the
Message Dispatcher.
Primary Servlet process the message and returns via Message Dispatcher the list of
symbolic narnes for recognized service and interaction pattarn between those
servlets.
Message Dispatcher resolves the appropriate servlet instanee by using the mapping
of symbolic narnes to serviets provided by the contiguration data. The contiguration
data might map the name "alice-customer-servlet" to a servlet of class
my.org.AiiceCustServlet.
The filters for the first servlet can be applied and the message is cast to the target
servlet
The servlet process the message and return the control to the Primary Servlet and
can specity a new list of symbolic name of the serviets that should be invoked
The Primary Servlet can apply some postprocessing or directly forward the message
to another servlet
lf the previous servlet returned symbolic narnes of other serviets those are invoked
before moving to the next step
The processing of the message ends. This can result for example in sending an SIP
request by applying the sendRequest(SipRequest requ) method on SipResponse
interface

4.5.6 Evalustion
The SIP Serviets API standardized within IETF is based on the HTTP Serviets API known from
the Internet web-application programming environment. Theservices can be composed by using
a set of building blocks, the so-called servlets, and the SIP Servlet API that allows interaction
between those components and the SIP server. SIP serviets implament service logic extending
the generic SIP server functionality in the form of Java classes that run inside the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) and are handled by separate threads within the server process. This provides a
powertul service execution environment that can handle multiple services simultaneously. The
execution of a single service can involve multiple serviets to run. Serviets interaction provides a
detailed level of control over the service execution. The SIP Servlet API allows SIP serviets to
manipulate SIP requests and responses.
The SIP Servlet API also supports to load and initiate new serviets that enhance the functionality
of SIP for implamenting and running new services. New servietscan be uploaded dynamically to
the server while the service is being requested. Because SIP Serviets are written in Java they are
portable across the oparating systems and different types of application servers.
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Another valuable feature is that services based on SIP serviets can run in a distributed
environment. This means that the SIP Server can reside physically on another network node than
the SIP servlets. Other advantages include extensibility, a standardized framewerk tor adding
new serviets and easy integration with the Internet technology via existing Java serviets APis like
Java DataBase Connectivity (JDBC) and Remote Method lnvocation (RMI).
Another key benefit of using SIP Serviets API tor service creation is that the end user can use
them to program the behavier of their own terminal (18]. Collocation with the traditional HTTP
engine provides an integration of Web and telecommunication services. This common HTTP and
SIP servlet engine could be enhanced with a programming environment on top of it to allow the
user to modify or write new servlets.
Because of the similarities of HTTP Proxy and SIP Redirect and UA Servers with respect to the
request-response communication model it is easy to implament SIP Serviets API tor Redirect and
UA Servers by mean of reusing existing HTTP Serviets API and extending with SIP specific
features [18]. The different functionality of the SIP Proxy Server would require different kind of
API tor torwarding requests and another API tor interaction between those two generic APis. The
advantage of this salution to design two different SIP Serviets APis is the significant simplification
of design process by reusing existing serviets and HTTP Serviets API. The single API approach
has the benefit of having one implementation model tor all SIP servers in the network, however
some functionality like request torwarding would be never used in the Redirect and UA Servers.
The main disadvantage of the SIP Servlet API is that serviets can be only implemented in Java
and must run on a Java SIP Server. This implies that this programming method targets
experienced Java developers only. The simple, however, may take advantage of some
programming platform that would simplify the service creation. lt is expected that combining the
SIP Servlet API with JavaBeans may leadtoa new service creation platform that will solve this
problem.
The SIP Servlet API is the best candidate to be used tor service creation on a SIP platform.
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5.

Parlay I OSA Service Creation Environment

5.1

Summary

Previous section presented the methods tor implamenting of multimedia services using SIP
protocol designed by the Internet experts within IETF. At the same time as SIP was designed
other consortia as Parlay and JAIN developed APis to provide the access to the Core Network
functionality. lt was widely believed that applications will be the key to the success of future
communications networks and that providing an infrastructure where applications can be easily
created is extremely important. That is why APis began to play a significant role in the concept of
provisioning end-to-end multimedia services. Most of APis developed by Parlay has been
adopted by 3GPP, the standardization body responsible tor the UMTS standards. The APis has
been created with the goal of defining a technology independent access to the network functions
and can be used by third party application as well. In this section we will give an overview of the
API-based network architecture, list already existing APis tor different services and briefly explain
how the API-based services can be implemented.

5.2

Introduetion

The new generation network concept that will allow applications to access the Core Network
functionality is called the Open Service Architecture. lt consists of the Service Network, where the
applications reside, and the collection of the APis that are implemented on the so-called Service
Capability Servers (SCS). The already existing and standardized APis are specified tor a number
of distributed technologies like CORBA and DCOM. SOAP API is planned to be developed in the
near future. Those open technologies are used within the Service Network to allow the
applications to communicate with the network using the Common Object Model. Applications will
be able to get the access the all, so far hidden, information and capabilities of the network, by
contacting the SCS located in the intermediate network layer, the Service Enabler Layer. The
developers can use APis to design a variety of services tor 2G, 2.5G and 3G networks including
multimedia services. A Parlay application needs to implament the API-based interface to be able
to request services trom the SCS. The current set of available is listed in the next section. The
following tigure depiets the architectural view of the service provisioning system.

Service Enabler Layer

Network Control Layer

. HSS

Figure 25. Parlay I OSA System Architecture
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5.3

Parlay communication principles

The Parlay I OSA APis can provide the applications to access the Core Network tunctionality
provided by switches, Home Location Registers (HLRs), GPRS Supports Nodes (GSNs), billing
servers etc. The SCS will implament a standardized Parlay I OSA interface in order to interact
with the application and network specitic interface will map the communication details onto core
network protocollike MAP, CAP or CAMEL. This situation is depicted in the tigure below.

API - Appllcatlon Interface

scs

Execution Environment
API- Network Interface

Figure 26. Service Capability Server View (Stand-Aione SCS)
As already noticed, the applications communicates with the Parlay Gateway using Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) technology and the Parlay API. The example
sequence diagram tor communication between the Application Server and SCS is presented
below.

APPUQATQI

8C8

[ First Instanee l l lpAppCall

INTERFACES

1. new()

II

lpCaiiControiMamnager

- . ..

16
-

...
2. createCall()

....

3. new()

4. routeReq()

..s.
... 6. "FW even!"

....

...

...

routeRes()

7. routeReq()

....
....

_.8. routeRes()

....
... 9. "FW evenr

....

10. DeassignCall()

METHOOS

Figure 27. Parlay call sequence Diagram
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At this moment the most Parlay APis are specified in CORBA lOL. However, application
davalopers are tree to use any language of their choice to program the services, because
CORBA allows the applications to communicate with one another no matter where they reside on
the network and independent of which programming language they are written in. CORBA
specifies a protocol called the Internet Inter-Orb Protocol (IIOP) that provides the functionality
compared to Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP). The Parlay Protocol Stack is
depicted below.

Service SwHI:ti I'Q Point

Parlay

Parlay
IIOP
TCP / UDP

Packet Switched

Figure 28. Parlay Protocol Stack

5.4

Service development environment

Specific Software Development Kits can be davalopad and provided tor easy, rapid and cost
aftactiva implementation of Parlay Client Applications and solutions. To make it even easier
development tooikits may include a specific development environment platform to shield
application davalopers trom communications technologies like CORBA and APis. The one choice
would be CORBA application development to Parlay API and the other possibility would be,
depending on the skilis of the davaloper and the complexity of the application, a number of other
programming interfaces including:
Development of pure Java applications masking CORBA communication
Component application development using an lntegrated Development Environment
based on Java Beans
Simple eXtensible Markup Language XML script based application development
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SDKs could be provided with a set of development components (Java beans), included in the
development toolkits. The programmars can combine those software components as they see it
fit in the application and will be able to extend the existing set of beans with new ones as soon as
new APis come available. The Software Development Kit could also include SCS, Framewerk
and Test Application simulators to give the developers ability totest their application before they
can be physically deployed on the Application Server.
Using Parlay I OSA APis developers are tree to combine all existing APis and integrate them in a
single or distributed Parlay Client Application to provide desired functionality. Establishment of the
simple Call will require for example the application to use User Status I Location API to locate the
user then User Interaction API to collect the phone number digits and finally Call Control API to
set up conneetion between the parties.
Extensibility of APis functionality and flexibility of developing and testing Parlay-based
applications gives developers the great opportunity to develop the services at low expenses and
in extremely short time-to-market time.

5.5

Parlay API capabilities

The current set of APis consists of two categories of interfaces, that both are APis itself:
•
•

Service Capability Server Interfaces. These offer applications accesstoarange of
network capabilities and information.
Framewerk Interfaces. These provide the infrastructure capabilities like authentication,
SCS discovery and registration, fault management, etc.

The following APis (also called Service Capability Features- SCF) has been developed by Parlay
consortium sofarand are available for application developers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General : contains the introduetion and methodology used
Common data: generic data, used in other parts.
Framework: defining the infrastructure capabilities like authentication, SCF discovery,
SCF registration, fault management, etc.
Call Control, defining the call control family with capabilities ranging trom setting up basic
calls to conference calls.
User lnteraction: SCF to obtain information (digits) trom the user, place announcements,
send short text massages.
User location I User status: SCF to obtain location and status information.
Terminal capabilities: SCF to obtain the capabilities of an end-user terminal.
Data session control: SCF to influence data sessions.
Messaging: SCF for access to mailboxes
Connectivity Management: SCF for mainly provisioned QoS.
Account Management: SCF to access end-user accounts
Charging: SCF to charge end-users for use of applications I data.
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The Call Control API offers the most important capabilities and allows Parlay applications
establishing of the multimedia sessions. The call control network service consist of three interface
classes:
Call manager. Management tunetion for call-related issues
Call. Methods to control a call
Call Leg. Methods to control individual legs in a call

The programmars can use Call Manager and Call level interfaces to implament the following
function:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Initia! trigger setting and event notification
Basic call handling. That is, re-route call, start up call, perfarm screening to allow or
disallow a call to continue, release call, deassign a call (removing the relation between
the call and the application but leaving the call intact).
Event monitoring. lnformation on network events.
Setting of charge plan
lnformation about the call. For example, call duration and the release cause.
Call duration and charging supervision

The Leg level interface provides the following call control features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.6

Create new call legs and call routing
Attach leg to the call
Detach leg from the call (put on hold}
Release the call leg
Monitor events
Request information associated with the call leg

Standardization body

The early Parlay I OSA APis inherited from Parlay APis were developed jointly by 3GPP and
ETSI because of the overlap in work. Latter, also Parlay has joined the community developing
APis for the third generation networks. Now the work is done jointly by the joint API
standardization working group including 3GPP, ETSI and Parlay. There is also informal
collaboration with JAIN to achieve as big as possible Developers Community. Currently 3GPP is
also the body within the ETSI.

5. 7

References

All interface specifications for the OSA APis listed in the previous sections can be found on the
website of Europaan Telecommunication Standardization lnstitute (ETSI) at www.etsi.org or
www.parlay.org.
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5.8

Evaluation

The Parlay APis are evaluated in termsof advantages and disadvantages. One advantage is that
the Parlay APis enable independent software vendors to write applications that provide
heterogeneaus services. This means that the service providerscan use the APis to implament
services across wireless, IP-based and CS-based PSTN networks. This is possible because the
APis provide the sole access to the care network capabilities. The APis hide the care network
type and its signaling protocols.
Another closely related advantage is that the Parlay APis give the service providers the treedom
to implament the service without extensive knowledge of the care network technology that
interacts with the Parlay application. The application developers have access to network services
such as messaging, call routing and call control and can integrate those with applications and
data outside the network.
Another positive aspect of Parlay as service programming platform is the granularity of the Parlay
APis. Application developers can start using a single Parlay API, but can also use all available
APis, combining them into one powertul application. This allows for services that mix voice and
data communication.
Another advantage is the programming language independence. The main API specificatien are
defined in the technology independent Unified Modeling Language (UML). This enables using the
APis via technologies such as COM, CORBA or JAVA. Many of commonly used programming
languages like C++, SmallTalk and Java can be used for implementation of the services and
support for XML and SOAP is coming soon.
A final advantage is that the Parlay APis can be extended with additional nat standardized
proprietary APis.
A disadvantage are the complexity and size of the Parlay I OSA specifications [16, 17]. lt requires
time from the developer to understand the APis and use them effectively. Another drawback is
the complicated format of Parlay data types and interfaces that may cause complications creating
Parlay applications. However, compared to the IN service creation techniques, the service
creation complexity and the time it takes to design an application has been drastically decreased.
Additionally a Parlay application implamenting a multimedia service must be multithreaded. This
increases the complexity of the creation and of the testing process. Providing an lntegrated
Development Environment to simplify the service creation can alleviate this problem. Another
salution is to provide SDK tools for rapid service development and testing.
Although this is aften listed as advantage, another disadvantage is that Parlay APis hide the
network specific information from the application developers [14]. This decreasas radically the
control the application can have over the network functions like session establishment and
consequently imposes limitation on the service creation. In some cases better results can be
achieved if the service programmars can take full advantage of all capabilities of a specific
network protocol. One salution to this problem is to define a new interface or to modify the
existing one, such that some protocol specific functions are exposed. Applications using this
approach of course loose the ability to operate the same over all Care Networks.
Summarizing, the Parlay APis and their programming tools are mature and provide a great
opportunity for programming services, especially over heterogeneaus network with different
access types. They allow for the combination of different network capabilities that are provided
via a variety of APis. They can be also extended with new APis and capabilities that are nat even
standardized. They provide also high level of reliability, extensibility and flexibility. lt is very likely
that the Parlay APis will become a standard in the areas of multimedia service creation and
provision ing.
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6. SIP versus Parlay I OSA Service Creation Environment
6.1 Summary
This chapter summarizes two previous chapters. As service creation possibilities has been
examined and there is more clarity about the methods of programming the services there is a
timeforsome comparison. This has been done in the form of a table, which listsin the columns
Parlay API, SIP CGI, CPL and SIP Serviets API and in the rows different properties ordered
according to the service creation lifecycle. The chapter is enclosed with conclusions about the
applicability of presented methods for providing multimedia services in 3G network.

6.2 Comparison tables
The comparison has been made according to the service lifecycle. Every table groups the
service creation properties that relate to different stages of the service creation and
implementation process.
The service lifecycle has been divided onto the following steps:
Construction and Testing
Deployment and Activatien
Utilization and Execution
Withdrawal
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Service
Lifecycle

Target
Developers
Community

Development
Environment

Available
Tooikits

Complex
or
Simpte
Services

::onstruction
&
Testing

Application
Testing

Specification
s
and
Tools
Maturity

1

SIP

Parlay I OSA APis

Property

$1

••
••
••
••
•
••
••
•••
•
••
••

Mainly largeled for 3rd
parties services creation.
The applications can be
written in any language
because the Parlay I OSA
interface is specified in a
standardized lOL language.
SOK tools (e.g. Java Beans
or IOE) can be provided and
used by a wide Oevelopers
Community
A wide range of complex
services can be
implemenled as the
application can access most
of the network functionalities
provided by different
available APis .
A variety of tools simulating
the network environment
can be provided with the
SOK.
Mature.
Specifications and
standardized APis exist.
Openness for proprietary
APis and services.
Produels available on the
market.
SOK tools available.

SIP -CGI
Mainly largeled for Network
Operators.

•
•
••
•
••
••
•
••

CGI application can be written in
any programming language that
supports access to environment
variables like Peri, C, C++,
VisuaiBasic, TLC and many others.
Existing scripts and libraries from
HTTP and Internet Telephony can
be used.
Many services can be created
however CGI script runs only
triggered by the network event. This
restricts using CGI for implementing
services like "Ciick-To-Oial".
The CGI scriptscan be lesled on
any server capable of processing
CGI scripts before installing it on the
Network Operators server.

••

Evaluation unit
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Work still in progress.
RFC: "Common Gateway Interface
for
SIP" (RFC 3050)
Draft: "Transporting User Control
lnformation in SIP REGISTER
Payloads" (draft-lennox-sip-regpayload)

CPL

••
••
••
•
••
•
••
••
•

Mainly largeled for End-User service creation.

CPL scripts are written in XML scripting
language. The parsers that interpret them can be
built in any of a number of languages such as
C++, C, JavaScript, Tel, and Python.
CPL script is can be easily created manually or
generaled automatically.
Many XML graphical editors and XML parsers
al ready exist.
As no external programs can be called from
within the script and there is no support for
recursion, CPL script is limited only to very
simple services like call screening, time-of-day
routing, call torwarding I redirection and call
blocking .
Most existing CPL Editors come up with
extended development environment enabling of
testing the script. The users can retrieve and
modify the script at any latter time .
Mature. Produels are already available.
Drafts: "CPL: A Language for User Control of
Internet Telephony Services"
(draft -ietf-iptel-cpl-04)
"Call Processing Language Framework and
Requirements" (RFC 2824)
"Transporting User Controllnformation in SIP
REGISTER Payloads"
(draft-lennox-sip-reg-payload-01)

SIP Servlets API

••
••
••
••
•
•
••

Mainly largeled for Network
Operators and Enterprise service
providers .

SIP Serviets are mainly written in
Java and depend on the version of
the Java Run-Time Environment.
Serviets can be created using
Java Beans (JOK1.2). The
Serviets may also take advantage
of many others existing APis.
SIP Servlet API allows the SIP
Server to invoke different kinds of
Serviets to execute the service
and therefore a wide range of
services can be created.

Possibly some sim ulation tools will
be provided as soon as the first
SIP Servlet API comes available.

Work still in progress.
Drafts: ''The SIP Servlet API"
(draft-kristensen-sip-servlet-00)
"SIP Servlet API Extensions"
(draft-peterbauer-sip-servlet-ext00)
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Service
Lifecycle

Security
Verification

••
•
In stallation
&

Configuration
)eployment
&

Activation

Business
Domain

Interface
Extensibility

Application
Portability

SIP

Parlay I OSA APis

Property

••
•
••
•
••
•
••
••

SIP- CGI

The Network Operator must
approve the application before it is
being installed on the AS.

The installation of an OSA
application is accomplished by
signing an agreement between the
application provider and the owner
of the OSA AS which will typically
be the Network Operator. This
results in creating a SLA that is
used for activating and registering
of the service in the network,
which is done via the Framework.
An OSA application can reside on
the Network Operator or 3'd party
OSA Application Server.

OSA architecture upon which the
Parlay inter1ace is built allows
extension of the inter1ace with a
new standardized or not
standardized proprietary APis.

•

•
•
••

Because the OSA I Parlay APis
are a standardized inter1aces the
OSA application is easily portable
between different networks.

•

CPL

Server administrators must
per1orm equivalent levels
of security review before
installing CGI scripts. lf
script is calling external
programs the server
should ensure that
untrusted code could not
be executed.
Uploaded and configured
by the Network
Administrator. The SIP
REGISTER method can be
used for this purpose, but
also other protoeals as
LDAP, ACAP, SNMP or
HTTP file upload can be
used.
CGI scripts reside on the
servers owned by the
Network Operator

CGI is an inter1ace and not
a language and this makes
it easy to extend and
reapply to new protoeals
and technologies.

CGI is a standardized
Internet inter1ace
supported by many Web
Servers. The Network
Operator must provide CGI
support on the network
servers in order to support
running of CGI scripts.
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••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••

CPL script represents an acyclic graphand the
server can create a graph object model that can
be compared with the graph represented by the
script and check the script for safety and estimate
the service execution time. The syntax and
semantic of the script can be verified by
camparing it against an XML specification
captured in the so-called Document Type
Definition (DTD). Every script submitted toa CPL
server should comply with this DTD that describes
the XML syntax.
As the scripts will be typically created and stored
on the user's end devices they can be easily
uploaded to the server during the registration time
by using the SIP REGISTER method. The user
can install the script on any server in the home or
visited network however, the method by which
scripts are transmitted from a elient to a server
MUST be strongly authenticated.
The CPL script is designed to be implemented on
either network servers or user agent servers
(UAS) which reside on the user's end-devices.
XML allows developers to create their own
Document Type Definition (DTD) and effectively
create new tag sets that can be used for multiple
applications. XML itself is also being extended
with several additional standards that add styles
(e.g. XSL), linking, and referencing ability to the
core XML set of capabilities. However CPL is
limited in functionality because it must be safe for
execution and is hardly extensible.
CPL script can be stored on the user's device and
can be uploaded to any local server with CPL
capabilities. Despite growing popularity of XML it
can not be guaranteed that all networks servers
will support CPL

SIP Servlets API

••
••
•
••
•
••
•
••

The server administrator can
manually inspeet the Servlet code or
apply some code signing techniques
to achieve an appropriate level of
trust. Better approach would be to
automatically analyze the Java
bytecode to enforce restrictions on
SIP Serviets that may contain loops
or allocate to big amount of memory .
This check could be per1ormed
during the upload or installation time.
SIP Servietscan be distributed as all
Java classes as single compressed
JAR files tagether with the Service
Descriptor (XML DTD document)
containing Servlet contiguration
information. (Serviet Descriptor:
While the contiguration of a servlet is
specified, it is not yet well defined
how this contiguration is loaded into
the serviets container)
SIP Servlets are typically installed
and execute in the network but can
also be used on the user's terminal to
implement some lightweight services.
SIP Servlets API is build up from
methods and inter1aces that allows
transparent mapping of the SIP
messages from and to the server.
Introduetion of new SIP method or
response would require only adding a
new String constant to the existing
set.

SIP Servlets API is to be a
standardized inter1ace portable
between different networks and
servers.
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Service
Lifecycle

Control
Level over
Multimedia
Session

Performance
Aspectsof
Application
Run-Time
Environment

Jtilization
&
::xecution

Parlay I OSA APis

Property

Network
Centric or
Terminal
Centric
Service
Execution
Inlegration
with
Internet
Recourses

Applications
Interaction

••
•
••
•
•••
••
••
••
•

OSA I Parlay application can
have the control over the
multimedia session during
entire session duration time.

A Parlay I OSA application can be
compiled as executable file and
run very efficiently.

Parlay I OSA application can run
on the network server or on the
user end-devices.

The Parlay I OSA application may
access all common Internet
recourses as any web application
does, but often the tuil access to
those resources my be a subject to
SLA and may depend on the
network characteristics and
configuration.

OSA architecture allows tor some
services to invoke multiple
applications distributed over the
network.

SIP
CPL

SIP· CGI

••
••
••
••
•

CGI script can be executed anytime the
server receives a SIP message but the
script maintains the state of the session
only during session establishment. After
the call has been setup the server
deleles the stales associated with that
call and is nol involved in the session
anymore .
CGI application can be a scriptor an
executable file and is optimized tor that
specific language. However CGI
application does nol run continuously
and each time a SIP message arrives by
the server a new process needs to be
started. This makes CGI application less
efficient and more resource consuminQ .

The CGI script runs on the network
server, which controls the execution of
the service in a network centric manner.

CGI is a normal program and can access
many Internetand system resources like
email, web, database and file store. This
can be accomplished by using already
existing APis tor different languages.

As with CGI the CPL script can be only
used to implement the services that have
impact on the session only during session
establishment time.

•
••
••
••

CPL script can reside and execute on the
network server or on the user's terminal
thus both possibilities apply. One session
establishment can require multiple
different scripts distributed over the
network to be executed but those
constitute different services.

••
•
••
•
••
•

CPL allows easily services inlegration with
web, email and chat services.

••

Only one script can run at time so no
interaction is possible

•
68

CPL script performance depends on the
efficiency of the CPL Parser that interprets
the script. Si nee a parser can be an
executable file the CPL script can be run
very efficiently.
Most existing CPL servers are fully multithreaded applications .

SIP Servlets API

Script-to-script interaction is possible
when a server invokes multiple scripts tor
a single call. This can happen when both
the call originator and the call destination
have scripts slored on a single server,
when a script forwards a request to
another address which also has a script or
when an administrative script is specified
as well as a user's individual script.

••
••
•

Despite of other methods any
servlet can subscribe itself to the
network as Listenerand can be
notified about all events
associated with a specific session.
This way the Servlet can control
the session during entire session
duration time.
SIP Messages are passed toa
class that runs within a JVM inside
the SIP serverand the same
servlet can be simultaneously
used by multiple services. As all
Java codes the serviets can also
be compiled tor better
performance.
SIP Servlet API-based services
can be executed in a networkcentric or terminal-centric way.
Normally one service will require
interaction between multiple
servlets.
The serviets can access the
commonly available Internet
resources via SIP Servlet API and
SIP as transport protocol or by
using other APis and protoeals like
LDAP, ACAP, SNMP or HTTP.

SIP Servlet API allows multiple
serviets to process one incoming
SIP message even if theserviets
are distributed over the network.
The Service Descriptor indicates
whether the service is distributable
or nol.
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Service
Lifecycle
Withdrawal
(Removal)

Parlay I OSA APis

Property
Service
Lifetime
Policy

e
e
e

The service deinstallation is a
subject to SLA between the
owner of the AS and the
service provider

SIP
CPL

SIP- CGI

e
e

The Network Operator decides when to
remove !he CGI script.
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e
e
e
e

CPL-based service lifetime can be
controlled by the End-User.

SIP Servlets API

e
e

Service Lifetime can be controlled by
the Network Operator or can be
subject to SLA if the 3rd parties
provide !he service.

6.3 Conclusions
SIP has been chosen by the 3GPP as the protocol of choice for 3G networks, and the SCS as the
gateway to the care networks could be implemented as SIP-enabled to provide enhanced
facilities for service creation. This is still open issue, which of the service creation methods will be
used or whether bath possibilities can be taken into consideration.
lt is very likely that bath technologies will be involved in the programming and accessing of the
multimedia services in the netwerk. However, much discussion arises about the relationship
between SIP and Parlay I OSA APis on a SIP netwerk, but this is the subject for discussion in the
following chapters. As can be seen from the camparisen table the Parlay APis are very
competitive as compared to SIP service creation tools and offer an easy development
environment. Many telecommunications equipment vendors are very committed to Parlay. lt has
been designed to be technology independent, and to be implementabla in many environments
and netwerk types. The main advantage of using Parlay APis for programming theservices is the
variety of capabilities affered by various APis and the possibility for the application to combine
these with each ether. lt is allowed and may be very efficient and powertul to use User
lnteraction, Mobility or for example Connectivity API along with the Call Control API. Other
interesting feature is the interaction between application and the call during the entire lifetime of
the call. Other important advantages of Parlay SCE include:
programming language independenee
existence of lntegrated Development Environment
easy testing and simuiatien
extensibility even with propriety APis and services
standardized interface
openness to 3rd party service providers
easy integration with existing Internet technologies
Among SIP service creation tools there are two methods that are very similar with respect to
provided capabilities and development environment. These are SIP CGI and SIP Servlet API.
Bath are standardized and primarily targeted to the Netwerk Operators but can also be used by
3rd parties. They are derived from already existing web application environments as HTTP CGI
and Web Servlets API. Bath technologies have been already for many years very successful in
the area of Internet services. lt seems that SIP CGI is more advanced technology. lt comes with a
mature RFC against SIP Servlet API drafts. In bath cases the work is still in progress and it is nat
yet well defined how this tools could also support services provided by 3rd parties. The differences
between SIP CGI and SIP Servlet API are that SIP CGI maintains the state of the session only
during session establishment. CGI script runs only triggered by the session establishment
netwerk event. After the call has been setup the server deletas the states associated with that
cal I. At that time the SIP Servlet API can still play an active role and be involved in the session.
Disadvantageous is for SIP CGI that only one script can run at any time while the servlet-based
service may engage many servlets that can sequentially produce different outputs combined into
well-defined SIP server behavior.
CPL stands alone with its totally different target development community. lt is primarily addressed
to the camman end-user and can be used for implamenting very simple but useful services. lt has
no power to create complex and fancy services because it is restricted with running external
programs and including iterative loops. lnstead can be very easily verified at the installation or at
the run time. lt is considered to be safe and can be easily integrated with Internet services but it is
hardly extensible. CPL has been widely used in the Internet Telephony area and is now takinga
place in the multimedia service creation technology. There already exist CPL-based products on
the communication market
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The future network can integrate all those technologies and it is very likely that SIP Servlets API
and CPL-based services will be the best candidates along SIP service creation methods.
Tagether with Parlay I OSA APis they will farm a powerlul service programming platform for the
new telecommunication network. However, for time being, as long as 3G architecture is nat yet
implemented, only Parlay APis can provide a service creation and provisioning solutions in the
existing 2G and 2.5G networks.
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7. Service control in IMS subsystem via SIP
7.1

Summary

This chapter introduces in more details the lP Multimedia Subsystem and presents the work in
progress and open issues on the lP MM architecture. The focus in this section will be on the lP
MM service execution signaling during the session setup. The research to be made is to check
the consistency of service triggering and service execution signaling based on SIP with that
provided by OSA service architecture. The main issue is that SIP can be compared to ISUP trom
ISDN protocol and is totally different from today's session control protoeals used for telecom
services like CAP for example. lt should be investigated whether SCS can provide a suitable
mapping onto SIP as well. The input for this work consists of already existing and implemented
services for the circuit switched network based on OSA interface. The question is whether SIP
can be used tagether with OSA to control the service execution in the lP MM Core Network to
provide the same services as for the circuit switched protocols. The issues to be addressed here
and being discussed from hereon include:
Does SIP fulfill the requirements for the service control protocol to provide all required
functionality inthelP MM subsystem?
Is this possible to have SIP carry on the service control signaling trom OSA AS to the
Core Network and what are the limitations and inconsistencies in cooperation of those
two signaling methods ?
How can SIP efficiently be mappad to OSA and vice versa?
The coverage area of the research is limited to the Generic Call Control (GCC) Parlay API. Other
APis like Multiparty Call Control (MPC) or User Interaction are for further study.

7.2

IMS Service Architecture

The figure below depiets an overall 3GPP view of how the "Vertical Service Provisioning" based
on OSA interface could be realized in the network using the ISC interface.

I

SIP Application

Research Area

Figure 29. IP MM Service Architecture
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The ISC interface has been chosen to be SIP as specified in the RFC 2345bis specificatien of
SIP [5] with additional enhancements introduced to support 3GPP's needs (see raferenee list).
The services can be executed on the SIP Application Server using methods like CGI, CPL or
Java Serviets that has been introduced in the previous sections. The other possibility is to have
the services being executed by a Parlay application residing on the OSA AS. Then OSA
application accessas the network capabilities via the SCS. Until now SCS supports only services
for the circuit switched domain. Enabling interface tothelP MM packet switched domain requires
cooperation of SIP and OSA I Parlay methods and embraces a suitable protocol mapping
between those two.
The point of interest is the signaling path between the S-CSCF, SCS and OSA AS. The SIP
session control signaling toward the end user from the S-CSCF is not shown for simplicity
reasons. The main goal is to validate 3GPP architecture in context of the lP MM service
requirements for services execution. In the first stage only simple services in most general
aspects will be investigated with respect to basic SIP messages and Generic Call Control API
methods.
The SIP Application Server may include the Service Control Interaction Manager (SCIM) to
support the services that require interaction between different applications. The S-CSCF, SIP
Application Server and SCS implament the functionality of the SIP network entities. They can
play the role of SIP User Agent, SIP Proxy and SIP Redirect Servers depending on the type of
the service being executed and the current execution point. S-CSCF can additionally workas SIP
Registrar Server. The picture below presents internal structure of S-CSCF, which handles
independently the bi-directional SIP Caii-Legs for incoming and outgoing signaling.

From:X~IP

To: Y
Caii-ID:Z
From: X
To: Y
Caii-ID:Z

6. 200 OK

eg #1

2. INVITE

5. 200 OK

3. INVITE

From: X
To: Y
Caii-ID:Z

From: X
To: Y
Caii-ID: Z

1 INVITE

LSM

S-CSCF
Figure 30. Service Platform in the Proxy Mode

AS

Application Server
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ILCM
OLCM

7.3

lncoming Leg Call Model
Outgoing Leg Call Model

IMS Service Execution

The S-CSCF communicates with OSA Application Server (OSA AS) via the SCS which supports
SIP on one side and OSA I Parlay interface on the other side. As specified in the [20] lP MM
services are assumed to be triggered in the subscriber Home Network of the originating or the
terminating party and can be executed in the Home Network or in the Visited Network of the
triggered user. In the last case the serving S-CSCF will schedule the AS for execution and will
interface external AS via Service Platform Gateway (SP GW). The exact information on, which
AS should be scheduled for execution of the service is included in the Filter Criteria, stored at
HSS and sent to S-CSCF during registration.
One of the requirements put on the ISC interface is filtering of the messages towards the AS
basedon AS specified criteria specified the Filter Criteria (FC). FC is a part of User Profile and is
downloaded by the S-CSCF upon the user registration.
Filter Criteria (FC) is the information the S-CSCF receives from the HSS or from the AS that
defines the relevant Service Points of Interest (SPis) for a particular application. They select the
subset of SIP requests received by the S-CSCF that should be sent I proxied to a particular
application. SPis are the points in the SIP signaling that may cause the S-CSCF tosend I proxy
the SIP messagetoa SIP AS, OSA SCS or IM-SSF.
When the S-CSCF receives a SIP request, it evaluates the filter criteria. lf a SIP request matches
the filter criteria then the S-CSCF proxies that message to the corresponding SIP AS, IM-SSF or
OSA SCS. Filtering is done for SIP requests messages only and can be e.g. be based upon:
The method of the SIP request.
Whether the request was received in the originating or terminating case.
A particular media type included in the SOP of a request.
The presencelcontent of a particular SIP header.
Only the first SIP request is forwarded to the Service Logic (SIP Application Server or to SCS)
when detected that some service should be executed. lf Application Server wishes to remain in
the signaling path it should insert its ID in the Record-Route header of the SIP request.
The Service Platform may utilize the following five basic modes of operation to support the
service execution via the ISC interface.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Proxy mode
Redirect mode
User Agent mode
3rd party controller mode
Not involved in the session

There are multiple modes allowed during one session and the current working model depends on
the characteristics and nature of the service and required network elements interaction.
In general S-CSCF, SIP AS and SCS implement one or more SIP Servers. lt is however still open
issue for which services, at which service execution points and under which conditions the
different working flavors transitions are allowed to take place.
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7.4

Working methad

The lP MM will support a variety of services that can be provided by the network operator, 3'd
party service provider or even by the end-users. The first attempt is to identify some problems
around the service execution in the lP Multimedia Subsystem. The way of working is to look
whiter OSA applications that could be deployed on the CS network could also directly work in the
PS IMS network. The service execution signaling is presented below in the sequence diagrams
and includes the following services:
Call Barring
Call Redirection
Call Forwarding
Prepaid Call

7.5

Assumptions

Symbolic interface narnes
This clear distinction between incoming and outgoing SIP legs may help to understand the
functionality of S-CSCF addressing the issues with loop dateetion and prevention along the
signaling path.

CSCF_IN:
CSCF_OUT:
SCS-IN:
SCS-OUT:

The interface between SIP terminal (UA Client A) and S-CSCF (SIP Server) in
the originating network on which S-CSCF receives SIP requests from the
terminal and sends back the responses.
The interface between S-CSCF in originating network and the S-CSCF in the
home network of the terminating party, on which S-CSCF sends requests to and
receives responses from that network.
The interface between the S-CSCF and SCS to send requests and receive
responses.
The interface between the S-CSCF and SCS to receive requests and send
responses.

Figure 31. Auxiliary symbolic names for the S-CSCF interfaces
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Parlay APis
All diagrams are based on a Generic Call Control API only and all method-calls between the OSA
AS are SCS comes from that interface. This API has been chosen because it includes all basic
methods that are sufficient to implament the set of selected services. The goal was to start with
simple examples as the more complex APis and services would make the investigation hard to
proceed.

7.6

Results

7.6.1

Call Barring

In this example the call-terminating party is subscribed to the call barring service and the caller
must provide the right pin to be able make a call to that user.

IA-= I
•

IIIMTE

IA-=
s,( SDP A)

401 Unauthorized()
INVITE B (PIN)

IB-Ho~rl< • IB-Hom~rork ·

·
, """'iE B (S-CSCF ~) ; II'MTE B (SCS IN)

401 Unauthorized
(S-CSCF IN )
INVITE B (PIN)
(S-CSCF _IN)

j

getMoreDialledDigrtsReq()

401 Unauthorized
(SCS IN)
INVITE B (PIN)
(SCS IN)

caiiEventNotify()

'

: getMoreOialledDigrtsRes()
routeReq( )

NYITE B (SCS_OU~

'

deassignCall()
'

INVITE B(S-CSCF_OUT )

200 OK()

~

200 OK()

200 OK()

INVITE B()

Î

I _

200 OK()

:

Flgure 32. Sequence diagram: Call Barring
Remarks

a)

lt would be good having the originating party able to send the Pin together with its SOP in the
first INVITE message to limit the traffic in the network. Maybe· some CPL script could be
downloaded and run on the originating terminal to provide the check of the pin before sending
INVITE request.
b) lt was assumed the OSA AS is not interestad anymore in the calland issues deassignCa/1 ()
request to SCS to indicate it is not interestad any more in receiving other SIP massages. lf
application needs to be informed about the routing results it should remain in the signaling
path to receive routeRas ()back from SCS including information whether the call succeeded
or not. After designing the Call SCS and S-CSCF in the user B home network remove theirs
identities from the SIP message so the next messages will take another route in this session.
This is also for the further study when and under which conditions is this allowed.
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7.6.2

Call Redirection

A~ •

11

A= •

INVITE()

118Ho;_~NS~~ork 118Ho~work 11 8= ·

INVITE()

:

INVITE()

,

!ca iiEventNotify() !

/

302 Moved
Temporary()

302 Moved
Temporarily()

routeReq() ---- ~

302 Moved
Temporary( )

Translate
Number()

'-;'

INVITE( )

INVITE()

INVITE() .._

200 OK()

200 OK()

200 OK()

ACK()

_I

I

ACK()

ACK()

Flgure 33. Call Redirection

In this example Service Platform acts as SIP Aedirect Server by sending the 302 SIP response
message indicating that the user being called has moved to other address. The originating party
aftar receiving this message can choose to stop or to send again the INVITE message with
modified address_
Remark: The question is: In which of the five modes should the Service Platform work in this
example aftar sending the 302 SIP response? Does the AS require the SCS tosend response to
sendlnfoReq () when the call proceeds or fails to proceed? In this case SCS and S-CSCF in the
Home Network should remain in the signaling path but how ? The originating UA Client will issue
new SIP response with new Caii-ID, but will the call really be routed to the new destination
omitting the Home Network of the terminating user ? The Home Network is the only place where
the services are triggered in it is required to first request to be routed there, but in soma cases
like this it not necessary to do like this tor the redirected call. Should the first S-CSCF to
remamber the previous transaction and associate it with a new one with different Call-ID and
should not rout the request to the terminating Home Network ?
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7.6.3

Call Forwarding

7.6.3.1 Call Forwarding Busy

Here the called party is subscribed to the Call Forwarding service and while being busy the call is
redirected to the voicemail. The 486 SIP response triggers invocation of the service that is like in
all other cases executed in the Home Network.
A-Netw: • SIP 11 A - = ·
'

INVITE 61 ()

:'

11 6-Ho=ork · 11

6-Hom~work • II 6-Ho~rk · 11 6t~&Qt · ]

INVITE 61
(S-CSCF IN)

~rk •

•

INVITE 61
(S-CSCF OUT)

-486 Bu ssv

61

: INVITE 61 ()
400 6u ssy
Here()·

400 6 ussy Here
(S-C SCF_OUT)
H Pre

(SCS IN)
INVITE B2
(SCS_OUT)

caiiEventNotify( )
routeReq()

Translate
Number()

~EB2

(S-CSCF OUT)

INVITE 62(L

200 OK
:
(S-CSCF_OUT ) :
200 OK
(SC S OUT)

0

200 OK()

:

200 OK
(S-CSCF _IN)

:

200 OK()

i

routeRe s()
deassi gnCall( )

200 OK (SCS _I N)

iJ
Figure 34. Sequence Diagram: Call Forwarding Busy

Remarks
a) The application tends to setup the call and needs to be notified when the route has been
established and wishes to remain in the signaling path. In case the last address is busy AS
will redirect the calling party to the other address (probably voicemail) or will invoke user
interaction service to ask him whether he or she wishes to do so.
b) Is this the right way the service should be triggered ? Is this possible to have a user to be
triggered on the SIP response? Maybe the transaction needs to be controlled already while
receiving the SIP request to the terminating party. Then SCS remaining in the signaling path
will receive the response indicating trigger conditions and the service should be invoked ?
This scenario presents the problem with the triggering mechanism. Should all SIP messages
be checked tor triggers or only requests ? lf requests only then the diagram above is
incorrect.
This problem has been solved latter. The [25] defines that the services will be triggered only on
reception of requests. So, in matter of tact the tigure above presents wrong signaling path, as the
service should be triggered in the Home Network every time a call request tor the user subscribed
to torwarding service is received. However, the necessary operations are performed after
receiving response indicating that the user is already in call.
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7.6.3.2 Call Forwarding No Answer
In this Call Forwarding scenario's the call is being routed to the Home Network of the terminating
party and after the timer expires routed on further towards the User B current location.
A-NetwJÁ
'

SIP 11 A-=
INVITE 81 ()

11 8-Ho=
;'

ork

11

8-Hom~work

INVITE 81
(S-CSCF IN)

11

B=Ho~rk

11 82 =

;
INVITE 81
; (S-CSCF OUT)

11 82-:I:IT{ 11

B2~~t'

11

82-~1~!f;

; INVITE 81 ()

tl

r

Timeout

CANCEL()
487 Requ est
Cancelled ()

408 Request
Timeout

AC K()

; (S-CSCF OUT )
408 Request
Timeout
(SCS_OUT)

Translate
Number()

ca iiEventN otify
INVITE 82
(SCS_OUT)

routeRe q()

p

INVITE 8 2
( S-C SCF OUT)

!

200 OK
;
(S-CSCF OUT) :

!

200 OK
(SCS_OUT )

!

!

INVITE 82()
200 OK()

:

routeR es()

200 OK()

200 OK
(S-CSCF IN)

200 OK (SCS_IN )

deassign Call( )

11

Figure 35. Sequence Diagram: Call Forwarding No Answer
Remark: When the called party does not answer AS will probably try to contact some other
addresses it has in its database associated with the user being called. lf User B could nowhere
be contacted the Service Platform will send 600 "Busy Everywhere" response. lt would be better
to attach to every request another address that should be tried tor contact without having the call
still coming back to the Home Network tor service execution. Also a CPL document can be send
in the body of the message to be run on the destination server.
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7.6.3.3 Call Forwarding Unconditional (SCS in Proxy Mode)
In this example the Call Forwarding is unconditional. The SCS modities the destination address
and proxies SIP request to the next SIP server. lt remains in the path to be notified if the call
proceeds and choose another destination if necessary.

I

~

11

INVITE 8( )

s-cscF
:

11

s-cscF

INVITE 8
(8-CSCF _IN )

IIL___:_s_cs_

INVITE 8
(SCS IN)

_,l

I

osA AS

caiiEventNotify() :

INVITE 81
""(SCS_OU1)

ro uteReq()
INVITE 81
(8-CSCF OUT)
200 OK
(8-CSCF_

200 OK
(SCS_OUT)

.-- 200 OK()

200 OK
(8-CSCF_IN )

200 OK
"' (SCS_IN

11

· s-cscF 11.__ : s_IP- UA___,

Tran slate
Number()

~
: INVITE 81 ()
:
200 OK()

routeRe s()
deassignCall( )

""

Figure 36. Sequence Diagram: Call Forwarding Unconditional (SCS in Proxy Mode)
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7.6.3.4 Call Forwarding Unconditional (SCS in B2BUA Mode)
The same as previous diagram with that ditterenee that SCS is instructed by the Service Logic to
issue a new SIP request with new Call-ID and this corresponds to the Back-To-Back-User-Agent
mode (B2BUA). In previous case the routeReq () method included modified address and has
been mappad on the sameCall-ID as the SIP request had. There was only one SIP callieg in de
network. Here a new SIP Call-ID is requested to be created rasuiting in a new SIP call leg.
Consequently two different SIP calllegs exist in the network.
A-Network :
SIP UA
:

11 A-Network ·

I

..

. .

S-CSCF

INVITE 8()

I B-Network :

~

INVITE 8

1 1 8-Network :

..

.S.Ç.S.

INVITE 8

~--~îi~(~S~-C~S~C~
F-~IN~)~~~~~~
1
(SCS_IN)
caiiEventNotify()
routeReq( )

INVITE 81
SCS_OUT)

INVITE 81
(S-CSCF _OUT )
200 OK
(S-CSCF _OUT)
2000K
(SCS_OUT)

200 OK()
ACK()

200 OK
(S-CSCF _IN)

routeRes()

200 OK
(SCS_IN)

deassignCall( )

ACK()

ACK()

Figure 37. Sequence Diagram: Call Forwarding Unconditional (SCS in B2BUA Mode}
Remarks:
a) lt should be clearer in which case the Service Platform should act as SIP Proxy or SIP User
Agent during the session establishment.
b) Here again the big network bottleneck is encountered in case there are multiple addresses
the call can be redirected to.
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7.6.4

Prepaid Call

In prepaid call the application requests the network to be notified when soma well-defined period
of time expires in order to check the credits and decide whether the call can proceed. When the
called party runs out of credit the OSA AS should instruct SCS to send an information to the callar
that the call will be ended soon. lf the terminal ignore the warning and does not issue the BYE
request the application should terminate the call but sending a BYE request is not allowed. After
the call has been terminated, in some unspecified way, AS asks the network about detailed
information about the call by sending getCa/1/nfoReq ().
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;
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~
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superviseCa ii Req()

INF O( )
200 OK() -.

INFO( )
200 OK( )

INFO()

sendlnfoRe q()
sendlnfoRes()

200 OK()
·'

BYE ( )

B YE()

BYE()

cai!Ended ()
get Calll nfoRe qQ
get Call lnfoRes()

BYE ()

de assig nCa ll ()

Log
Call lnfo ()

~

BYE( )

BYE()

li

:

-~

Figure 38. Sequence Diagram: Prepaid call
Remarks:
a) The application can instruct the SCS to issue the REFER methad making the terminal to
send BYE to the other party. In this case, however, this is vialation of the 3GPP requirements
prohibiting forcing UA to send such a request. UA must always present the routing request to
the user and he or she can ignore the request and the call will not terminate. To solve this
problem some other mechanisms should provide more reliable solution.
b) The Call and associated resources should be also released when the user out of the radio
coverage area. SIP requestscan notbesent anymore to ortromterminals because there is
no communication possible anymore. How to solve this problem ?
c) Which network entity should report the bearer loss P-CSCF or MAF ?
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7. 7

Open Issues

This study raised a number of questions.

7.7.1

Allowable Service Points of Interest (SPis)

As S-CSCF has its own Cali-State-Model and looks for the match of the current call state with the
information specified in the Filter Criteria for every incoming message of a specific user, it can be
possible to trigger the services also on responses to the SIP requests and not only while
receiving the first SIP request. lt has of course much to do with the mechanism the services are
triggered and the content of FC. The services are always triggered in the S-CSCF but should it
happen on reception on requests only or on reception of responses as well ?

Proposed solution
Topreserve well-defined and unambiguous SIP message handling which would be fully coherent
with the S-CSCF call state model definition it is suggested in (25] that services should be
triggered only on reception of SIP request massages. In the case of a service that must be run on
reception of a response the Service Logic should simply remain the session states until the
response(s) is received. However, the beginning of the Sassion State tracking which is equivalent
with the service triggering, does not imply the invocation of the service. The service is being
invoked at appropriate Sassion State and on reception of an appropriate network event (response
in this case).

7.7.2

Loop Dateetion

Does the S-CSCF implements two separate SIP servers to handle the incoming and outgoing SIP
legs separately or does it include one SIP server tagether with additional logic to keep two
different call state as given in Figure 30. lf every SIP server must insert its own identity in the
message being forwarded then S-CSCF receiving back the request previously forwarded to the
SCS would cause SIP server in S-CSCF to detect the loop and tear down the session. This is the
issue that has been discussed during one of the teleconference sessions of the lP Multimedia
Task Force. Deeper investigation of the SIP functionality as protocol brought up significant
clarification.

Loop Deleetion check: An element MUST check for torwarding loops befare torwarding a
request. lf the request contains a Via header field value with A sent-by value that equals a value
placed into previous requests by the proxy, the request has been forwarded by this element
before. The request has either looped or is legitimately spiraling through the element. To
determine if the request has looped, the element MUST perferm the branch parameter calculation
on this message and compare it to the parameter received in that Via field value. lf the
parameters match, the request has looped. lf they differ, the request is spiraling, and processing
continues. lf a loop is detected, the element MUST return a 482 (Loop Detected) response.
Each SIP proxy MUST include a "branch" parameter (Section 22.40 of SIP RFC 2543) in the Via
header. When the path of a request through one or more forking proxies is graphed, the result is
a tree. The branch parameter identifies the "branch" each request was forwarded on. The branch
parameter value MUST be unique for each elient transaction to which the request is forwarded. In
order to be able to both detect loops and associate responses with the corresponding request,
the parameter SHOULD consist of two parts saparabie by the implementation.
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The first part is used to detect loops and distinguish loops from spirals. The second is used to
match responses to requests. Loop dateetion is performed by verifying that those fields having an
impact on the routing decision have not changed. The value placed in that parts of the branch
parameter SHOULD reflect all of those fields (which include any Proxy-Require and ProxyAuthorization headers). This is to ensure that if the request is routed back to the proxy and if one
of those fields changes, it is treated as a spiral and not a loop.

7.7.3

SCS and CSCF operational behavior

What SIP network antities the S-CSCF and SCS should play and on which conditions and time
stamps during the call setup they can change from one mode toanother?
One salution would be to have S-CSCF collocated with the SCS and communicating via an
internal API. This would preserve proper call related signaling and would not require from SCSCF and SCS to change the working mode.
Another salution would be having S-CSCF and SCS statetul and tracking the call model separate
for every SIP transaction. This would require that SCS or S-CSCF must be able to terminate SIP
CaiiLeg on behalf of the end-user terminal and initiate its own dialog towards other network
antities to provide required services and successfully complete the session establishment. This in
turn implies flexibility in changing of the role playing by those network elements. lf the session is
being established for example to the user that has been set to perfarm redirection every time it is
being contacted but based on the information accessed via SIP from other network resources
then the SCS would terminate the first CaiiLeg from the initiation party and start its own dialog to
obtain some torwarding criteria and then continue the first CaiiLeg to the final address. At the first
moment SCS would act as the Usr Agent Server and then as a Proxy Server. So the role of the
network antities should be notbasedon one SIP Call-ID only but should be basedon the Parlay
Call Leg ID and that may camprise multiple SIP Caii-IDs. This would be the optimal salution for
both SCS and S-CSCF.

7.8

Conclusions

The goal of this study was todetermine how well the SIP protocol is able to play the role of the
session control protocol in the PS IMS network. As the SCS already supports the access to the
CS core network, it was reasanabie to start looking at the simple services that are already
implemented for the CAMEL I INAP networks. The validation of PS network support for those
services has been done by analyzing the communication diagrams between the SIP-enabled
terminaland the SCS with the S-CSCF there between.
This study has shown that the basic required functionality can be provided by Parlay I OSA APis
to operate on a SIP network. There is one main condition that the SCS and S-CSCF will provide
efficient Parlay to OSA mapping what impose the use of heavy and advanced logic for
interpreting of the Parlay messages and for maintaining the call state for each Parlay application
initiated call as well. There may be a need to add some new methods to the Parlay interface for
more advanced services but the generic set of services that have been investigated could be
implemented.
Analyzing the sequence diagrams one issue arised. lt was not well defined haw the SCS and SCSCF SIP should be assigned to the SIP network elements with respect to its functional
behavior. The best salution is to allow the transitionsof the working mode of SCS and S-CSCF.
However this increases the complexity of the SCS implementation and the question may arise
whether this will not become to heavy and whether this would dagrade the network performance.
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Final conclusion is that SIP can cooperate with Parlay I OSA, at least with respect to the basic
services. This study, however, showed that there are some SIP-specific capabilities that seem to
be nat visible to the Parlay APis. One example could be that currently APis do nat allow the
Parlay application to control the media like media types or audio codecs. There is also a lack of
support for session parameters negotiation capability and for specifying caller preferences. These
issues should betaken into consideration in the adaptation of Parlay to SIP. I believe that SIP, as
being the care network protocol, will have significant impact on the extension of Parlay I OSA
APis.
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8.

Parlay OSA enhancement

8.1

Summary

This chapter presents the investigation results on identifying unsupported features in the Parlay I
OSA interface as compared to SIP functionality and provides some salution proposals forthese
problems. The next paragraph introduces shortly the concept of provisioning multimedia service
in the IMS subsystem. Next to this the so far recognized problems and suggestions for
improvements of the Parlay interface are listed. This work is primary focused on the Multimedia
Call Control API but covers also the basic type definitions specified in the Common Data
Definitions API.

8.2

Parlay I OSA relation To SIP

There will be two different techniques to deploy services in the 3G network. The service providers
can use those approaches to implament the services and offerthem to the End-Users.
In the first approach the end-user service is provided by the OSA application residing
on the OSA AS in the Service Network. This can be achieved with Parlay I OSA APis
and the SCS providing the application the access to the variety of the network
functionality.
Other choice is to have an application running on the SIP AS. Then the SIP service
creation tools can be used to create required multimedia services. Most advanced
SIP service creation methods include SIP CGI, Call Processing Language and SIP
Servlets. In the case of CPL the End-User can play the role of the service developer.
To be able for OSA application to take fully advantage of the network functionality it is important
that the interface between the application and the network is designed in a proper way. lt should
allow access to significant subset of network functions and provide required level of control and
information to the application. The OSA specifications define an architecture that enables
application developers to make use of network functionality through an open standardized
interface, i.e. the OSA APis. The API specification is contained in the 3GPP TS 29.198 series of
specifications. The investigation of how OSA Multimedia Call Control Interface Class methods
defined in 3GPP TS 29.198-4 can be mapped onto SIP methods raised a number of issues
around visibility of the network functionality provided by SIP.
Because the Parlay I OSA interface is a standardized interface independent of the underlying
network protoeals and technologies it should be taken into consideration that modifying the
interface has not as a goal to align it only to SIP but to implament functionality that applies also
for all other network protocols. The main strategy is to hide as much of the underlying protocol
complexity as possible from the OSA application allowing the interface to be merely modified and
to remain as much as possible backwards compatible.
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8.3

Parlay I OSA APis Unsupported Features

The following list of issues has been identified so far and can be considered as subject for
improvements in the Parlay I OSA interface.
1.

Parlay versus SIP call models [32]
The OSA application has limited view on the SIP call model (call leg visibility during the
forking or forking visibility).
In some cases due to SIP forking an ordinary call may become a conference, when
multiple end-points associated with the same user address will accept the call. lt should
be possible for the application to specity that no forking by the SCS is allowed or that the
complexity of forking performed by the SCS should not be exposed to the application.
Note that somewhere in the network the forking can still occur, downstraam along the
signaling path.
In other cases the application may want to have a control over forking in order for
example to decide from which end point the call should be accepted. This may be
required when OSA application originates the call and the originating party has specified
restricting preferences for media, media compression methods or security levels for the
call.
Which events in the core network are, as a minimum required to be reported to the
application during the routing, in the middle of the call or during the session terminatien
phase?

2.

The visibility of the network bearer resources [37, 38, 40]
The OSA application has no view on network resources used by the parties involved in the
session like MRF or stream mixing capabilities (needed for Media => SOP). This problem
could address also the issue around the identification of the souree of the media stream on
the bearer level (in case the application may wish to control the forking on its own). This
problem comprises also issues around prioritization of the sequentia! forking. lf the
application (or SCS) is aware of the end-point network resources it can use this information to
send requests in the order for example of the decreasing bandwidth owned by the terminal.

3.

Supportfortransport of MIME types
Currently Parlay I OSA interface doesn't support the possibility to send an image to be
displayed or a sound to be played to the call request that could be sent as attachments with
SIP messages (support for transport of different MIME types). The session can be
established as voice, video or data session but there is no support for customized way of
presentation of the incoming call.

4.

Media control and visibility [32]
Bandwidth limitations: early media aggregation when forking and OSA single medium
A callleg may automatically own a network resources when created but if request has
been forked in the network then more then one end-point can accept the call. This can
result in multiple media streams that will probably exceed the bandwidth of the media
channel assigned to the callleg.
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Early media handling: attachment of media channels to the call (direct, on holdor early
media modification) [37, 38, 40]
Due to the possibility of putting the call on hold or immediate attachment of the media to
the call leg the interface should enable exact specification of whether one of those two
variants should apply for the call being established. The possibility for denial of the early
media should be addressed as well.
5.

End-point addressing (16, 17]
The Parlay interface needs to support SIP addresses
Because of the variety of SIP addresses and associations of SIP addresses with different
types of end-devices it may be desirabie for the application to specity some routing path
constrains along with the address.
The address in SIP can also specity the service to be invoked.

6.

Mapping issues
Mapping of call id and leg id.
Mapping request methods (OPTIONS, REFER). lt would be nice to have a general (not
SIP specific) support for interrogating the network for its capabilities, checking user
availability or requesting the SIP UA to issue some request to the other UA on behalf of
the application. Very important thing is also creating headers of the SIP request
message. This may be required that the application specifies which headers should the
message include for example when the SCS wants to remain in the SIP signaling path
the via header needs to be modified.
Normally when forking at the SCS or S-CSCF level occurs those entities should track and
control the Branch parameter in the Via headers to be able to distinguish between the
spirats and the loops. But in some cases the application may need also to control the
branch parameter for example when it is cantrolling the forking by itself.
The negotiation capabilities for media, codecs and terminal capabilities should be
addressed as well.
Mapping response codes: particular interesting are 180, 182, 183 and 603 response
codes. This includes the mapping of the SIP responses received by the SCS like routing
or address failures reports and also the mapping of the Parlay methods sent to the SCS
and to be translated onto SIP response sent to the network. Also responses like 300
multiple choice or 380 alternative services should be addressed when the SCS needs to
present possible options to the application before proceeding and application needs to
make some decisions or contact the originating party.
Ability for the application to specity the media formats and codecs to be used and QoS.
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8.4

Research Problems

The following problems has been selected tor investigation:

1. SIP address support. Parlay TpAddress data type needs to handle SIP addresses.
A SIP address consists of a single string prefixed by "sip:" and foliowed by text
formatted similar to an email address, tor example "sip:nick.edwards@bt.com". lt can
be also represented as an E164 number or an Internet Telephony user name (used
by the gateways to route VoiP calls). Clearly some SIP addresses which reprasent
other address types, e.g. E164 are already supported, but an address such as
"sip:nick.edwards@bt.com" has no obvious Parlay analogue. So, it is currently
unclear how SIP addresses should be handled in Parlay.
2.

Call Leg control. The forking mechanism in SIP may result in that call can be setup
trom one caller to multiple destinations (callee's). This can happen if a user is
registered at more then one location and the service location lookup returned more
then one address. The application may accept only a single destination address as
result of the route request, however any route request may cause the call to be
established to multiple destinations. lt should be clarified how the call should be
handled in this situation.

3.

Handling of media description. In the Multimedia Call Control Service (MMCCS)
the handling of media (SOP) at application initiated calls is left unspecified. There are
alsoother situations when it may be required that the application needs to specity the
session parameters on more detailed level. Also the current lack of support tor
certain media types shows the need to provide a flexible interface capability tor
extending the set of supported media types in a convenient way. This could be
addressed by solving the following research questions:
How the terminal capability related information can be managed in the network
so that it can be easily accessed by the authorized network antities or by the
Parlay application ?
How Parlay application could request and obtain that information ?
How Parlay application could specity the session description parameters that
could be mapped on the signaling message in the core network and determine
the media type used in the session ?
Also there are a number of routing options and conditions along the signaling path
that could be set by the application and have an impact on the routing decisions in
the network. As flexibility of the Parlay interface is an important issue all those
problems should be solved.

4.

Session parameters negotiation capabilities. In many situations it may be required
to be aware or involved in the negotiation of some session parameters like
compression or encryption algorithms that could be valid entire terminal registration
time. Sip has build-in negotiation capability but it applies only tor single session. The
new SIP extensions, the NEGOTIATE method, is being proposed to solve this
problem. In other cases there may be a need to negotiate the required bandwidth
SOP port numbers or other session parameters and it could be valuable to solve all
those problems by means of extending Parlay interface with an appropriate method.
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8.4

SIP End-Point Addressing

8.4.1

SIP Address Type

This problem has already been addressed in [16, 17]
SIP uses Uniform Resource ldentifiers (URis) a Request-URI addressing scheme, which can be:
a general URL as defined by the RFC 2396
http:// www.medlaserver.com/
a SIP URL as defined by the RFC 2543bis-5
sip: allce@gateway.com
sip: +31-161-242-128@gateway.com
a non-SIP format like that specified in the RFC 2806
tel:+358-555-1234567 @gateway.com
See [Appendix 3] for detailed description of those standards.

8.5.1 Problem Description
Parlay interface should support the SIP URL addressing scheme in order to enable efficient
routing of the signaling messages in the network and to enhance the services identifying and
service triggering methods.

8.5.1 Proposed Solution
In order to enable tor OSA application to make a call to SIP enabled end-point devices the OSA I
Parlay interface needs to support the SIP addressing scheme. Here follows the short description
of the address related data types.

TpAddress
The address type TpAddress speelties Sequence of Data Elements data type that consists of
sequence of the following data types:
TpAddressP/an
TpString
TpAddressPresentation
TpAddressScreening

[Plan]
[AddrString, SubAddressString, Name]
[Presentation]
[Screening]

AddrString parameter is of type TpString and represents a byte String. lt defines an actual
address information and is formatted according to the structure defined in TpAddressP/an data
type.
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As AddrString depends on the Plan parameter, the TpAddressP/an needs to be extended with the
P_ADDRESS_PLAN_SI P type element in the following way:

Suggested changes to TpAddressP/an:

TpAddressP/an
This has also an impact on the definition of the TpString data type and requires following
changes:

Address Plan

AddrString Fonnat Description

P_ADDRESS_PLAN_SIP

Address structure as specified in the RFC 2543bis-5:

sip:user:password@host:port;url-parameters?headers
or one of U ALs as specified in the RFC 2806:

phone-url =phone-scheme ":" phone-subscriber
fax-url =fax-scheme ":" fax-subscriber
modem-url = modem-scheme ":" remote-host

Example
RFC 2543bis-5 examples:
sip:user@host.com
sip:user@ 1.255.255.1
sip:user*@ host.com
sip:1234 @gateway.com
sip:+ 1-123-456-7891 :1234 @gateway.com;user=phone
sip:+ 1-123-456-7891 :1234@ host.com;user=ip
sip:user;day=tuesday@ host.com
sip:host.com;method=REGISTER?to=user

RFC 2806 examples:
tel:+358-555-1234567
fax:+358.555.1234567
modem:+3585551234567;type=v32b?7e1 ;type=v11 0

TpAddressRange
TpAddressRange represents the same type as TpAddress with that ditterenee that wildcards in
the address string are allowed. In compliance with Parlay specifications the wildcards can be
placed only at the beginning or at the end of the AddrString. As already mentioned in SIP URL
the wildcards can be also placed between the"sip:" and "@" characters and modifying of
TpAddressRange can cause potential problems because SIP URL allows the wildcards to be
placed also between the "sip:" and "@"strings.

8.5.1 Open Issues
1. The Request-URI can contain URL address as defined in the RFC 2906 like:
"sip:+ 1-123-456-7891: 1234@host.com;user=ip"
or
''tel: +358-555-1234567".
The 3GPP requirements say that E.164 format public user identities must not be used for routing
within the IM CN Subsystem, and session requests based upon E.164 format public user
identities will require conversion into SIP URL format for internaiiM CN Subsystem usage [20].
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This means that this type of non-SIP URL addresses can be used in SIP INVITE method as
Request-URI only if all outbound calls are handled by a proxy server that can translate the
request URL toa SIP URL of a gateway server. Then Request-URI header is rewritten but the To
header can still remain the same. Todetermine the next-hop SIP server the Telephony Routing
over lP protocol (TRIP) can be used. The question is whether application needs to use this type
of URL while being able to access the circuit switched networkin more convenient way using the
already existing methods.
2.
Other problem is that SIP URL can contain wildcards, which are unfortunately notallowed
in AddrString parameter. The special type that does not restriet the occurrence of the wildcards is
the TpAddressRange data type but it does restriet the place where wildcards can be put in the
AddrString. SIP URL also allows semicolon and other special characters in the user field like
"user; day=tuesday".
3.
The TpAddressRange data type should allow placement of the wildcards also in the
middle of the AddrSting. Because the AddrString, which represents SIP URL can also contain a
wildcards and has a structure of TpAddressP/an it is questionable whether TpAddressRange type
really needs to apply for SIP URL.
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8.6

Call Leg Control

8.6.1

Summary

According to the Parlay call model the application may be aware of only single originating and
terminating callleg. However every user may have multiple terminal registered in the network.
These could be end-devices capable of handling speech, video, data, high-quality audio, games
or other types of media. Due to the SIP capability of forking the request to all possibly multiple
addresses currently associated with a specific user, it can happen that more then one end-point
would accept the call. Lets consider a voice-based session where the user will register three
different terminals like mobile and fixed phones and the PC and all those end-devices will accept
the call because they all support speech-based communication. In this case it should be well
defined how SCS, receiving multiple responses from the network accepting the call, should
behave and, if required, how to present the progress of the call to the application. In fact SCS
may accept only one end-point and the signalling path to that end-point needs to be associated
with just one already existing Parlay callleg.

8.6.2

Parlay versus SIP Call Models

The Parlay call model assumes two types of calllegs to be assigned to the call object: originating
and terminating calllegs. However when trying to create e.g. the terminating callleg, the call
request can be forked in the core network due to the SIP forking capabilities. This could lead to
situation in which multiple end-pointscan accept the call what can result in multiple SIP calllegs
to be created. The Parlay application can accept only one callleg as result of a single route
request and attach it to the call and some selection I filtering criteria should be applied to allow
mapping of the Parlay callleg onto only one of possibly many available conneetion paths. The
choosing of the SIP callleg can be left up to the Application of can be done by the SCS and
should be based on some selection criteria obtained from the originating party or could be based
on the application preferences. Selection criteria can be specified by the end-user and captured
in the service subscriber profile or send tagether with the request or decision of which selection
criteria should be applied can be left up to the application or to the network.
There are two OSA-related scenarios when the application requests a call to be routed to one
destination address and due to SIP forking multiple end-points accept the call:
Application initiated call with two participants. In this case the two Parlay calllegs
needs to be created and routed in the network. The SCS must provide appropriate
Parlay calllegSessioniD to SIP Call-ID mapping.
SCS is working in B2BUA or 3'd Party Controller mode. Then the two Parlay
calllegSessioniD need to be mapped onto the two SIP Call-ID (one Call-ID for each
SIP callleg).
Network initiated call. Here originating SIP callleg already exist (SCS creates the
corresponding Parlay callleg and assigns the calllegSessioniD to it, probably
mapped from the SIP Caii-ID) and only one (the terminating) Parlay callleg needs to
be created and routed.
SCS can be workingin Proxy mode and then two Parlay calllegSessioniDs needs to
be associated with one SIP Caii-ID. lf the application requires that SCS has more
control over the call then it would work in a B2BUA or 3'd Party Controller mode. In
this case the Parlay calllegSessioniD to SIP Call-ID mapping is one-to-one mapping
(two Parlay calllegs mapped onto two SIP calllegs)
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The two main decision should be made to avoid the ambiguity during setting up a call that occur
has been forked. Those address the following issues:
Where decision about whether the forking is allowed or not should be made ?
Shall this decision be up to SCS or to the application ?
lf forking is allowed should it be visible and controlled by the OSA application
or not?
SCS can select one of the possible SIP calllegs and make it visible to the application
or should it present the result of the forking to the application and let it choose one of
the SIP calllegs?

8.6.3

Assumptions
The forking is done by S-CSCF and S-CSCF will forward all responses to SCS.
lf forking occurs on the level deeper then S-CSCF and multiple terminal will accept
the call then all responses will be forwarded to the SCS.
All call identities and callleg identities are created I assigned by the SCS
As application is interestad in only one conneetion (actually in a certain media type)
and only one rasponding end-point needs to be selected the complexity of doing this
is left up to the SCS and not to S-CSCF. Alternatively this choice can be left up to the
application itself.
Error reporting are not covered here
All issues are concentrated around S-CSCF, SCS and OSA Application in the home
network of a user tor which OSA Application runs a service.
The SIP RFC 2543bis-05 states: "Multiple 2xx responses may arrive at the UAC tor a
single INVITE request due toa forking proxy" and it is assumed that no forking proxy
will cancel still outstanding requests when receiving the first 2xx response trom one
of the end-points.
Application can accept only one SIP callleg that will be mappad on the Parlay
callleg as result of a single route request.
Every SIP-enabled end-point always includes a valid SDP packet in the response to
the SIP INVITE request even if the request contained no session description.
The term ''forking" denotes here "parallel-forking". The sequentia! forking is much less
complex and do not introduces any problems
No media attachment I datachment issues are covered here
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8.6.4 Proposed Solutions
8.6.4.1 Forking never allowed in the network.
There are two possible solutions:
a) SCS can always add a Request-Disposition header with the value "No-Forking" to
every SIP request. Then if every SIP server in the network support this header, then
the forking will never happen. See the SIP RFC 2543bis-05 to find out how to create
SIP Request-Disposition header. This solution, as opposed to the next proposal,
requires that all servers in the signaling path support the Request-Disposition header,
which is defined for SIP as optional. The second disadvantage is that if the call will be
routed to the terminal that does not fulfill the session description requirements then
the call establishment error will be reported to the application.
b) The application can request user location and user status related information from
the network before trying to route the call to the terminating party. Then a new
method needs to be added to one of Parlay APis to discover the supported media
types for every of currently registered user terminals. lf application knows where the
user is available at that moment and knows exactly what terminals the user has
registered to the network then it would directly choose one of the possible end-point
that exactly matches required session description parameters like media type,
bandwidth and media codec. Then the application will put this session description
information in the SDP in the outgoing SIP massage.
The SCS can additionally put the Request-Disposition header in the SIP INVITE
message but if anyway the call will be forked then all other SIP UAs should raspond
with "415 Unsupported Media Type" or "406 Not Acceptable" messages because only
the one selected terminal can accept the specified session description criteria. This
issue addresses the SDP mapping and will be not further discussed here.

8.6.4.2 Application decides whether the forking is allowed or not.
Here if application decides to allow forking, the forking can be controlled by the
application or by the SCS.
Two implementation approaches are suggested:
a) Application can specity that no forking is allowed by setting some Boolean value in
the route request. This solution requires adding a Boolean parameter to all route
requests. The SCS will add a Request-Disposition header to every outgoing SIP
massage.
lf the forking is allowed (Boolean parameter set to true) then the application takes
control over the forking. In this situation the SCS will never set the SIP RequestDisposition header and every SIP forking proxy downstraam in the signaling path will
be allowed toforka SIP request if needed. The Parlay interface could be additionally
modified to allow the presentation of the forking results one by one to the application.
The existing event notification methods could not be used for this purpose as those
are related to the new incoming call and have an effect of creating a new call. This
implies the necessity for new method that would create a new CaiiLeg and present
the raferenee to it to the Application. This method could be based on the PartyJoined
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event in the conference call. The Multi Media API could as well inherit for this
purpose an existing methad from Multi Party API but proposed salution would be
better because of solving two problems at ones. The methad would only report new
conneetion path and the fact of creation of a new Callleg associated with it but leave
the attachment of this Callleg up to the Application.
All SIP connections would be established on-hold and the application will need to
make a choice from the number of possible conneetion paths. SCS should report the
incoming SIP callleg as soon as it receives the first response from the network. The
application decides then which Callleg from the set of reported Calllegs it wants to
accept by specifying the Calllegs that should be destroyed. The attachechMedia ()
could also be used to explicitly attach the callleg object to the call and setup the
media stream on the chosen Callleg. Release () or deassign () methods could be
used by the application to destray other existing Calllegs.
b)

In this scenario the same rules applies as above. The application uses the Boolean
parameter in the route request to switch on or off the forking but the control over the
forking and taking decision on selecting a SIP callleg is left up to the SCS. Then
SCS can use some processing instructions I criteria associated with a specific user or
service or if nat available apply it own rules for the call.

8.6.4.3 Forking always allowed.
This salution boils down to having SCS taking decision whether the forking is allowed or
not and eventually cantrolling the forking. The forking, if necessary, is done transparently
to the application and a SIP callleg is selected according tosome filtering I priority criteria
available to the netwerk (SCS) as proposed in 1.2.b

This approach assumes the existence of some kind of filtering criteria available to the SCS in
order to be able to choose one of the possible SIP calllegs. The methad for obtaining this
information and rnanaging user preferences related data is outside of the scope of the problem
discussed in this section and will nat be covered here in details. A possible salution is that the
SCS can obtain that information from HSS or other database on request.
In further discussion we will assume existence of such an auxiliary information. The rasuiting
behavior of the SCS will be applying the selection criteria, selecting the right SIP callleg and
making it visible to the application.
8.6.4.4 What is the preferred methad ?

The first scenario is the easiest one but definitely nat the best one. lt is very likely that users will
have multiple terminals registered in the network and forking can considerably enhance the call
session establishment and is a desired functionality. The question is also whether the new
methad in Call Control API in order to support obtaining information about user preferences
regarding preterred terminal type would be efficiently mapped onto SIP OPTIONS methad and
provide detailed terminal capabilities description. However, due to forking problems with
OPTIONS, the empty INVITE methad could also be used to discover all required information.
The second proposal would require adding one Boolean parameter to all routing related methods
and a new value in the TpCaiiMonitoreMode data type. Also a new methad newCai/LegCreated ()
for presenting the results of the forking to the application should be defined.
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The third option would require no changes in the routing methods towards the SCS as all
incoming from the network events could be handled with already existing call event notification.
This is probably the simplest solution but it puts the complexity in the user /service related data
management. However it would require no Parlay interface extensions. The forking would then be
always allowed and handled by the SCS transparently to the application. The fact is that if the
application would have to make decision on selecting one of the possible SIP calllegs it would be
basedonsome information that is better available to the SCS then to the application itself. lf even
the application will have some information over user preferences obtained during the subscription
to the service it would not be the reai-time and up-to-date information. The availability of the user
and currently registered addresses would need to be still discovered every time the call is being
made. So this solution seems to be more reliable.

To preserve the best flexibility of Parlay interface the best salution is to have the forking
being presented to the application, which in turn could select one of SIP Calllegs obtained
from the SCS. The Parlay interface would require additional method for presentation of the
Callleg being created. New created Calllegs will be automatically attached to the Call and
selecting of one right one could be done by using already existing release() method on all
other Calllegs. This would mean for the SCS that the Callleg not being destroyed has
been chosen by the Application.

8.6.4.5 Motivation for the proposed salution

The user may wish always to have its call being forked e.g. for recording purposes so that it is
important to allow the forking in the network. Also forking provides the user search capabilities of
the network and reduces the session establishment time if parallel forking is used. Disabling of
the forking will require that the application or SCS must always know all addresses associated
with a specific user at each call establishment attempt. Then if one call fails to be established the
application will try sequentially all other possibilities what will lead to increased traffic in the
network and considerably delayed session establishment time. So the first option can be
discarded.
From remaining two, the first one seems to be the best solution. lt provides valuable flexibility to
the interface so the application can fully control the forking. Although it implies some changes to
the API, those changes are minimaland can be reused for PartyJoined method.
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8.6.5 Proposed lmplementation
8.6.5.1 New method in the Terminal Capabilities and User Profile APIInterface should be added
to discover the media supported by the terminal.
mediaReportRequest

(appMedia:
in lpAppUserMediaRef,
in TpAddress,
user:
assignmentld: out TpSessioniDRef): TpResult

In 1.1.b the application may use locationReportReq() method to discover all possible user
locations then statusReportRequest() to check
the status of the user and finally the
mediaReportRequest() to discover the media types for every terminal registered by the user.
Parameters
appMedia: in lpAppUserMediaRef
Specifies the application interface for callbacks from the Multi Media service.
users : in TpAddressSet
Specifies the user(s) for which the supported media shall be reported.
assignmentld : out TpSessioniDRef
Specifies the assignment ID of the media-report request.
Define new lpAppUserMediaRef type or check if one of the existing types
associated with media could be used.

8.6.5.2 In 8.6.4.2.a and 8.6.4.2.b The Boolean parameter needs to be added to all routing
requests
This salution has impact on the createAndRouteCalllegReq () and routeReq () route
methods:
•

lf createAndRouteCalllegReq() will be used for request the proper monitoring mode should
be set to enable forking results notification. This method requests creation and routing of a
new Callleg. After successful routing the Callleg will be attached to the Call and no explicit
attachMedia() oparation is needed. This request can be used anytime because is
independent of other methods and includes event report subscription requests in it. The
createAndRouteCalllegReq() oparation is performed on the Call object.
createAndRouteCalllegReq (
caiiSessioniD: in TpSessioniD,
eventsRequested : in TpCaiiEventRequestsee,
targetAddress: in TpAddress,
originatingAddress: in TpAddress,
applnfo : in TpCaiiApplnfoSet,
appleglnterface: in lpAppCalllegRef
ForkAIIowed: TpBoolean) : TpCaiiLegldentifier

2

request

See Appendix
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At the sametime TpCaiiMonitorMode as being a data element in the TpCaiiEventRequest and
TpMediaStreamRequest types should be extended with
P_CALL_MONITOR_MODE_NOTIFY_FORK

and additionally TpCaiiEventType should be extended with
P_CALL_EVENT_FORKED
Note 1: P_CALL_MONITOR_MODE_NOTIFY_FORK can be used only with conjunction with ForkAIIowed
set to true.
Note 2: The SCS can see trom the received SIP response that the call has been forked and can discover
the number of possible responses applying the methods presenled in Annex 1. lf routing response is
received in the monitor mode set to P_CALL_MONITOR_MODE_NOTIFY_FORK then SCS will specity the
P_CALL_EVENT _FORKED parameter in the event report and will indicate to the application that multiple
responses are possible.

•

The routeReq() method from the Multi Media API can also be used on the Callleg object but
it must be proceed first with the createCallleg() methode proceeded with the
eventReportReq() method that set triggers on the network events.
routeReq (
calllegSessioniD: in TpSessioniD,
targetAddess: in TpAddress,
originatingAddress : in TpAddress,
applnfo : in TpCaiiApplnfoSet,
connectionProperties : in TpCalllegConnectionProperties
forkingAIIowed: TpBoolean) : void

Note: P_CALL_MONITOR_MODE_DO_NOT_NOTIFY_FORK is unnecessary because it would be
equivalent to already existing P_CALL_MONITOR_MODE_DO_NOT_MONITOR (?)

The routeReq() method sould be proceeded with the following event subscription method:
eventReportReq (
calllegSessioniD : in TpSessioniD,
eventsRequested : in TpCaiiEventRequestSet) : void
and then the following methods could be used to report the forking related events:
eventReportRes (
calllegSessioniD: in TpSessioniD,
eventinto: in TpCaiiEventlnfo) :

void

The following methods could be used by the application to destroy calllegs.
release(
calllegSessioniD: in TpSessioniD,
cause: in TpReleaseCause):
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This methad requests the release of the call object and associated objects. lf this methad is used
with only one callleg associated with the call then also the Call will be terminated in the network
but requested call-related events will still be sent to the application.
deassign(calllegSessioniD: in TpSessioniD): void
This methad requests teat the relationship between the application and the callleg and
associated objects be deleted. ld leaves the callleg in progress, however, it purges the specified
callleg object so that the application has no further control of the callleg processing. All event
reports are disabled.
Note: lt may be required the TpCai/Notificationlnfo and TpCai/Eventlnfo needs to be modified to
better support the forking result event notification.

Finally the new methad for presentation the 200 OK SIP response and creation of a new callleg
would look like:
newCalllegCreated (
caiiSessioniD:
callleg:
eventlnfo:
appleglnterface:

in
in
in
in

TpSessioniD
TpCalllegldentifierRef
TpEventlnfo
TpAppCaiiRef): void

This methad would report to the Application the successful routing of one of possibly multiple
conneetion paths rasuiting in creation of a new callleg. This callleg needs still to be explicitly
attached by the Application to the call. This is different farm the eventReportRes() which should
be used to report successful routing request that has nat been forked.
This new methad could make the Application aware of possible multiple conneetion paths to be
returned. Depending on which methad has been used for route request the rules of applying
newCai/LegCreated() methad or eventReportNotification() should be defined. The route request
methad will always create a callleg object. Then if the request has been forked and the 300
Multiple Choices SIP response has been reported by network befare 200 OK was received from
the first SIP branch, the SCS would use normal response methad associates with the route
request oparation and set the P_CALL_EVENT_FORKED parameter. Also the number of SIP branches
discovered from the 300 Multiple Choices response could be presenled to the Application. This will make the
Application aware of multiple responses that could be received and will be immidiately foliowed by the

newCai/LegCreated() methad presenting the first SIP callleg. Then the application can decide
whether to wait or use available callleg. After making decision the old terminating callleg should
be destroyed.

Alternatively the methad eventReportRes() could be used to present the result of forking to the
application. lt should be modified to allow notification of new created callleg.

8.6.5.3 No changes to the Parlay interface required. The appropriate solutions for rnanaging the
auxiliary processing instructions to deal with forking by SCS and methods for obtaining
are for further study.
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8.7
8.7.1

Session Description Control
Introduetion

This section addresses the following issues that are further described in more details:
How the terminal capability related information can be managed in the networkso that it
can be easily accessed by the authorized network antities or by the Parlay application ?
How Parlay application could request and obtain that information ?
How Parlay application could specity the session description parameters that could be
used in the session ?
How application can specity certain request handling directives for the message routing
by proxies and redirect servers in the network.
All those problems relate to the session establishment procedure when application request the
network to route the call to the destination party and also address the issues around specifying
the session description parameters.
In SIP this is the normal case that the User Agent Client (UAC) issuing an INVITE request passes
the media resource(s) and includes SDP in the session invitation. After receiving 200 OK
response from the User Agent Server (UAS) residing on the other terminal UAC will send ACK
message starting communication. The invited party can also initiate the media stream
immediately after receiving the INVITE message from the originating terminal if that message
includes thesessionparameters description. This is so-called Early-Media transmission. Support
for early media is important for interoperability with the PSTN. Additionally three way
handshake call establishment can take up to ten seconds befare the media stream can be send !
On the other hand when INVITE message include no SDP then no media stream can be sent
even after receiving the ACK message because the characteristics of the session like media type
and RTP port numbers are nat known. This is the way the session can be established on-hold.
Dependent on the service type the OSA Application may need to have the possibility to
implament the call according to bath scenarios and the Parlay interface should provide this
flexibility.
In the Multimedia Call Control Service (MMCCS) the handling of media (SOP) at the applicationinitiated calls is left unspecified. Also the terminal on the network may issue a call request
towards the application that contains no SDP. This can happened when the SIP or Parlay
application will execute on the terminal and will issue an empty INVITE message to the other
party causing the S-CSCF of that party being triggered for some Parlay service. Then the request
will be forwarded to the SCS and further to the application which will receive a call request with
no SDP. This is unclear how Parlay application should behave in this situation. This section
presents salution to this problem.
Gonsidaring the routing of the message in the network there are a number of routing decisions
that the user originating the call or the application may be interestad in to controL The examples
may include:
whether to proxy or redirect the request
which U Als to proxy or redirect to
whether to fork or nat
whether to search recursively or nat
whether to search in parallel or sequentially
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The directives of the administrator are embedded in the policy of the server and the preferences
of the call terminating party can be expressed through a CPL script running on the terminating
server. However there is no possibility for the call originating party or network entity to specity its
preferences regarding message processing in the network.
For example, the requestor might want to speak to a specific user, but want to reach them only at
work, because the call is a business cal or the requestor might want to reach a user, but not their
voicemail, since it is important that the caller talk to the called party. There should be the
possibility to have a proxy in the network making a particular routing decisions based on the
preferences of the caller.
In SIP for example the Request- Disposition header describes desired server behavior and can
be used to instruct the server to proxy or redirect the request message, to specity whether
sequentia! or parallel search is desired or to prohibit the forking in the network. Accept-Contact
and Reject-Contact headers can be used to specity the caller preferences about the addresses
he or she would like the request to be routed to. In SIP these types of preferences can appear in
any request, notjustin the INVITE message.
The other issue is to have some database base on the network where the user profile and the
terminal capabilities can be stored every time the terminal registers to the network. For example,
there could be a mobility parameter in the terminal profile, which indicates whether the UA is
fixed, or mobile. The terminal profile could also include the parameter describing the type of the
terminal like "voicemail" or "PC" that could be put in the request messages or responses to
indicate that the terminal is a voicemail server or a computer.
As flexibility of the Parlay interface is an important issue all those problems should be solved. In
the next section several possible scenarios are being discussed:

8.7.2

SOP Discussion

Network originated call

The application receives from the network a call request that includes media
specifications and can use it to request the routing of the terminating callleg. This is
the scenario that raises no problems.
There is a network-originated call but INVITE message mapped onto the Parlay
event notification method, did not include any SOP. The Parlay application can try to
discover the media description supported by the originating terminal, but this would
probably make no sense since the reason the terminal did not include that
information in the call request may be that it does not posses any media related
resources. In this case the one choice for the application would be tosend an empty
INVITE and establish the call on hold or apply some default session parameters and
request trom the network resources conforming those specifications.
Application initiated call

lf application initiate the call between two parties then it has no information related to
the media types supported by both end-user terminals and the call can be
established on-hold. Thesession parameters are then discovered from the SIP endpoint responses. Other choice is to request those information from the network
database where it was stored during the registration process.
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Note that a sending a media stream from the media server to a SIP terminal is
equivalent to the SIP call between two parties as media server is a normal SIP User
Agent Server (UAS).

The other question is when is would or not be required that the Early Media stream must used
during the call setup. This requirement that SDP must be used in the first INVITE message when
application request the call being routed in the network can possibly depend on the service type.

SOP Not Required

lf it is not required that the media must be attached immediately after routing the
callleg then no information about the call media type needs to be specified in the
initial call request and can be obtained at the latter time from the terminal response.
The SCS can send to the first party an empty INVITE message with no SDP. The
terminal of party A will put its SDP in the response massage. Then the INVITE to the
second party can contain the SDP of the first party received this way. After receiving
response and SDP from the party B the new INVITE is sent to party A containing the
session description parameters of party B. SCS could also choose to sent two empty
INVITE messages to both parties simultaneously and after obtaining SDP from both
terminals it would re-INVITE them with SDP being intersection of both session
description parameters. In this case the SCS can be working in 3'd Party Controller
mode.
The short description is presented in the [Appendix 11] based on the draft Third Party
Cal/ Control in SIP [35].

SOP Required

lf the media must be attached to the call immediately after routing the SIP callleg
then the application or SCS should possess sufficient information about the media
types to be used in the call before the request is sent to the network. This implies that
the range of media types supported by the call-originating terminal should be known
in order to create SDP session description massage. On example could be the
communication between critica! medica! devices located in two different hospitals or
emergency calls.
One solution is as already said to let the SCS to reservesome default resources and
putsome default media description in the outgoing INVITE. Other option is to obtain
those informations from some database on the network where the terminal related
informations are stored for example at the registration time.
Those informations may include:
media types
encryption algorithms
preterred bit rate
preterred codec
required bandwidth
port numbers for media stream
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lt is also desired that the application can specify the preferred media types or routing
related call parameters as well. On the other hand the application should be able also to
request and obtain the terminal related informations from the network.

8. 7.3 Proposed solutions
Assumptions
All User Agent Clients (UAC) in the network always put its session description parameters
(SOP) in the response to the INVITE message (even if it includes no SOP).

8.7.3.1

Specifying session-related en routing parameters

The interface can support specifying these parameters or may remain untouched.
This solution implies changes in the Parlay API
The first approach lets the application to explicitly specity session description details.
Putting detailed media description in the Parlay interface increases the complexity of
the Parlay interface but provides the application more control over the session
description parameters.
The Multimedia Call Control API supports the basic media types like voice, video and data. The
TpCai/ApplnfoSet data type gives the possibility to specity the type of session that should be
established in the route request methods. This allows specifying a number of Baarer-Services like
speech, 3,1 kHz audio or video and a number of Tele -Services like telephony, fax, telex and
videotext. This could be however insufficient in the service-provisioning environment that requires
a variety of new different services to be supported.
The high quality audio and video, which strongly depends on, the available bandwidth and the
codec type available for use by the end-point and by the network raises the question whether the
MPCCS can be used for the application initiated calls. There the media specification is a part of
the session initiation message (INVITE with SOP).
The session description parameters could be included in the Service Properties but this would
need to apply to all calls initiated from the SCS and would be not a good solution.
The other possibility for application initiated calls is that the OSA SCS or S-CSCF would not
passes any media resource tunetion (MRF), i.e. its UAC will have togenerataan INVITE with no
SOP as already said. However, how could it work and what if some services would require media
types that are supported by the network but not by Parlay API ? Some new Parlay methad would
solve this problem and provide extensibility to provide support for new media types and other
session-related
parameters.
These are proposed solutions:
Combining the subject worked out in the previous section about application controlled call forking
in the network with cantrolling the SOP in the INVITE messages it is suggested to create a new
data type of type "Sequence of Data Elements" allowing specification of the media related
parameters and routing related parameters. Not being focus on the SIP protocol only it seems
very valuable if the application would specity some conditions for the routing of the call request
and instruct the network antities how to process the signaling messages to complete the session
establishment.
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The new TpRequestOptions data type could be defined and added to the route request methods.
Th is is the proposed implementation of the TpRequestOptions data type.

The TpSessionDescription data type could be used to specity the media type and other session
parameters to be used in the call. TpRoutingDispositions can be the way of instructing the
network about the processing of signling messages and could be applicable to set for example
the Header fields that are additional named attributes providing additional information about a
massage.
This could be the definition of the TpSessionDescription data type.

MediaType

~uençe Element
TpMediaType

TransportProtocol

TpTransportProtocol

Sequence Element Name

Bandwith

TpBanwidthRange

PotrNumer

Tpint32

Coctee

TpCodecSet

IpAddress

TpAddress

Type

The same way the TpCodecSet data type would be defined and an example of the
implementation on the language level would be:
typedef struct TpCodecSet{
Tpint32 Number; [size_is(Number)] TpMedia Set[];
TpCodecSet;
typedef struct {
TpString
TpCompresionType
TpString
TpBitrate
Tpint32
TpCodec;

Manufacturer;
CompressionType;
CodecName;
Bi tra te;
BufferSize;

TpRoutingDispositions data type definition

Sequence Element Name

Sequence Element Type

SigalingParameters

TpSignalingParameters

ReportForking

TpBoolean

ForkingType

TpForkingTypeSet

ForwardingAllowed

TpBoolean

ReportForward

TpBoolean
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MaxNurnberOfHops

Tpint32

CallPresentationAllowed

TpBoolean

The ReportForking parameter would be set to true to instruct the SIP Server to report the call
forking event in the network. The parameter would be used in conneetion indicate whether the
SCS or CSCF want remain in the signalilng path or not.
ForkingType een be used to specify the forking type that needs to be used in the netwerk.
TpForkingTypeSet is a set of dataelementsof type TPForkingType. The TpForkingType data
type is of type TpString and contains two values { Parrallel, Sequentia!}.
ForwardingAllowed can specity whether call torwarding is allowed or not. On the other hand
ReportForward could be used to request the forward event done in the Network to be reported
to the Application.

The MaxNumberOfHops would cause setting of the Max-Forwards SIP header and the
callPresentationAllowed parameter woulkd specify whether the name of the caller could
be presented to the callee.
SigalingParameters data type definition

Sequence Element Name
ProcessingDispositions

'

Sequence Element Ty~

"

TpProcessingDispositionsSet

RequireFeatures

TpString

SupportedFeature

TpString

SetRecordRoute

TpBoolean

The ProcessingDisposition could be made up from saveral dataelementsof type TpString
and used for example to prohibit the call request trom being forked in the netwerk. The
FORKINGNOTALLOWED value trom that set could be used to instruct the SCS to insert the RequestDisposition header with value "NoForking" so that request will never be forked in the network.
SetRecordRoute could be used to indicate that the Application wishes to remain in the
signaling path of subsequent massages. The SCS wil then add a Record-Route header to the
outgoing INVITE massage.

The solution having no impact on the Parlay interface.
In the second case the relevant information and session parameters description
could be automatically associated with a specific service or user and requested by
the SCS automatically at the time the call is being made. An XML-based document
would be probably a good candidate.

8.7.3.2

Obtaining user profile and /or terminal capabilities

The application providing a service to the well-known end-user that is subscribed to this service,
can take advantage of the user-profile information to get awareness about the media type that the
user can potentially posses.
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During the subscription to any service that will require the application to initiate the call on bahalf
of the user the user can always specity one or more end-point devices, which can be
automatically, associated with certain media types. Customized media descriptions by the user
should also be possible. This information can be stared in the subscription profile and can be
associated with the service.
Then if the application is about to make a call it knows the media type to be used by the endpoint. In case the user specified to use only one end-point device the application can use this
information to route call to that usar's terminal.
lf multiple terminals of different types have been registered by the end-user, he or she may has
been specified the preferences about in which order they wish to be contacted. This information
should be then passed tagether along with the route request to the SCS and used for
prioritization of the sequentia! forking.
This user specific information can be stored:
at any database accessible by the application in the Service Network
can be downloaded e.g. trom the HSS or other database.
Note that in those cases the application will have some information that is nat necessarily up-tadate and reai-time information.
The other solution guarantees more recent and actual information.

lf there will be the possibility for the application to discover the terminal capability and resources
possessed by a terminal it would use it to specity the detailed session description parameters in
the route request.
The methad proposed in the previous section to be added to the User Profile and Terminal
Capability API could be used.

8.7.3.3

Managing the terminal capabilities and user profile informations in
the network

Bath proposals suggest uploading of these informations during the terminal registration to the
network.
One salution would give the user the possibility to upload the CPL script in the normal
REGISTER massage. Then the S-CSCF that tunetion as a Registrar server would
issue an OPTIONS request towards the terminal to discover the terminal capabilities.
This information could be stared in some database for example in the HSS. Only
terminal related informations would be obtained this way but it would be desired also
to request some user and service related informations. This is addressed by the
second option.
The second possibility is to have the terminal issue two or more different REGISTER
messages to the different network antities and with different contents. The first
message could include CPL script and the second the terminal capabilities or user
profile. The following two drafts SIP Calier Preferences and Callee Capabilities [36]
and Supporting Mobility tor Multimedia with SIP [34] describes in details the
implementation concepts.
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8.8

Session Parameters Negotiation Capabilities

8.8.1

Problem Description

a)
In the network initiated call during the session establishment time it can happen that the
media types supported by the terminating party doesn't match that specified by the originating
party. Also in the case of two party application initiated call where application sends an empty
INVITE message to receive SDP from both terminals in the responses it can happen that there
will be no intersection of the supported media types. That would mean that application might need
tear down current call and try a number of times with other media types until match would be
found. lnstead some negotiation dialog would be started to agree on some media types and
complete the call that is already in progress.
For this reason some negotiation capability in the Parlay interface would be useful. lf the session
could not be established because of the mismatch of supported media types the appropriate
methad would still enable the application to negotiate and to agree on some other parameters.
This would prevent SCS from reporting error to the application.

b)
In many situations it may be required to negotiate compression orencryption algorithms
that could be valid entire terminal registration time. Sip has build-in negotiation capability but it
applies only for single session. The new SIP extension, the NEGOTIATE method, is being
proposed to solve this problem on a per registration basis.
In other cases there may be a need to negotiate other session parameters. The
c)
examples of session parameters that may cause the session establishment to fail but may still be
negotiated may include:
media types
encryption algorithms
compression algorithms (codecs)
code book size
message integrity mechanisms
minimum I maximum bit rate
minimum bandwidth
QoS parameters
RTP port numbers
the URI to which the request should be routed to if there are multiple choices
whether to proxy or redirect the request
whether to fork or not
whether to search recursively or not
whether to search in parallel or sequentially
Actually all the parameters suggested to be specified by the application in the route request
methods described in the previous section could apply.
In SIP for example the INVITE methad describes the parameters for initiation of a particular
session. Once the session is over, the negotiated settings (such as the RTP profile used, in the
case of SDP) are invalidated for future re-use. lt would be inefficient to have to renegotiate
parameters that are the same from session to session, or have to transmit large quantities of
persistent data (such as a compression code book) each time.
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All those problems could be solved by means of extending the Parlay interface with an
appropriate Parlay method implamenting the negotiation capability.
A good working example would be the scenario from the previous section about the application
callleg controL lf the forking proxy is about to send a request to the multiple destinations its could
issue a 300 Multiple Choices response towards the SCS. According to the problems with
interpretation of the SIP RFC it is not clear whether the proxy must issue this response. Th is
should be required from the implementation of SIP proxy that it supports this feature as
mandatory. As 3GPP already adopted many of new SIP extensions beyond SIP RFC, this should
not be the problem. From 300 Multiple Choices response SCS can discover the set the
addresses currently registered to the user and make use of the negotiation interface to present
those choices to the application. Application could then select one of possible destination
addresses probably requesting first the terminal capabilities of every terminal associated with a
given address. Compared with application callleg control from the previous scenario this brings
the following enhancement:
No multiple SIP calllegs must be setup towards the SCS
No time wasting by the application with waiting for forked responses
This example shows the need for new Parlay method that could be mapped on to the
NEGOTIATE SIP method to let the forking proxy know to which address to forward the request.

lt is believed that also the following routing errors reported with Warning header could be
negotiated:
lncompatible network protocol
lncompatible network address formats
lncompatible transport protocol
lncompatible bandwidth units
Media type not available
lncompatible media format
Sassion description parameter not understood
Multicast not available
lnsufficient bandwidth
Unicast not available
Also the following responses indicating failure could be subject for session parameters
negotiation:
380 Alternative Service (The call was not successful, but alternative services are
possible)
415 Unsupported Media Type
420 Bad Extension
supported unsupported methods (protocol extension)
503 Service Unavailable
505 Version Not Supported (SIP protocol version)
485 Ambiguous (The callee address provided in the request was ambiguous. The
response MAY contain a listing of possible unambiguous addresses in Contact headers)
484 Address Incomplete
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8.8.2

Network and Service Requirements

3GPP requirements [20] says it must be possible to negotiate:
Gompression
QOS
Baarers
This boils down to the following issues:
a)

b)
c)

8.8.3

In establishing a SIP session, it must be possible tor an application to request that the
resources needed tor bearer establishment are successfully allocated befare the
destination user is alerted.
In establishing a SIP session, it must be possible tor a terminating application to allow the
destination user to participate in determining which baarers shall be established.
Successful bearer establishment must include the completion of any required end-to-end
QoS signaling, negotiation and resource allocation.

Proposed Solution and lmplementation

No new Parlay methad is required. lf the terminal to which the call was routed does not support
certain media types specified in the routeReq() methad no routeErr() should be reported to the
application. The routing results could be reported to the application by already existing routeRasO
method. However, TpCa/IReport data type should be extended with the event types conforming
the TpRequestOptions data type to enable the reporting of possible options to successfully
complete call establishment. TpCai/Additiona/Reportlnfo data type could be extended with
appropriate event types to report those network events.
routeR es

( caiiSessioniD:
eventReport:
caiiLegSessioniD:

in TpSessioniD
in TpCaiiReport
in TpSessionl D )

Parlay Application

S-CSCF

routeReq(medla_1)
INVITE (SOP_1)

415 Unsupported Media Type
routeRes(media_2)
supported media in the Accept header ]

routeReq{medla_2)
INVITE (SOP_2)

200 OK
eventReportResO
ACK

Figure 39. Sequence Diagram: Media Negotiation
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9.

Conclusions

The main goal of this Master Thesis was to investigate whether Parlay I OSA architecture with its
APis can be applied to a SIP network. To address this issue the following questions must be
answered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is OSA ?
What is SIP ?
What are the methods for programming services in both environments ?
How do they compete with each other ?
How Parlay I OSA and SIP architectures relate to each other?
What are the main issues in combining those two ?
How to solvethese issues?
What to do next ?

Open System Architecture (OSA) provides for the applications in the Service Network an open
and standardized interface to the Core Network resources. OSA is based on the set of Parlay
APis that has been adopted by the telecommunication community in the context of 3GPP. The
access to the network is guaranteed by the so-called Service Capability Server that offers those
APis. SCS expose to the Parlay applications the capabilities of the network in a safe and
controlled manner.
In the Core Network of 3G UMTS the Sassion lnitiation Protocol (SIP) has been chosen as the
signaling protocol for establishing end-to-end multimedia connections. SIP is being standardized
within IETF. lt supports setup, modification and tear down of the session but has limited
capabilities to control an ongoing session. However, SIP is extendable and many extensions are
being proposed. SIP can be compared to ISUP I ISDN and in that matterit is very different from
other session control protoeals currently being used for the telecom services. With relation to the
protoeals currently used in the 2G networks like CAP for example, SIP differs significantly in that
it is simple, text-based and provides the separation of the call setup signaling from the control of
the media channels what allows better use of the network resources.
Three major service creation methods recommended by IETF have been investigated:
SIP Serviets
Call Processing Language (CPL)
Common Gateway Interface for SIP (SIP CGI)
The major differences between those are as follows:
CGI offers limited service functionality. lt is stabie and has been around for a while
but seems not to take oH. The reason may be that despita of many programmars
familiar with CGI, it is more and more seen as an old fashion technology. CGI SIP
comes with a mature RFC but there is still no implementation to found on the
technology market
CPL offers even more restricted service functionality, but is available. The key benefit
of CPL is that CPL scripts are small XML-based text documents that can be easily
validated at the server and run safely. CPL targets directly the end-user and allows
creation of very simple services. CPL scripts can be stored on the user's terminal and
uploaded to the network during the registration time. CPL specifications and
implamenting are also quite mature and CPL is actually as the only one ready to be
used for end-user service creation.
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SIP SeNiets offer the richest functionality. lt is currently being standardized. This is
the most attractive option tor use in the 3G seNice creation platform. SeNices are
composed trom building blocks, the so-called seNiets. The SeNlet API provides the
interaction between those components that constitute a seNice. This interface
support also extension of the seNice platform with a new seNiets.
With respect to the Parlay I OSA seNice creation environment it can be stated that Parlay API
provide a perfect application creation and seNice provisioning solutions. They are applicable nat
only to 3G, but also to 2G and 2.5G networks.
The Parlay APis and their programming tools are mature and provide a great opportunity tor
programming seNices, especially over heterogeneaus network with different access types. They
allow tor the combination of different network capabilities that are provided via a variety of APis.
They can be also extended with new APis and capabilities that are nat even standardized. Parlay
APis provide also very high level of reliability, extensibility and flexibility and tor this reason they
are slowly becoming a standard in the areas of multimedia seNice creation and provisioning.
Camparing Parlay I OSA APis an SIP seNiets API the statement can be made that bath seNice
creation methods offer a great opportunity to the seNice application developers. An important
ditterenee is that tor SIP SeNiets API seNice creation and provisioning platform no security
infrastructure has yet been addressed. The SIP SeNiets API based architecture can take
advantage of the standard Java security model but will this be sufficient ? The security issue
tagether with support tor 3rd party seNice providers seems to be a significant problem in the SIP
environment and no salution has been found yet. However, combining this SIP-based
architecture with Parlay I OSA architecture would alleviate this problem. The Parlay I OSA
architecture can be combined with that of SIP and add the valuable security level that is actually
missing in the SIP environment. So bath architectures can complement each other in seNice
provision ing.

Summarizing relation of SIP and Parlay I OSA seNice architectures the statement can be made
that SIP-based seNice creation platform allows easier migration trom existing architecture to the
new one based on SIP while Parlay requires SCS and Parlay AS. On the other hand Parlay I
OSA easily supports 3rd parties and is usabie nat only tor 3G networks which in tact are nat
implemented yet but also tor 2G and 2.5 G networks. This however is nat true tor the SIP-based
seNice creation methods that can only be used in the 3G networks. Here ones again the
advantages of Parlay I OSA APis meet the requirements of the nowadays seNice development
environment.
The study in the area of interwerking capability of SIP and Parlay has brought up some
weaknesses of Parlay as compared to SIP. The main idea of Parlay interfaces is to hide the
network specific informations trom the application developers. However this decrease radically
the control the application can have on the session establishment.
Also the Network Operator may wish to expose the SIP-based network functionality on the Parlay
seNice APis. There are a variety of SIP specific seNices that seem nat to be accessible through
the Parlay API. The effort to alleviate this problem resulted in a number of suggestions how
Parlay I OSA could be enhanced with respect to those issues.
A slightly modification of Parlay interface could imprave the mapping onto SIP without adding
much complexity to the APis. At the same time the more functionality of SIP and its valuable
capabilities could be exposed to the application developers without significant limitations.
Same solutions have been found and proposed tor those issues, invalving the adaptation of OSA.
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Finally it can be stated that SIP can already now cooperate with Parlay I OSA, at least with
respect to the basic multimedia services like Call Barring, Call Forwarding, Call Redirection and
Prepaid Call. There is some missing functionality in SIP with respect to 3GPP requirements and
also OSA I Parlay APis exhibit some lack of supported features as compared to the SIP. So there
are still several issues to be resolved, including the precise mapping by the SCS between OSA
events and SIP request methods and responses. The standardization of SIP and Parlay APis
progress rapidly and this problems will be certainly addressed in the next standards release.
The main conclusion is that combining the Parlay I OSA architecture and the SIP architecture can
be done and makes sense. The Parlay API is already rich enough to support many of the
capabilities provided by a SIP care network. However it is sure that SIP Care Networks will
continue to have a significant impact onto the future of the Parlay APis and the service
provisioning architecture.
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Appendix 1

Planning Tables

In order to make this graduation project successfully proceed it has been divided into saveral
phases. lt will help to keep planning and realization of tasks under control regarding the time it
should take and will improve the methods used to achieve the inlegration of entire project. Each
phase contains a number of activities that have to be done at an appropriate time. The following
table specifies the planning and realised results. The whole graduation project was divided into
the following phases and activities:
PROGRESS
RESEARCH ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

Realization Date

Ou ration
Time

Planned

Realized

Study on specifications and requirements for 3GPP

1 month

23.04- 23.05

23.04 - 23.05

Writing the first part of theMaster Thesis work

1 week

23.05- 02.06

23.05-02.06

2 weeks

08.06 - 23.06

08.06- 28.06

Writing SIP introduetion chapter

1 week

23.06- 29.06

28.06 - 04.07

SIP development environment

1 week

29.06- 07.07

04.07- 13.07

Writing SIP service creation chapter

1 week

13.07- 20.07

13.07- 20.07

Parlay I OSA development environment

3 days

20.07- 23.07

20.07- 28.07

Writing Parlay IOSA service creation chapter

3 days

23.07-27.07

28.07- 30.07

Review of SIP and OSA service creation

1 week

o1.o8 - o8.o8

01.08-08.

08.08 - 23.08

08.08- 05.09

SIP protocol and SIP network architecature

Preparing slides for presentation

2 weeks

1

Sick

05.09 - 15.08

Vacation

2 weeks

15.09- 29.09

17.09 - 29.09

Parlay I OSA and SIP in IMS subsystem

2 weeks

30.09-15.10

30.09-15.10

Sequence Diagrams for GCC-based lP MM services

1 week

15.10-21.10

15.10- 21.10

Writing report on SIP and OSA interworking in IMS

3 days

21.10-24.10

21.10-24.10

Sequence diagrams for MPC and other APis

3days

25.10-28.10

skippad

OSA enhancement issues

1.5
month

28.10- 14.12

06. 11 - 14. 12

Report writing on OSA open issues

1 weeks

14.12-21.12

14.12-21.12

Outstanding examination (Licht en Geluid)

2 weeks

November

08.12-20.12

Januari

03.01 - 08.01

Biblioteekpracticum

1 week

Merging the entire Master Thesis document

3 weeks

02.01 - 21.01

07.01 - 22.01

Master Thesis work training and presentation

2 weeks

21.01 - 30.01

In progress

Figure 40. Planning Table
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Appendix 2

Ericsson Eurolab in the Netherlands

Ericsson is the leader in the so-called New Telecom World providing innovative communication
solutions, which combine telecommunication and datacommunication technologies with an
optima! mobility and interaction for the end user. With 100.000 employees in more than 140
countries all around the world, Ericsson makes the communication simplar facing the high
requirements of the network operators, service providers and enterprises and satisfying millions
of customers.
Ericsson is a Swedish company with the base in Stockholm. lt is active in the Netherlands since
1893. In 1920 the Ericsson Telefoon Maatschappij (ETM) was founded and that was the first
Ericsson-daughter outside of Sweden. From October 2000 all R&D activities in the Netherlands
are united into one R&D Unit, named Ericsson Eurolabs Netherlands (ELN). ELN will develop
saveral technologies, products and services, varying from W-CDMA base stations and Bluetooth
products to innovative Internet applications, Intelligent Networks, Charging, Billing and
Accounting Systems and Announcement Systems. The activities take place at the present
companies Ericsson Business Mobile Networks, located in Enschede, Emmen and Hoofddorp
and at the R&D units of Ericsson Telecommunication in Rijen.
I was assigned to the Application Salution Center and made part of the lP Multimedia Task Force
responsibis for development of the lP Multimedia System in 3G network.
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Appendix 3

SIP Address Format

SIP uses a Request-URI addressing scheme, which can be:
a general URL as defined by the RFC 2396
a SIP URL as defined by the RFC 2543bis-5.
a non-SIP format like that specified in the RFC 2806.
RFC 2396. The standardized RFC 2396 scheme is al ready supported by the Parlay. Examples:

ftp://ftp. is.co.za/rfc/rfc 1808. txt
gopher://spinaltap.micro.umn.edu/OON.Jeather/California/Los%20Angeles
http://www. math. uio. no/faq/compression-faq/part 1.html
mailto:mduerst@ ifi. unizh.ch
news:comp. infosystems. www.servers. unix
telnet://melvyl.ucop.edu/

RFC 2543bis-5. SIP Request-URI as specified in the RFC 2543bis-5 indicates the user or service
to which SIP request is being addressed. This will be usually a SIP URL which identifies a
communications resource. Examples of communications resources include:

a user of an online service
an appearance on a multilins phone
a mailbox on a messaging system
a PSTN phone number at a gateway service
a group (such as "sales" or "helpdesk") in an organization
The general form of SIP URL is: sip: user: password@host: port; url-parameters ? headers
User: User field is optional and if used must be foliowed by a"@" sign. SIP URL without"@"
sign refers to a domain. lf the host (like Internet Telephony gateway) being addressed is
capable of processing telephone numbers, a telephone-subscriber field defined in RFC 2806
may be used in user field.
Password: lt is not recommended to use the password for authentication because this field
is not encoded and sent as text exposas contained information to the network entities.
Host: This filed contains the domain name or the numeric lP address (1Pv4 or 1Pv6).
Port: This is the lP port number where the request is to be sent.
URL-Parameters: This field can indicate the following:
transport: The transport protocol which can be UDP, TCP, TLS and SCTP.
maddr: The server address to be contacted in the numeric form superior to that
indicated in the host field. lt can be used to force the message to take the route via
this server.
ttl: Time-To-Live for the SIP request used only with conjunction with multicast maddr
address and UDP transport.
User and methad parameters. lf the user field indicates a real telephone number the
user parameter should contain "phone" string.
Example: sip:+31-161-242-128:1234@gateway,com;user=phone
Methad parameter can specity the methad to which the URL can be mapped.
Headers: This parameter can describe the subject and body headers of the SIP request.
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RFC 2806. Request- URI can also have a non-SIP format like that specified in the RFC 2806.
This RFC defines URL (Uniform Resource Locator) schames like "tel", "fax" and "modem" for
specifying the location of a terminal in the phone network and the conneetion types (modes of
operation) that can be used to conneet to that entity.

Digital phone networks distinguish between voice, fax and data calls. To be able to successfully
conneet to, say, a fax machine, the caller may have to specity that a fax call is being made.
Otherwise the call might be routed to the voice number of the subscriber. In this sense, the call
type is an integral part of the 'location' of the target resource.
Examples:
tel:+358-555-1234567. This URL pointstoa phone number capable of receiving voice calls
fax:+358.555.1234567. This above URL describes a phone number which can receive fax calls.
modem:+3585551234567;type=v32b?7e1 ;type=v11 0. Th is phone number belongs to an entity
which is able to receive data calls. The local entity may opt to use either a ITU-T V.32bis modem
(or a taster one, which is compatible with V.32bis), using settings of 7 data bits, even parity and
one stop bit, or an ISDN conneetion using ITU-T V.110 protocol.
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Appendix 4

Parlay Basic Data Types

TpString
Defines a Byte string, comprising length and data. The length must be at least a 16 bit integer.
Sequence of Data Elements
This describes a sequence of data types. This may be defined as a structure (tor example, in
C++) or simply a sequence of data elements within a structure. C++ example tor TpAddress:

typedef struct {
TpAddressPlan
Plan;
TpString
AddrString;
TpString
Name;
TpAddressPresentation ..... Presentation;
.... TpAddressScreening ........ Screening;
.... TpString .................. SubAddressString;
} TpAddress;
Numbered Set of Data Elements
This describes a data type which camprises an integer which indicates the total number of data
elements in the set (the number part), and an unordered set of data elements (the data part).
Set data types do nat contain duplicate data elements. C++ example tor TpAddressSet.

typedef struct TpAddressSet {
Tpint32 Number; [size_is(Number)] TpAddress Set[];
TpAddressSet;
TpResult
Defines the Sequence of Data Elements that specity the result of a methad call. All methods in
the Parlay APis return a result of type TpResult.

Sequence Element Name

,

~uen.:e

Element 'l'ype

ResultType
ResultFacility

TpResultFacil ity

Resultinfo

TpResultType
Defines whether the methad was successful or nat.

TpResultFacility
Defines the facility code of a result. In phase
P RESULT FACILITY UNDEFINED must be used.
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TpResultlnfo
Defines further information relating to the result of the method, such as error codes.

Name

Value Description

p

- INVALID_DOMAIN_ID

OOOlh

lnvalid elient ID

p _INVALID_SERVICE_ID

0006h

lnvalid service ID

p

0007h

lnvalid event type

p

- INVALID_EVENT_TYPE

SERVICE_NOT_ENABLED

0008h

The service !D does not correspond toa service that has been enabled

P_INVALID_SERVICE_TOKEN

0013h

The service token has notbeen issued, or it has expired.

P_USER_NOT_SUBSCRIBED

0030h

An application is unauthorised to access inforrnation and request services
with regards to users that are not subsenbed to the application.

P_ILLEGAL - SERVICE_TYPE

0033h

The specified name is not a valid Service Type name

P_UNKNOWN_SERVICE_TYPE

0034h

The specified Service Type name is valid, but the Framework does not
currently support it.

P_GCCS_INVALID_ADDRESS

0103h

lnvalid address specified

P_GCCS_INVALID_CRITERIA

0104h

lnvalid criteria specified

P_GMS - INVALID_MAILBOX

0200h

lnvalid mailbox number

-

P_GMS_INVALID_AUTHENTICATION_ INFO

020lh

lnvalid authentication information

P_GUIS - INVALID_CRITERIA

0300h

lnvalid criteria specified

P_GUIS _ILLEGAL_ ID

030lh

lnformation id specified is invalid
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Appendix 5

Relevant Parlay Address Types

The AddrString defines the actual address information and the structure of the string depends on
the Plan. The following table gives an overview of the format of the AddrString tor the different
address plans.

Address Plan

.A:ildtStl'ing Format Descl'iption

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_NOT_PRESENT

Not applicable

Example

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_UNDEFINED

Not applicable

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_IP

For lpv4 the dotted quad notation is used. Also for
1Pv6 the dotted notation is used. The address can
optionally be foliowed by a port number separated
by a colon.

"127.0.0.1:42"

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_MULTICAST

An lpv4 class D address or lpv6 equivalent in
dotled notation.

"224.0.0.0"

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_UNICAST

A non multicast or braadcast lP address in dotted
notation.

"127.0.0.1"

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_El64

An international number without the international
access code, including the country code and
excluding the leading zero of the area code.

"31161249111"

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_AESA

The ATM End System Address in binary format
(40 bytes)

01234567890ABCDEF01234567890AB
CDEF01234567

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_URL

A uniform resource locator as defined in IETF RFC
1738

"http://www .par1ay.org"

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_NSAP

The binary representation of the Network Service
Access Point

49000IAA000400010420

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_SMTP

An e-mail address as specified in IETF RFC822

"webmaster@par1ay.org"

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_MSMAIL

ldentical toP _ADDRESS - PLAN_SMTP

"john.doe@hitech.com"

P_ADDRESS - PLAN_X400

The X400 address structured as a set of attibute
va1ue pairs separated by semi colons.

"C=nl;ADMD=
;PRMD=uninet;O=parlay;S=Doe;I=S;G
=John'

TpAddressPresentation

Defines whether an address can be
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TpAddressScreening
Oefinas whether an address can be

provided

address

P_ADDRESS_SCREENING_USER_NOT_VERIFIED

2

user
not verified

provided

address

P_ADDRESS_SCREENING_USER_VERIFIED_FAILED

3

user
provided
verified and failed

address

P_ADDRESS_SCREENING_NETWORK

4

Network provided address (Note that even
though the application rnay provide the address
to the gateway, from the end-user point of
view it is still regarded as a network provided
address)

TpAddressPian
Defines the address plan (or numbering plan) used. lt is also used to indicate whether an address
data element.
defined in a

For the case where the P_ADDRESS_PLAN_NOT_PRESENT is indicated, the rest of the
information in the TpAddress is not valid.
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TpAddressRange
This type is identical to TpAddress with the ditterenee that the AddrString can contain wildcards.
Two wildcards are allowed: * which matches zero or more characters and ? which matches
exactly one character. The wildcards are only allowed at the end or at the beginning of the
AddrString.
Some examples for E164 addresses:
• "123"
matches specifies number.
• "123*"
matches all numbers starting with 123 (including 123 itself)
• "123??*"
matches all numbers starting with 123 and at least 5 digits long
• "123???"
matches all numbers starting with 123 and exactly 6 digits long
For e-mail style addresses, the wildcards are allowed at the beginning of the AddrString:
• "*@ parlay.org"
matches all email addresses in the parlay.org domain
The following address ranges are illegal:
• 1?3
•
1*3
• ?123*
Legal occurrences of the '*' and '?' characters in AddrString should be escaped by a '\' character.
To specity a'\' character '\\' must be used.
TpURL
This data type is identical toa TpString and contains a URL address. The usage of this type is
distinct from TpAddress, which can also hold a URL. The latter contains a user address which
can be specified in many ways: lP, e-mail, URL etc. On the other hand, the TpURL type does not
hold the address of a user and always represents a URL. This type is used in user interaction
and defines the URL of the test or stream to be sent to an end-user. lt is therefore inappropriate
to use a general address here.

TpCai/Notificationlnfo
Defines the Sequence of Data Elements that specity the information returned to the application in
1 teaf ton repo rt
a Cll
a notT
Sequence Element
Description
Sequence Element
Type
Name
'j

CallNotificationReportScope
CallAppin fa
Cal lEventinfo

TpCal lNotificati onl\eport.'~
TpCallAppinfoSet
TpCallEventinfo

:opr'

Defines the scope of the notification report.
Contains actditonat call info.
Contains theevent which is reported.

TpCai/Eventlnfo
•t th e even re po rt speetTte .tn f ormaf ton.
Def tnes t he Sequence of Dat a El emen t s th at specny
Sequence Element
Sequence Element
Type
Name
TpCaiiEventType
TpCaiiAdditionalEventlnfo
T]JÇ_aiiMonitorMode

CaiiEventType
AdditionalCaiiEventlnfo
CaBMonitorMode
CaiiEventTime

TpDateAnc!Ti me

TpCai/EventRequestSet

Defines a Numbered Set of DataElementsof TpCai/EventRequest.
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TpCai/EventRequest
. to ca 11 report requests.
"f t he cntena re Iat1ng
Def ~nest he Sequence of Dat a El ements t hat spec1ty
.:Sequence Element Name
Sequence Element Type
Cal lEventType
AdditionalCallEventCriteria
CallMonitorMode

TpCaliEventType
TpAdditiona!CaliEventCriteria
TpCaliMonitorMode

TpCai/NotificationRequest
. for an even notT
"f th e en"t ena
t th at speCITY
Def 1nes th e Sequence of Dat a El emens
11car1on
Sequence Element Type
Descrlptlon
Sequence Element Name
CallNotificationScope
CallEventsRequested

TpCallNoficationScope
TpCallEventRequestSet

..

Defines the scope of the notification request.
Defines the events which are requested

TpCai/MonitorMode

Field Summary
static int

p CALL MONITOR MODE DO NOT MONITOR

static int

p CALL MONITOR MODE INTERRUPT

static int

p CALL MONITOR MODE NOTIFY

static TpCallMonitorMode

p CALL MONITOR MODE DO NOT MONITOR

static TpCallMonitorMode

p CALL MONITOR MODE INTERRUPT

static TpCallMonitorMode

p CALL MONITOR MODE NOTIFY

TpCai/EventType

Def 1nes a spec1TIC ca 11 event report type.
Name

Val
ue

Descrlptlon

P_CALL_EVENT_UNDEFINED

0

Undefined

P_CALL_EVENT_ORIGINATING_CALL_ATTEMPT

I

An originating callattempt takes place (e.g. Off-hook event).

P_CALL_EVENT_ORIGINATING_CALL_ATTEMPT- AUTHORISED

2

An originating call attempt is authorised

P_CALL_EVENT_ADDRESS_COLLECTED

3

The destination address has been collected.

P_CALL_EVENT_ADDRESS_ANALYSED

4

The destination address has been analysed.

P_CALL_EVENT_ORIGINATING_SERVICE_CODE

5

Mid-call originating service code received.

P_CALL_EVENT_ORIGINATING_RELEASE

6

A originating ca!Vcallleg is released

P_CALL_EVENT_TERMINATING_CALL_ATTEMPT

7

A terminating cal! attempt takes place

P_CALL_EVENT_TERMINATING_CALL_ATTEMPT_AUTHORISED

8

A terminating cal! is authorized

P_CALL_EVENT_ALERTING

9

Callis alerting at the call party.

P_CALL_EVENT_ANSWER

10

Cal! answered at address.

P_CALL_EVENT_TERMINATING- RELEASE

IJ

A terrninating callieg isreleased or the cal! could not be routed.

P_CALL_EVENT_REDIRECTED

12

P_CALL_EVENT_TERMINATING_SERVICE_CODE

13

Cal! redirected to new address: an indication from the network
that the cal! has been redirected to a new address (no events
disarmedas aresult of this).
Mid call terminating service code received.

P_CALL_EVENT_QUEUED

14
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Appendix 6

Relevant Parlay Routing Methods

MULTl-PARTY CALL CONTROL SERVICE INTERFACE. The multi-party call interface class

represents the interface to the multi-party call Service Capability Feature. lt provides a structure
to allow simple and complex call behaviour.
createAndRouteCalllegReq

(caiiSessioniD: in TpSessioniD,
eventsRequested: in TpCaiiEventRequestSet,
targetAddress : in TpAddress,
originatingAddress: in TpAddress,
applnfo: in TpCaiiApplnfoSet,
appleglnterface : in lpAppCalllegRef) : TpCalllegldentifier

This methad is an asynchronous methad used to request the creation of a new Call Leg and the
setup of a conneetion to the indicated address.

CALL LEG SERVICE INTERFACE. The call manager interface class provides the management
functions to the multi-party call Service Capability Features. The application programmar can use
this interface to create call objects and to enable or disable call-related event notifications.

routeReq

(calllegSessioniD : in TpSessioniD,
targetAddess : in TpAddress,
originatingAddress: in TpAddress,
applnfo : in TpCaiiApplnfoSet,
connectionProperties: in TpCalllegConnectionProperties)

: void

This methad is an asynchronous methad used to request routing of the callieg to the emote party
indicated by the target address.
getlastRedirectedAddress

(calllegSessioniD : in TpSessioniD) : TpAddress

This methad is sent by the application to the leg to get the last address the leg has been
redirected to.
release

(caiiSessioniD : in TpSessioniD,
cause : in TpReleaseCause)

: void

This methad requests the release of the call object and associated objects. The call will also be
terminated in the network. lf the application requested reports to be sent at the end of the call
(e.g., by means of getlnfoReq) these reports will still be sent to the application.
Deassign

(calllegSessioniD: in TpSessioniD) : void

This methad requests that the relationship between the application and the call leg and
associated objects be de-assigned. lt leaves the call leg in progress, however, it purges the
specified call leg object so that the application has no further control of call leg processing. lf a
call leg is de-assigned that has event reports or call leg information reports requested, then these
reports will be disabled and any related information discarded.
The application should not release or deassign the call leg when received a caiiLegEnded() or
caiiEnded(). This oparation continues processing of the callleg.
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attachMedia

(calllegSessioniD : in TpSessioniD) : void

This methad requests that the call leg be attached to its call object. This will allow transmission on
all associated bearer connections or media streams to and from other parties in the call. The call
leg must be in the connected state for this methad to complete successfully.
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Appendix 7

SIP Forking

What is Forking ?

The user can own several SIP-enabled devices like a number of fixed (wireline) and I or mobile
phones and one or more PC's. The user can register all those addresses by issuing a single
REGISTER message with multiple "contact" headers or by registering each address separately.
The S-CSCF has an access to location services and can store those informations probably in the
HSS or somewhere else in a database. The S-CSCF can play the role of SIP Registrar server
and SIP Redirect server as well. lf the S-CSCF in the home network assigned to that user
receives a call request with a destination address corresponding to one of those registered by this
specific user, it will fork the request to all possible locations retrieved from the database (SIP
Location server). Forking can still occur downstraam for every forked request. The decision
whether to use parallel or sequentia! forking is up to the server contiguration and hence to the
network operator but can be also specified by the application in the routing request. A search type
called from within a service can be specified by the service itself. lt is also very likely that the
parallel en I or sequentia! search functionality will become one of the end-user services. Then the
following scenario will apply: ask the network to fork and report results. Depending on the need of
the application the SCS can return one or more addresses to the application or it will report an
error: no user could be contacted.
The application, SIP Proxy or UA itself can also decide to initiate the fork independent of the
network events, when running a service. This can result in a parallel forking which can be
graphically presented as a "star". This situation is specific for conference or multiparty calls. In
this case the application again can entirely control the fork or send a list of cantacts and ask the
forking as a service from the network.
When the forking can occur in the SIP network?
user has registered multiple addresses
issues around conference bridge and anchor
looking fortheserver supporting required SIP extension (OPTION forking)
user uploads (updates) a CPL script to multiple servers where the script (service)
should run.
splitting the media stream for tracking I recording purposes
forking of SUBSCRIBE request (here a UA issuing SUBSCRIBE can receive NOTIFY
requests with the FROM field that differs from the TO field from the SUBSCRIBE
response, because the subscription can be accepted by multiple nodes. Whether the
SUBSCRIBE request may be forked or not is specified in the event package. lt
should also specity whether merging of multiple NOTIFY is required to form one
single state notification)
"workgroup call pickup"
How to distinguish multiple responses of the forked-message ?

In SIP network when request has been forked and multiple 200 OK responses arrive at the UAC
or the forking proxy, each response is distinguished by the tag parameter in the To header field,
and each represents a distinct dialog, with a distinct dialog identifier. Every proxy must also
insert a Via header field into the copy before the existing Via header fields. When forking the Via
header MUST include a "branch" parameter When the path of a request through one or more
forking proxies is graphed, the result is a tree. The branch parameter identifies the "branch" each
request was forwarded on. The branch parameter value MUST be unique for each elient
transaction to which the request is forwarded (check rfc2543bis-05 for details on branch
parameter formatting).
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How to restriet forking in the network ?

The Request-Disposition header field specifies caller preferences for how a proxy or redirect
server should process a request. lt is nat processed by user agents. lts value is a list of tokens,
each of which specifies a particular feature. When the caller specifies a feature, the server
SHOULD treat it as a hint, nat as a requirement and MAY ignore the feature request. The header
field has the following syntax:
Request-Disposition = ( "Request-Disposition" I "d") ":" 1# (proxy-feature 1 cancel-feature
I fork-feature I recurse-feature I parallel-feature I queue-feature)
proxy-feature = "proxy" I "redirect"
cancel-feature= "cancel" I "no-cancel"
fork-feature = "fork" 1 "no-fork"
recurse-feature = "recurse" I "no-recurse"
parallel-feature = "parallel" I "sequentia!"
queue-feature = "queue" I "no-queue"
Note that a compact farm, using the letter d, has been defined. There can only be one instanee of
feature per header (i.e., you can't have bath "proxy" and "redirect" in the same Request
Disposition header).
proxy-feature: This feature indicates whether the caller would like each server to proxy or
redirect. lf the server is incapable of performing the requested feature, it SHOULD ignore the
feature request.
cancel-feature: This feature indicates whether the caller would like each proxy server to send a
CANCEL request downstraam in response to a 200 OK from the downstraam server {which is the
normal mode of operation, making it somewhat redundant), or whether this tunetion should be left
to the caller. lf a proxy receives a request with this parameter set to "no-cancel", it SHOULD NOT
CANCEL any outstanding branches on receipt of a 2xx. However, it would still send CANCEL on
any outstanding branches on receipt of a 6xx.
fork-feature: This feature indicates whether a proxy should fork a request, or proxy to only a
single address. lf the server is requested nat to fork, the server SHOULD proxy the request to the
"best" address (generally the one with the highest q value). The feature is ignored if "redirect" has
been requested.
recurse-feature: This feature indicates whether a proxy server receiving a 300-class response
should send requests to the addresses listed in the response (i.e., recurse), or forward the list of
addresses upstream towards the caller. The feature is ignored if "redirect" has been requested.
parallel-feature: For a forking proxy server, this feature indicates whether the caller would like
the proxy server to proxy the request to all known addresses at once, or go through them
sequentially, contacting the next address only after it has received a non-200 or non-600 final
response for the previous one. The feature is ignored if "redirect" has been requested.
queue-feature: lf the called party is temporarily unreachable, e.g., because it is in another call,
the caller can indicate that it wants to have its call queued rather than rejected immediately. lf the
call is queued, the server returns "182 Queued". Example: Request-Disposition: proxy, recurse,
parallel
Request-Disposition Processing
lf the request contains a Request-Disposition header, the server SHOULD execute the behaviors
described by the tokens, unless it has local policy contigured to direct it otherwise.
lnteractions with CPL
When the called party has a Call Processing Language (CPL) script present, feature interactions
are introduced. CPL addresses this by allowing the CPL script to control whether caller
preferences are applied to the location list or nat. CPL also allows the called party to discard
certain rules from the caller preferences befare their application.
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How to report forking to the call originating party?

The INVITE is redirected
lf the UAS decides to redirect the call, a 3xx response is sent. A 300 (Multiple Choices), 301
(Moved Permanently) or 302 (Moved Temporarily) response SHOULD contain a Contact header
field containing URis of new addresses to be tried. The response is passed to the INVITE server
transaction, which will deal with its retransmissions.

Response 300 Multiple Choices

The address in the request resolved to several choices, each with its own specific location, and
the user (or user agent) can select a preterred communication end point and redirect its request
to that location.
The response MAY include a message body containing a list of resource characteristics and
location(s) from which the user or user agent can choose the one most appropriate, if allowed by
the Accept request header.
The choices SHOULD also be listed as Contact fields (Section 22.1 0). Unlike HTTP, the SIP
response MAY contain several Contact fields or a list of addresses in a Contact field. User agents
MAY use the Contact header field value for automatic redirection or MAY ask the user to confirm
a choice. However, this specification does not define any standard for such automatic selection.
This status response is appropriate if the callee can be reached at several different locations and
the server cannot or prefers not to proxy the request.
This method could be used to let SCS know how many branches are created.
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Appendix 8

Related SIP Methods

NEGOTIATE

There is a need to negotiate a multitude of parameters, settings, and algorithms when setting up
sessions using Sassion lnitiated Protocol (SIP). While SIP itself provides mechanisms tor
negotiation of these parameters on a per-session basis through the use of the INVITE method, it
does nat provide a ready mechanism tor meta-session negotiation. The ciosest mechanism
providedis the REGISTER method, however, this methad is directed towards the registrar alone,
and cannot be used to conduct negotiation of parameters between any two arbitrary SIP nodes.
Examples of parameters that may need to be negotiated (and thus, the ready impetus tor
providing a simple mechanism to handle this) include: compression algorithms, code book size,
message integrity mechanisms, encryption algorithms, etc. Many of these parameters are nat
always eligible tor use in an INVITE method, tor two reasons:
The INVITE methad describes the parameters tor initiation of a particular session. Once
the session is over, the negotiated settings (such as the RTP profile used, in the case of
SDP) are invalidated tor future re-use. lt would be inefficient to have to renegotiate
parameters that are the same trom session to session, or have to transmit large
quantities of persistent data (such as a code book) each time.
Many meta-session applications (and therefore their attendant negotiable parameters)
are best utilized if they can be applied tor the first message of a session. An example of
this would be header compression. lf the INVITE were compressed, then the header that
identifies the type of compression in use would also be compressed, and therefore
unintelligible (assuming no shim mechanism). This document seeks to solve these
problems by introducing a SIP extension that allows tor meta-session parameters to be
negotiated in a generic manner. This negotiation would take place prior to session
establishment, between any two SIP antities (User Agents, Proxies etc.).
The process of registration entails sending a REGISTER message to a special type of UAS
known as a registrar. The registrar acts as a front end to the location service tor a domain,
reading and writing mappings basedon the contentsof the REGISTER massages. This location
service will then be consulted by a proxy server that is responsible tor routing requests tor that
domain.
SIP does nat mandate a particular mechanism tor implamenting the location service. The only
requirement is that a registrar tor some domain MUST be capable of reading and writing data to
the location service, and a proxy tor that domain MUST be capable of reading that same data. A
registrar MAY be co-located with a particular SIP proxy server tor the same domain, allowing
usage of an in memory database tor the location service. Usage of a shared database is another
implementation choice.

OPTIONS

The SIP methad OPTIONS allows a elient to query another elient or server as to its capabilities.
This allows a elient to discover information about the methods, content types, extensions, codecs
etc. supported without actually "ringing" the other party. For example, befare a elient inserts a
Require header field into an INVITE listing an option that it is nat certain the destination UAS
supports, the elient can query the destination UAS with an OPTIONS to see if this option is
returned in a Supported header field.
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Example OPTIONS request:
OPTIONS sip:carol @chicago.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 10.1.1.1 :5060;branch=23411513a6
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 10.1.3.3:5060
To: <sip:carol@chicago.com>
From: Alice <sip:alice@atlanta.com>;tag=1928301774
Cal l-ID: a84b4c76e6671 0@ 10.1.3.3
CSeq: 63104 OPTIONS
Contact: <sip:alice@ 10.1.3.3>
Accept: application/sdp
Contact-Length: 0
Example OPTIONS response:
SIP/2.0 200 OK
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 10.1.1.1 :5060;branch=23411513a6
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 10.1.3.3:5060
To: <sip:carol @chicago.com>;tag=9381 087 4
From: Alice <sip:alice@atlanta.com>;tag=1928301774
Caii-ID: a84b4c76e6671 0@ 10.1.3.3
CSeq: 63104 OPTIONS
Contact: <sip:carol@ 10.3.6.6>
Allow: INVITE, ACK, CANCEL, OPTIONS, BYE
Accept: application/sdp
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Accept-Language: en
Supported: foo
Content-Type: application/sdp
Contact-Length: 27 4

V=O
O=carol28908764872 28908764872 IN IP4 10.3.6.6
S=-

t=O 0
c=IN IP4 10.3.6.6
m=audio 0 RTP/AVP 0 1 3 99
a=rtpmap:O PCMU/8000
a=rtpmap: 1 1016/8000
a=rtpmap:3 GSM/8000
a=rtpmap:99 SX7300/8000
m=video 0 RTP/AVP 31 34
a=rtpmap:31 H261/90000
a=rtpmap:34 H263/90000
OPTIONS request can be used todetermine the basic state of a UAS, which can be an indication
of whether the UAC will accept an INVITE request.
Note that this use of OPTIONS has limitations due the differences in proxy handling of OPTIONS
and INVITE requests. While a forked INVITE can result in multiple 200 OK responses being
returned, a forked OPTIONS will only result in a single 200 OK response, since it is treated by
proxies using the non-INVITE handling.
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Appendix 9

SIP Loop Detection

lf the request has no tag in the To the UAS core checks ongoing transactions. lf the To, From,
Caii-ID, CSeq exactly match (including tags) those of any request received previously, but the
branch-ID in the topmost Via is different from those received previously, the UAS core SHOULD
generata a 482 (Loop detected) response and pass it to the server transaction.
The same request that was generated by the UAC has arrived to the UAS more than once
following different paths. The UAS processas the request that was received first and responds
with 482 (Loop detected) to the rest of them.
The proxy MUST include a "branch" parameter (Section 22.40) in the Via header. When the path
of a request through one or more forking proxies is graphed, the result is a tree. The branch
parameter identifies the "branch" each request was forwarded on. The branch parameter value
MUST be unique for each elient transaction to which the request is forwarded. The precise format
of the branch. token is implementation-defined. In order to be able to both detect loops and
associate responses with the corresponding request, the parameter SHOULD consist of two parts
separable by the implementation. The first part is used to detect loops and distinguish loops from
spirals. The second is used to match responses to requests. Loop dateetion is performed by
verifying that those fields having an impact on the routing decision have not changed. The value
placed in the this part of the branch parameter SHOULD reflect all of those fields (which include
any Proxy-Require and Proxy-Authorization headers). This is to ensure that if the request is
routed back to the proxy, and one of those fields changes, it is treated as a spiral and not a loop
(Section 3). A common way to create this value is to compute a cryptographic hash of the To,
From, Call-ID header fields, the Request-URI of the request received (before translation) and the
sequence number from the CSeq header field, in addition to any Proxy-Require and ProxyAuthorization fields that may be present. The algorithm used to compute the hash is
implementation-dependent, but MD5 [23], expressed in hexadecimal, is a reasonable choice.
(Note that base64 is not permissible for a token.) In order to correctly match responses to
requests (Section 17.1.3), the value SHOULD also contain a part that is a globally unique tunetion
of of the branch on which this request will be forwarded. One example is a hash of a sequence
number,
local
lP
address
and
request-URI
of the
request
For example:
7a83e5750418bce23d51 06b4c06cc632.1 The "branch" parameter MUST depend on all
information used for routing decisions, including the incoming request-U RI and any header values
affecting the routing choices. This is necessary to distinguish looped requests from requests
whose routing parameters have changed before returning to this server. Note that the request
method MUST NOT be included in the calculation of the branch parameter. In particular,
CANCEL and ACK requests MUST have the same branch value as the corresponding request
they cancel or acknowledge. The branch parameter is used in correlating those requests at
server handling them (see Section 17.2.3 and 9.2 in SIP RFC 2543bis).
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Appendix 10

3GPP General Objectives

Terminal capabilities and end-user behavior
The capabilities of the terminal have impact on the SOP description in the SIP
session flows, since different terminals may support different media types (such as
video, audio, application or data) and may have implemented different set of codecs
tor audio and video. Note that the capabilities of the terminal may change when an
external device, such as a video camera is attached to the terminal.
The configuration of the terminal changes the capabilities of the terminal. This
can be done by attaching external devices or possibly by a user setting of certain
parameters or profiles in the terminal.
The preferences of the destination user may depend on who is originating the
session and on the situation. Cast, associated with the session, mayalso be another
factor, i.e. depending on time of the day or day of the week etc. Due to this reason
the user may want to accept or reject certain media components.
The available resources in the network play an important role, as certain media
streams, consuming high bandwidth, may be denied. Therefore, befare the user is
alerted that the session set up is successful, it is assumed that the network has
guaranteed and has reserved the needed resources tor one or saveral media
streams of the session. This does nat preclude the possibility tor the user to indicate
his/her preferences regarding the session also after the alerting, in which case the
initial resource reservations may have to be modified.
End-to-end quality of service may be provided by using a variety of mechanisms,
including guaranteed end-ta-end QoS and best effort. The network may nat be able
to guarantee the requested end-ta-end QoS. This may be the case when the user is
establishing sessions through the public Internet. On the other hand, certain
sessions, with the agreement of the initiating and terminating endpoints, should have
the right to go through even without having the requested QoS guarantee.
Depending on operator policy, the S-CSCF may forward the SIP request or response toanother
SIP server located within an ISP domain outside of the IM CN subsystem.
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Appendix 11

Call Establishment On-Hold

Controller originated two party SIP call (see draft-rosenberg-sip-3pcc-03.txt)

In the following scenario the session establishment is controlled by an controller (which should be
seen to be the SCS workingin the 3rd Party Controller mode or B2BUA mode) and initially the first
SIP callleg is set on-hold because of absence of the SOP session description in the INVITE
message. The controller receives the response of the terminal with contained media descriptions
and sends re-INVITE message to the other party. Note that SOP A 1 may very from the final SOP
A2 sent by the UA of user A.

Controller
IHU

no SDP

<-----------------200 SDP fl1
-----------------}
ACK SDP held
<------------------

tiroe t

0

IHU no SDP

-----------------}
200 SDP B

IHU SDP B'

<------------------

<-----------------

200 SDP fl2

-----------------}
ACK

ACK

<------------------

SDP fl2'

----------------->
RTP

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Figure 41. SIP call controlled by a 3rd party controller

This salution has two major advantages:
lt is nat required that the controller knows the media that will be used by the
participants.
The first device receiving the second INVITE can perfarm an intersectien of its own
SOP (sent in the first message) and the SOP obtained from the other end-point.
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Appendix 12

Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)

1. Summary
Service creation in mobile environment has always been rather complicated and time-consuming
task. As soon as web services on the Internet became successful the search for methods to
implament similar services in the wireless network has started. This brought up the Wireless
Application Protocol \'NAP) which introduced the concept of the Internet as a service platform.
WAP is a result of continuous work to define an industry wide specification for developing
applications that operate over wireless communication networks. lt enables the operators and
manufacturers to meet the challenges in advanced and differentiated service creation on the
wireless market In this section we discussWAP with special focus on the Wireless Telephony
Application \'NTA) UA and WTA Interface 0fVTAI) components.

2. Introduetion
The Internet has proven to be an easy and efficient way of dalivering services to millions of users
in the fixed networks. lt was quickly realized, that the opportunity of creating wireless services on
a global basis will attract networks operators as well as third party service providers. To avoid
incompatibilities in the service delivery methods and enable successful co-operation between
companies, in December 1997 WAP Forum has been found. Ericsson, Motorola, Nokia and
Unwired Planet took the initiative to start a rapid creation of a standard for making advanced
services. The first WAP 1.0 specifications have been released in April 1998 foliowed up by other
releases. The latest version of WAP 2.0, publishad in August 2001, integrates Internet protocol
stack including TCP, TLS and HTTP and provides support for high-speed air interface
technologies like General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and 3rd Generation (3G) cellular.
New WAP also provides a rich application environment that enables delivery of information and
interactiva services to all types of wireless devices. WAP 2.0 is compatible with WAP 1.0 and
comes with new version of Wireless Markup Language (WML2). WML2 is based on eXtensible
HyperText Markup Language (XML) and supports Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for elements
positioning. This section concentratas on the Wireless Telephony Application (WTA) framework
and the WTA user-agent.
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Wireless Session Protocol (WSP)
WP-HTTP
Wireless Transport Protocol (WTP)
Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS)

TSL

Wireless Datagram Protocol (WDP)

WP-TCP

Bearer

lP

Wireless

Wlreless

Figure 42. WAP Protocol Stacks

WAP Application Environment

0N AE) also called W AP Browser offers the following features:

Wireless Telephony Application. An application framework tor telephony services.
WAP Push. A mechanism tosend the content to WAP terminal.
User Agent Profile (UAProf). Oefinas the terminal capabilities and user preferences.
External Functionality Interface (EFI). Extends WAE with external functionalities.
Persistent Storage Interface. Enables storage of the services on the terminal.
Data Synchronization.
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS). Delivery of different type of content to the
terminal.
Provisioning. ProvidesWAP elient with necessary network information.
Pictogram. Th is service permits the use of tiny images.
The WTA usar-agent is an extension to the standard WML user-agent with the addition of
capabilities tor interfacing with mobile network services available to a mobile telephony device,
e.g. setting up and receiving phone calls.
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The WTA framewerk extends WAE framewerk by adding the following features:
Wireless Telephony Application Interface (WTAI). An interface trom WML and
WMLScript to a specific set of local, telephony related, functions in the WAP elient
Network event handling. This means that events originating trom the mobile
network could be detected by the WTA usar-agent and actions in response to the
events could be defined.
Repository, which is a starage container, used by the WTA user-agent, that
persistently stores content that executes WTA services. The purpose of the
repository is to tultil the reai-time requirements that are placed on the execution of
WTA services.
WTA servlee indication. Provides a means to notify a elient that an external
asynchronous event has occurred and indicate the service that can be loaded in
order to react to that event.

3. Architecture
A WAP terminal enhanced with WTA functionality can be viawed as a fully integrated Internetand
voice service platform. WTA User Agent 01'/TA UA) runs the service rafereneed by the URI that is
stared locally or obtained trom the WTA Server. The services can be also initiated aftar receiving
an event trom the networkor by accepting Service lndication (SI) messagesend tromtheserver
on lP domain (Push mechanism). The tigure below presents the WTA UA communication with the
WTA Server and possible methods to start executing the service.

WAP
Gatewav

WTA
Server

Figure 43. WTA Service Architecture and service invocation methods

1a- Access to the URI via Repository
1b- Access to the URI via WTA Server
2 - Receiving the URI via SI (Push)
3 - Network event transformed by the WTAl onto the WTA event
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The WTA server can be thought of as a web server dalivering content requested by a elient Like
an Internet web browser, a WTA usar-agent uses URLs to raferenee content on the WTA server.
A URL can also be used to raferenee an application on a web server (e.g. a CGI script) that is
executed when it is referenced. Such applications can be programmed to perform a wide range of
tasks, tor example generata dynamic content and interact with external entities. By referencing
applications on a WTA serverit is possible to create services that use URLs to interact with the
mobile network (e.g. an IN-node) and other antities like a voice mail system. The access to the
extended telephony-related functionality of the IN-nodes can be controlled by the application
running on the WTA Server and sending the service invitation towards the WTA UA on the
terminal. Thus, the concept of referencing applications on a WTA server provides a simple but yet
powertul model tor how to seamlessly integrate services in e.g. the mobile network with services
executing locally in the WAP elient
A WTA service can invoke WTAI-functions that enable access to local functions in the mobile
elient Since such functions make it possible to set up calls and access the users local
phonebook, it must be ensured that only authorized WTA services are allowed to execute.
WTA services are separated trom common WAE services by using predefined port numbers by
the WAP gateway and can be accessed only duringa WTA session. WTA session is a Wireless
Datagram Protocol (WDP) session that uses secure dedicated WDP port number. WTA UA is
allowed to retrieve content only trom WTA Service Provider, which has been approved tor access
toa trusted gateway. The WAP gateway verifies that the providers of WTA content are authorized
as depicted in the tigure below.

WTA

Server

Mobile , ...,.
CNent ..:: ~,_'l

• • •

• • •

v

WAP
Gateway

w~~• J

WAE Services

Figure 44. The task of the WAP Gateway
A WTA session can be started only trom the terminal by requesting a new WSP session and
establishing a Context between the WAP Gateway and the WTA UA. A WTA usar-agent can
have one or many WTA sessions simultaneously, e.g. one WTA session can be used tor service
execution and another session can be used to receive pushed Service lndications (SI). However,
there is only one common context (a event and state binding between currently executing
application on WTA UA and the WTA Server) allowed between the WAP gateway and the WTA
user-agent A new WTA context is initialized whenever the WTA usar-agent is started. The
context is used to manage the usar-agent's various states.
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WAP 2.0 based communication does not require a WAP proxy to translate between the protocols
because new version of Wireless Markup Language has built-in support tor HTTP version 1.1.
Proxy however can optimize the communications process between the WAP Client and Web
Server and may offer mobile service enhancements, such as location, privacy, and presence
based services. In addition, a WAP proxy is necessary to offer Push functionality and plays a
similar role as HTTP proxy but with mobile network-based optimization. Every time the Push is
about to being initialized the Push Initiator (PI) can query the WAP proxy tor terminal specific
information that are cached by the proxy every time the terminal establishes a WAP session.
The WTA framework supports Wireless Telephony Applications that interface with the in-device
telephony related functions and the network telephony infrastructure. The internal architecture of
WAP elient in relation to WTA is presented below.

MOBILE TERMINAL

I

USERINTERFACE

i
WTAUA

I

WAEUA

Network Common Functions

Network Specific Functions

11

WT Al Libraries

I

+

WT Al Libraries

REPOSITORY

I I

~

II

Public Functions

-

I I+

WT Al Libraries

Device Functlons

I
,

~

Network Layer

I

~,

-i
WTAServer

WAP Gateway

.....

T
....

Internet

~

1
T

I
,....
I

~,

Mobile
Network

Flrewall

Figure 45. WTA Framework Contiguration

As already indicated Service lndications (SI) are used to enable the WTA server to notify the enduserabout new content to be retrieved trom the WTA server. A Service lndication may relate to
messaging applications (such as voice mail or e-mail), but also to events in the mobile network.
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4. WTAI Capabilities
In addition to the new application environment and the increased capability of the micro-browser,
WAP 2.0 also supports other features to improve the user experience. These features expand the
capabilities of the wireless devices and improve the ability to deliver useful applications and
services. The WTA user-agent is an extension to the standard WML user-agent with the addition
of capabilities for interfacing with mobile network services available to a mobile telephony device,
like setting up and receiving phone calls.
The specifics of the Wireless Telephony Applications are introduced in the form of an interface.
The WAP WTA Interface (WTAI) features provide the means to create Telephony Applications
using a WTA UA with the appropriate WTAl functions libraries.
The WTAI features are partitioned into a collection of WTAI tunetion libraries. The type of tunetion
and its availability determines where the different functions are specified. The WTAl tunetion
libraries are accessible from WMLScript using the scripting tunetion libraries. Some WTAI
functions are also accessible from WML using URis. These functions may initiate an interaction
between the mobile and the network. WTAI functions are accessed using the WTAI URI scheme
and follow CGI-Iike invocation mechanism. WTAI functions pass all parameters as type string.
WTA Interface is divided into three categories depending on type of function:
Common Network Functions. The most common features that are available in all
networks. They are only accessible from the WTA user-agent. Examples of functions
are call setup and answer incoming call.
Network Specific Functions. Features that are only available in certain types of
networks. Operator-specific features may also reside in this set.
Public Functions. Simple features that are available to third party applications
executing using the standard W AE user-agent. These functions support only simple
telephony functions like setting up the Calls.
Only the Network Common and the Public Functions are defined in the WTAI specification and
those are described below. All functions have identities within each library and are associated
with a certain set of supported parmission types and events that may occur as a direct result of
tunetion invocation.
As previously mentioned the WTAI library functions are accessible from WMLScript and some of
them as well from WML using dedicated WTAI URI encoding scheme. From WMLScript a specific
tunetion is called within WMLScript code by referencing WT Al tunetion library together with the
actual tunetion name and parameters like:
WTAVoiceCall.setup(number, mode)
Then the service developer can write a WMLScript tunetion and callit from within WML like
presented below. This WML Card allows the mobile user to order the desired type of food.
<wml:card>
<go href="rnyScript.wmls#CallFood('$(foodNurnber) '}"/>
<select wml:narne="foodNurnber">
<option value="5556789">Pizza</option>
<option value="5553344">Sandwich</option>
</select>
</wml:card>
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The myScript. wmls includes then a direct call to some Library Function like
WTAVoiceCall.setup( 12345678, true), which will be executed by the WTA Server after receiving
appropriate event from the terminal.
Within WML code the WTAI URI library identifier can be used to identify the library. WTAI
functions are named using URI's. URI follows the following format:
wtai:lllibrarylfunction;parameter!result
where:
library
tunetion
parameter
result

The tunetion type.
Function identifier
Function parameters
An optional name of the variabie that will be set in the
WTA UA context as aresult of the tunetion call.

Then invocation of WATI tunetion from URI would look like:
<wml:card>
<a href="wtai://wp/rnc;5551212">Call Now</a>
</wml:card>

WTA services can place, receive, and terminate voice calls. WTA UA may support multiple
simultaneous voice calls or the service can be limited to only one voice call at a time. WTA
Interface is also capable of detecting network events end information and presenting them to the
WTA UA like specific information about incoming voice calls. Each information field has a name
and value. A field value may be retrieved using its field name. The following fields are defined:
Number. A phone-number of the called I calling party
Status. lndicates the recent state of the call.
Mode. lndicates the coupling between the established call and the current WTA
context. DROP indicates that the call state is tightly coupled with the WTA context
and KEEP indicates no coupling at all.
Name. The name of the other party.
Duration. Specifies duration of the call in seconds.

Public WT Al Library
Library Function
WTAPublic
WTA Events
There are no WTA events associated with this tunetion library

WMLScript Functions

URI Functions

MakeCall(number)
sendDTM F( dtmf)
addPBEntry(number, name)

wtai ://wplmc; number!result
wtai :Ilwplsd; dtmf! re sult
wtai :Ilwplap; number; name! result
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Network Common WTAl Libraries
Library Function
WTAVoiceCall
WTA Events
lncomingCall
CaiiCieared
CaiiConnected
OutgoingCall
CaiiAierting
DTMFSent

WMLScript Functions

URI Functions

setup(number, mode)
accept(cai/Handle, mode)
release( ca/JHandle)
sendDTMF(ca/IHand/e, dtmf)
caiiStatus(ca//Hand/e, field)
list(retumFirst)

Library Function
WTANetText
WTA Events
MassageSendStatus
lncomingMessage

WMLScript Functions

URI Functions

send(address, text)
list( returnFirst, message Type)
re move( msgHandle)
getFieldValue(msgHand/e, field)
markAsRead( msqHandle)

Library Function
WTAPhoneBook
WTAEvents
There are no WTA events associated with this tunetion library

WMLScript Functions

URI Functions

wrîte(index,number, name)
search(fie/d, value)
remave (index)
getFieldValue(index, field)
change(index,field, newValue}
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Library Function
WTAMisc
WTAEvents
NetworkStatus

WMLScript Functions

URI Functions

setlndicator(type, newState)
The type parameter is an integer and
Represents the following events:
0 = Incaming Speech Call
1 = Incaming Data Call
2 = Incaming Fax Call
3 = Call Waiting
4 = Text Message
5 = Voice Mail Message
6 = Fax Message
7 =Email Massage.
end Context()
getProtection()
setProtection( mooo)

wtai://ms/ec

Library Function
WTACalllog
WTAEvents

WMLScript Functions

URI Functions

dialled(returnFirst)
missed(returnFirst)
received(returnFirst)
getFieldValue(logHand/e, field)

5. WTA Services
The WAP Programming Model, closely aligned with the Web Programming Model, uses the Pull
Model, (which is where the elient requests content from the server). However, WAP also extends
the Web architecture by adding telephony support with WTA and enabling a Push Model, where a
server can proactively send content to the elient
In addition to supporting presentation services, similar to HTML, WML adds support for events
and variables. This gives developers the tools they need to develop browser-based applications
that go beyond simple viewable documents for mobile users. WML's accompanying client-side
scripting language, WMLScript, provides for additional intelligence and control over presentation.
To imprave the efficiency of transmission and elient implementation for the handling of both WML
and WMLScript, WAE supports tokenisation of WML 1 and the compilation of WMLScript befare
the gateway sends the content to the device.
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WTA services are created using WML2 and WMLScript. The previously used WTA-WML content
format is deprecated and should be transformed into WML2. From a WMLScript, telephony
functions can be accessed through the Wireless Telephony Applications Interface (WTAI). WTAI
also provides access to telephony functions trom WML2 by using URis. URis farm a unifying
naming model to identify features independently of the internal structure of the device and the
mobile network. The WTA services reside on the WTA server. The elient addresses WTA
services by using URLs. Examples of WTA services include:
•

•

•

Extended set of user options for handling incoming ca/Is (lncoming Cal/ Selection):
The service is started when an incoming call is detected in the elient A menu with user
options is presented to the user. Examples of options could be:
• Accept call
• Redirect to voice mail
• Redirect to another subscriber
•
Send special message to caller
Voice mail: The user is notified that she has new voice mails, and retrieves a list of them trom
the server. The list is presented on the client's display. When a certain voice mail has been
selected, the server sets up a call to the elient and the user listens to the selected voice mail.
Cal/ subscriber trom message listor log: When a list of voice, fax or e-mails or any kind of call
log is displayed the user has the option of calling the originator of a selected entry in the list
or log.

The detailed set of WTA functions is as follows:
setting up the Calls
answering or rejecting the Calls
placing Calls on a hold
redirecting the Calls
Sending and receiving network messages and getting information about those
messages.
manipulating the device's Phonebook
accessing the device's cal! history. The WTA user agent may provide access to the
following calllogs:
Dialed Ca/I Log. History of outgoing voice calls
Missed Cal/ Log. History of incoming voice calls that were not answered
Received Cal/ Log. History of incoming voice calls that were answered
Accessing to the following logical indicators:
Incaming Speech Cal/
Incaming Data Cal/
Incaming Fax Cal/
Cal/ Waiting
Text Message
Voice Mail Message
FaxMessage
Email Message
A logical indicator may be manifestedas an LED, as anicon on the display, as a number on the
display, or as a unique audible signal.

Repoeitory
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The repository is a persistent starage module within the mobile terminal that may be used to
eliminate the need for network access when loading and executing frequently used WTA
services. The repository a lso addresses the issue of how a WTA service developer ensures that
time-critica! WTA events are handled in a timely manner.
WTA service developer can pre-program the device with content using the depository and
imprave the response timefora WTA service.
The repository can be accessed:
As result of the WTA event generated after receiving the event from the network and
being associated with a specific channel
Directly by end-user via channels menu reprasenting allowable services in case the
service has been.
The SI or content retrieved from the WTA server can contain the URL to the content,
which already has been stared in the repository. On receiving such a raferenee the
WTA UA will check if the content indicated in URL has been already retrieved en if it
still exists in the repository.
•
•
•

The repository contains a set of channels and resources.
Resources are data that have been downloaded with WSP (e.g. a WML2), and are stared
along with their meta-data (e.g. content type and the HTTP 1.1 entity-tag) and location (URL).
A channel is a resource that contains a set of links to resources. Channels have an identity
and freshness.

J·ï~:ure (>,

Kepositoq·

Figure 46. WTA Repository

Channels can be pushed into the repository or loaded into the repository whenever the usaragent retrieves them. Channels are uniqualy identified by the channelid attribute value.
The Channel Media Type contains the resource element that specifies a resource that is
contained in a channel. The location of the resource is described by means of the URL that is
specified in the first resource element in a channel. lt identifies the content to be invoked when
the channel is rafereneed by some means.

This is an example of a simple WTA service specified using the WTA Channel.
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<?xml version="l.O" ?>
<!DOCTYPE
channel
PUBLIC
"channel.dtd">

"-//WAPFORUM//DTD

CHANNEL

1. 2/ /EN"

<channel
maxspace="2048"
base=="http://wap.operator.com/"
eventid=="wtaev-cc/ic"
channelid=="IncomingCallChannel"
success="success.wml"
failure="failure.wml">
<title>Call Selection</title>
<abstract>Incoming Call Selection service!</abstract>
<resource href="welcome.wml" />
<resource href=="first.wml"
/>
<resource href="script.wmls" />
</channel>
Channels can be loaded into the repository using any standard content transfer mechanism that
is suitable to use with the specific type of network and bearer. Channel download methods may
include:
• Returning the channel as part of a response to a standard URL request (GET or
POST method).
• Pushing the channel to the device either directly or using a Service lndication (SI).
WTA User-agent

RepoJI!ory

lr1Stall Charme!

Kequesl M•ssmg
Resources

Download of resources (response)

lnstall Resources
Channel ready lor

Activatloo

Aecess "Succes.q" UKL (request)
Download "Success" (msponse)

Actovale Charme!

"Success message •s
presenled to ll1e end-user

Figu1·c 7. Successful Channellnstallation

Figure 47. Successful Channel lnstallation
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6. Standardization body
WAP Forum: www.wapforum.org

7. Examples
This example illustrates the Incaming Call Selection service
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846. Incaming Call Selection service
Here the network receives an incoming call and sends the message to the mobile subscriber. In
the terminal the WTAI generatas an IncamingMassage eventand consults the repository to find a
propitiate channel associated with this event. The channel provides the URL to the "lncoming Call
Selection" service stared in the repository. In this case the repository contains required content to
run the service and returns it to the WT A UA.
Then the context is created and code is loaded into that context and service starts executing. The
service gives the user possibility to choose between saveral options which can be:
Accept the call
Redirect the call
Reject the call
Then user accepts the calland the WTAI tunetion 'WTAVoiceCall.accept" is invoked.
Then WTAI tunetion is invoked to conneet to the mobile network, which returns acknowledgement
of the conneetion and then A result code indicating the outcoma of the call is generated internally
in the phone. A speech path between the mobile network and the elient is established.
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And the next example illustrates the Push service invocation.
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Figure 49. Push service invocation

1.

The Voice Mail System notities the WTA server that there are new voice mails. A list of them
is also sent to the WTA server.
2. The WTA server creates new service content basedon the list received from the voice mail
system. The content is stored on the server, and its URL is included in a Service lndication
that will be pushed to the elient The Service Indicatien's message could read: "You have 4
new voice mails".
3. The WAP gateway sends the Service lndication to the elient using push.
4. The user is notified about the Service lndication by a message delivered with the Service
lndication. The user chooses to accept the Service lndication.
5. A WSP "Get" request is sent to the WAP gateway (URL provided by the Service lndication).
6. The WAP gateway makes a WSP/HTIP conversion.
7. The WTA server returns the aarlier created voice mail service.
8. The WAP gateway makes a HTIP/WSP conversion.
9. The voice mail service is now executing in the elient The user is presented with a list of voice
mails originating from the Voice Mail System (a WML2 "Select List" created in step 2). The
user selacts a certain voice mail to listen to.
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10. Another WSP "Get" request is sent to the WAP gateway. The requested deck identifies the
selected voice mail.
11. The WAP gateway makes a WSP/HTTP conversion.
12. The WT A server returns the requested deck. The deck only contains one card with a single
WML2 "go href " task. The URL is automatically called when the card is executed and it refers
to a card in the earlier downloaded voice mail content which binds the incoming call event
(wtaev-cc/ic) so that the subsequent call from the Voice Mail System will be answered
automatically. Now, also the WT A server is informed about which voice mail the user has
chosen to retrieve.
13. The WAP gateway makes a HTTP/WSP conversion.
14. The incoming call event (wtaev-cc/ic) is temporarily bound so that the call from the Voice Mail
System will be answered automatically. In order to avoid that the voice mail service answers
a call from someone else than the voice mail system, the calling party's phone number
(callerld parameter of the wtaev-cc/ic event) is preferably checked.
15. The WTA server instructs the Voice Mail System to play the selected voice mail.
16. The Voice Mail System instructs the mobile network to set up a call to the elient
17. The mobile network sets up a call to the elient
18. The elient answers the call automatically due to content loaded in steps 12 to 14.
19. The mobile network informs the Voice Mail System that the elient has accepted the call.
20. Acknowledgements are sent to the elient and the voice mail system.
21. A speech path is established between the Voice Mail System and the client, and the
message is played.
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Appendix 13

PINT I SPIRITS Service Architectures

1. Summary
Now a day the telephony is a voice centric service in the fixed PSTN I ISDN and mobile GSM
networks. Also on the Web, the technologies like Voice over lP (VoiP) make speech-based web
services available to the wide range of Internet users. As in the next generation networks the web
services are moving towards the UMTS terminals the need for integration of lP and circuit
switched networks arise. This section deals with the creation and service architecture of so-called
hybrid services that allow inter-networking across IP-based and circuit-switched networks. PINT
and SPIRITS are examples of such services. This section presents the following:
The PINT I SPIRITS service architecture.
The type of PINT I SPIRITS services.
PINT I SPIRITS Gateway
A static and dynamic working scenario.
lmplementation methods

2. Introduetion
The service architecture for provisioning speech-based services in the fixed world is called the
Intelligent Network (IN) and in wireless world, Customized Application for Mobile Network
Enhanced Logic (CAMEL). In IN the Intelligent Network Application Protocol (INAP) and in GSM
the Camel Application Protocol (CAP) serve for invocation and handling of traditional telephony
services and are used between network antities that communicate using different protocol. This
implies necessity for network logic totranslate between those different protocols. CAP and INAP
in both service architectures relay on ISDN User-Part (ISUP) which is a peer-to-peer call control
signaling protocol and provides a similar to SIP functionality for establishing speech-based
connections. Also the next generation mobile networks will contain mixed GSM circuit switched
and GPRS packet switched networks in its lP Multimedia Subsystem (lP MM) domain.
On the other side the considerable and still growing number of Internet users along with many
PSTN clients has created a demand for a new class of services, which can enable
interconnection between lP and circuit switched domains and take advantages of both
technologies. Successful inter-networking of the Internet and Global Switched Telephone
Network (GSTN) should enable integration of PSTN services with those oftered by the Internet
through the World-Wide Web. Fortunately, in converged fixed and mobile network the service
architecture is going to be access and terminal independent because IP will be the transport layer
platform for not voice only but for all end-to-end multimedia services. PINT I SPIRITS architecture
is meant to be IP-based what would allow both SIP servers and SIP enabled end-user terminals
to manage calls in a wide range of networks, including circuit switched networks, without requiring
a big changes to existing protoeals and network nodes. Some new methods and a gateway on
the border between lP and PSTN network has been defined to support PINT and SPIRITS
services. lt is understood that Intelligent Network systems, private PBXs, cellular phone networks
and the ISDN can all be used to daliver PINT services. Also, the requestforservice might come
from within a private lP network that is disconnected from the whole Internet. The PINT I SPIRITS
architecture standardization in IETF are driven by Lucent, AT&T, Nortel, Siemens and Telia.
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3. PINT
PINT is proposed extension to SIP protocol (also referred to as SIP+) and the workon it is done
by PINT WG of IETF. FortheIN part of PINT the ITU- T is responsible. SIP Servers and SIP UAs
supporting SIP+ extensions are also called PINT clients. PINT architecture enables access to
GSTN services from the Internet. PINT services always involve two separate networks: an lP
network to request the placement of a call, and a GSTN telephone network to execute the actual
call. The PINT Gateway that relays PINT requests to the GSTN appears to the SIP networkas a
SIP User Agent Server. The PINT Milestone Services include:
Request to Call
Request to Fax Content and Request to Fax back
Request to Speak I Send I Play Content
Despita of using SIP methods in PINT service execution session the media is transported over
the telephone system while in a SIP session the data is sent over lP network. There are three
new SIP methods proposed in RFC 2848 that would provide the user with some additional
information about the status of the call. Those, along withother changes to SIP are listed below.
SUBSCRIBE. This request indicates that a user wishes to receive information about the
status of the session (Session Monitoring).
UNSUBSCRIBE. Used to unsubscribe from the service.
NOTIFY. This message will besend during the period a user is subscribed totheservice
as a result of any change in the status of the service session (Status lndication).
Warning Headers. To signal unsupported PINT features
Require Headers. To signal the mandatory PINT extensions to SIP towards the PINT
Server.
Use of user portion of SIP URL to indicate the type of Service.
- R2C: Request-to-Call
- R2F: Request-to-Fax
- R2HC: Request-to-Hear-Content
A PINT URL can be used within Request-URI or in To and From header in PINT request.

The defined for PINT extensions of SIP affect also Sassion Description Protocol (SOP) for which
SIP is the transport protocol. Here are the most significant changes to SOP:
New TN (Telephone Network) parameter for SOP conneetion field.
New SOP media types: text, image and application.
New transport protocol keywords along with associated format and attribute types: voice,
fax and pager.
The possible PINT interaction with the PSTN network include:
Create a Call
Destroy a Call
Conneet a Terminalto a Call
Disconneet a Terminalto a Call
Play some file datatoa connected Terminal
Check and Monitor Status of a Request, Callor Terminal
Send a bill
The PINT Service Protocol is specified in RFC 2848.
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3. SPIRITS
The SPIRIT has been developed within SPIRIT Working Group (WG) of IETF and deals with the
implementation of services that are initiated in the PSTN towards terminals attached on lP
network. Typical examples of SPIRITS services are:
Internet Call Waiting (ICW)
Internet Caller-10 Oelivery
Internet Call Forwarding
Those services take advantage of the following SPIRITS functionality:
Redirect Calls
Announce a pending Call
Filter incoming Calls
Select termination point for incoming Call
In Internet Call Waiting a PC user which is attached to the Internet via a diai-up conneetion can
be notified of an incoming phone call, without the need for an additional phone line. He can also
specity on the fly the treatment of the incoming call while being notified as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

Accept the Call
- Terminate the Internet conneetion and accept PSTN Call
- Accept the Call by VoiP
Reject the Call
Forward the incoming call to another phone number
Redirect the incoming Call to Voice Mail
Play recorded message to the calling party and disconneet incoming Call

Other possibility is to define default action the network will take in case of an incoming Call. In this
situation the Call will not be presented to the User but a recorded service processing log file will
provide the User with all information about the call date and time and calling party number and
can be viawed at any latter time.
Internet Caller-10 Oelivery and Internet Call Forwarding are a part of ICW as described above if
the User is being called while connected to the Internet over a single telephone line. lf it is not the
case, in the Internet Call Forwarding service PC will act as an auxiliary device to which incoming
call is directed first.
The service subscription to the SPIRITS services can be done over the phone, by posting a
request by mail or via the Internet. Aftar this, subscriber will receive the SPIRITS software by post
or will download it trom the Web. Aftar that the User can register to SPIRITS service session
using the web browser and can specity whether the incoming Call should be presented to him I
her or handled automatically.
The SCF in the SPIRITS network interacts with the SPIRITS Gateway and PINT Server in lP
domain through the SPIRITS Client and can be physically located in a stand-alone generalpurpose Service Control Point (SCP) node or in the specialized network element called Service
Node (SN). The SCF also controls the switches where the Service Switching Function (SSF)
resides. SSF interacts with SCF for recognition and handling of IN services.
The SPIRITS Service Protocol is described in RFC 2995.
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3. PINT I SPIRITS gateway
The PINT/SPIRITS gateways could be new innovative bridging products, which may beseen as a
natural evolution of the lP Service Switching Function (IPSSF). PINT gateway might have a true
telephone interface or it might be connected via soma other protocol or API to the Executive
System in PSTN. PINTworkis more advanced than SPIRITS, however both architecturescan be
seen as part of a common architecture of IP/PSTN service integration. The general idea behind
the architecture is to create services as if all communication wasbasedon lP and all clients and
servers were SIP enabled. Because, of course, its not the case in existing telecommunication
networi<s, a new type of network element, the Service Control Gateways (SCG), has been
proposed to hide the true situation trom the services. SCGs convert network-specific call control
signaling toPINT I SPIRITS SIP-Iike messages and vice versa.

Gateway
SIP+
SIP Server

SIP/Internet

Figure 50. The Service Control Gateway as interface to SCF I SSF functions
A SCG behaves as a regular SIP User Agent (UA) towards theservices and as a network-specific
service control node in the netwerk where the call is being set up. SCGs handle protocol
conversions, but address translation, such as telephone number to SIP URL, are handled by a
regular SIP Servers in order to keep the SCG as simpleas possible.
A PINT GW acts like a SIP UA server towards the SIP network (terminating end-point), and as an
SSF towards the IN/Camel netwerk. Basically, the PINT GW implements a bridging tunetion that
allows SIP elient-servers to invoke certain telephone services trom an lP network. The other
implementation could be to implament the PINT GW, to act as a SCP towards the IN/Camel
netwerk, cantrolling the SSF.
A complementary bridging tunetion is the SPIRITS GW, which acts like a SCP towards the
IN/Camel netwerk and as a SIP UA Client towards the SIP network. Alternatively, the SPIRITS
GW could be implemented to act as an SSF towards the IN/Camel network.
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4. PINT I SPIRITS service network architecture
lnter-networking of the Internet and PSTN, based on open well-defined interfaces, will promote
interoperability of both the networks and systems built by different vendors. In the overall PINT I
SPIRITS architecture SPIRITS Client, which can be collocated with SCF, receives PSTN
requests trom SCF and sends back the responses. PINT servers receive PINT requests trom the
PINT clients residing on the user lP-host and relay them to the PSTN tor execution. SPIRITS
Server terminatas PSTN requests and is responsible tor all interactions between Subscriber and
SPIRITS Gateway like incoming call notification or specifying the Call treatment. A conventional
Number Portability implementation in a mobile Circuit Switched Network (CSN) uses INAP
messages to carry number queries to a network-intemal database application. One of the INAP
massages, that carries the number query, is converted toa SIP INVITE message by the SCG and
is then forwarded to the SIP Redirect Server. The next tigure depiets the PINT I SPIRITS
architecture and the crucial role of the Service Gateway (SG) which also handles so-called
Number Portability.

Executive
Svstem

lnitiative
Svstem
Une

PSTN Subscriber

Figure 51. PINT I SPIRITS service network architecture
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In the recently proposed architecture SPIRITS Gateway is collocated with the PINT Client as
presented below. The tigure indicated also the most significant interfaces.

SPIRITS Server

PINT Server
A - Over the A interface, PINT provides registration
and SUBSCRIBE NOTIFY "building bleeks", that
are not strictly PSTN-specific.

A

B
SPIRITS Proxy

B - on the B interface, SPIRITS provides PSTNspecific registration, event notifications and
requests, out-of-the-blue notifications.

PINT Server

C - Parameters coming over the C interface could be
mappad onto IN parameters.

Figure 52. Latest architectural proposals

3. How it works ?
IN or Soft Switch network node within PSTN domain initiatas a request tor service towards
SPIRIT gateway where SPIRIT Client constructs and issues SPIRIT request and sends it to the
SPIRIT Server on the lP domain. This server can have also its mirror on the user terminal, which
wilt usually include a PINT elient as welf used tor registration and initiatien of PINT services. The
most likely scenario is that a Lite version of the SPIRITS Server wilt be downloaded inthefarm of
JAVA applet aftar successtuf user registration to the SPIRITS services or the appropriate
software wilt be installed on the user machine after subscription. The following tigure depiets the
registration process to SPIRITS services.

PINT Server

4
7

4

I-

w

z

a:

Registrar

w

1 - Conneet
2- Register
3 - SUBSCRIBE (PINT)
4 - Authenticate I Store
5- 200 OK (PINT)
6 - NOTIFY (PINT)
7 - Connected

1-

z

Web Server

4
7

6

After successful registration,
the SPIRITS Server will be
downloaded totheUser's PC.

3
PINTCiient

5
Figure 53. Registration to SPIRITS services
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Every timetheuser log on onto lP domain he I her may registertoPINT I SPIRITS Services, the
PINT Client will issue then the Subscriba message towards the PINT Gateway. Subscription will
end aftar user logs off or any moment he I her decide to break subscription explicitly. This PINT
Call sequence diagram presents the use of SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY PINT methods.

User/
Application
Request Call

PINTCiient
SIP UA

PINT Gateway
SIP UA

I

IN

I

A

B

Party

Party

..

...

INVITE (PINT/SIP)

.....

...

200 OK (PINT/SIP)

SUBSCAIBE (PINT) ...

...

...

200 OK (PINT)
ACK (PINT/SIP) ..

Establish IN
Call

...

. . . ..

...............

~ .........

r;t:::::::·:::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~
.... NOTIFY (PINT)

...Call Established

~

~

~

Call
Established

Figure 54. PINT Call

5.

How to implement ?

As PINT I SPIRITS services use SIP as signaling protocol, they also use the same service
creation methods, which include CPL, CGI and JAVA Serviets as depicted in figure 7.
But use of SIP is notmandstory and alsoothers protocolscan be used to handle PliNT I SPIRITS
requests along the network. Due to the high number of available web browsers and servers it
seems very likely that some PINT systems will use HTMUHTTP as a front-end for registration
and invoking of its services. The PINT request would be transported by means of HTTP request
towards the web server associated with a PINT Client. The browsers and web servers on the
Internet would be upgraded to support the SIP URLs, which can be of various types like email-like
SIP addresses, H323 or E.164 telephone numbers. Then an appropriate HTTP-to-PINT API
would be used to convert from HTTP onto PINT request.
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Figure 55. PINT Protocol Stack

6.

Conclusions

Both protocols have been developed taking care of, that future extensions to PINTand SPIRITS
could develop along with Internet conferencing. Therefore they using SIP to establish the
association between participants in the session and SDP to describe the media to be exchanged.
However SIP messages are routed based on the Request-URI and To headers which in PINT
can include sensitive information. In this case the native SIP encryption which applies only to the
body of the message can not proteet the information about the user and transport or network
layer proteetion mechanisms should be used. In PINT the REGISTER message is used to
register tor the service while in SIP it is used tor user registration.
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